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In 1894, a group of northerners founded the South’s oldest Spiritualist community
at Cassadaga in Volusia County. This photograph shows some of Cassadaga’s winter
residents in 1904. Photograph courtesy of the Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp
Meeting Association, Cassadaga.
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Seeking the Sweet Spirit of Harmony:
Establishing a Spiritualist Community
at Cassadaga, Florida, 1893-1933
by JOHN J. GUTHRIE JR.
IN March of 1899, a prominent Spiritualist from Amelia, Ohio, J.Clegg Wright, sent a letter to a medium residing in Cassadaga,
Florida. Wright informed Emma J. Huff that he planned to attend
the following year’s Spiritualist convention in the Sunshine State.
Congratulating her for having a “fairly good meeting this year,” he
added: “It must be a hard region in which to sow the seed of pro-
gressive thought. The South Land is behind. It is cursed by the heel
of old religion— a monstrous tyrant. He puts the eyes out of all his
subjects.“1 Wright’s letter reveals much about the attitudes that
many northern Spiritualists held toward the region in which the
emerging religious community at Cassadaga had taken root. To
some Spiritualists who had never traveled below the Mason-Dixon
Line, Florida at that time appeared as a stereotypical southern state
populated by people whose values stood in stark contrast to north-
ern culture. Yet at the same time, Wright’s letter provokes numer-
ous questions concerning Florida’s “spiritual frontier” at the turn
of the century. Such queries warrant exploration by historians.
Indeed, only during the last few decades have scholars begun
examining the history of Spiritualism in the United States. Much
of this work has advanced the notion that mainstream Americans
John J. Guthrie Jr. is associate professor of history at Daytona Beach Community
College. The author wishes to thank Eileen Kiser, Christine Spillar, Vince
Owens, and Reverend Nick Sourant for their valuable research assistance, and
Bret E. Carroll, Kurt Cumiskey, Gary Monroe and Len Lempel for commenting
on earlier drafts of this article. This article is an imprint from Cassadaga: The
Continuing Story of a Florida Spiritualist Camp, forthcoming from the University
Press of Florida.
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have viewed Spiritualists as religious outsiders.2 Accordingly, the
Spiritualists’ belief that a person’s identity and existence continues
on after death in the spirit plane, coupled with their conviction
that the living can communicate with spirits through the assistance
of a medium, posed a serious threat to the creed of the dominant
Christian groups. Conventional Protestant churches thus scorned
Spiritualism for its unorthodox ways. Neither accepted nor toler-
ated by the mainstream, Spiritualists found themselves relegated to
the margins of American culture.3
Ann Braude has argued that Spiritualism “became a magnet
for social radicals,” particularly for those who advocated women’s
rights and the abolition of slavery. Taking Braude’s cue, historians
are now paying greater attention to Spiritualism and its linkage to
nineteenth-century reform movements. Still, these studies all but
ignore Spiritualism’s place in the twentieth century and have
slighted some of the more moderate— if not conservative— aspects
of the religion and its followers.4
Founded in 1894 by northerners, Cassadaga is the oldest Spiri-
tualist community in the South. Since most scholarship dealing
with Spiritualism focuses on the origins and evolution of the faith
in the North, an exploration of Cassadaga’s history has enormous
2. Although I have used mainstream-fringe for analytical purposes, two historians
question the utility of such conceptual distinctions. See R. Laurence Moore,
Religious Outsiders and the Making of Americans (New York, 1986); Mary Farrell
Bednarowski, New Religions and the Theological Imagination in America (Blooming-
ton, 1989).
3. See, for example, Robert W. Delp, “Andrew Jackson Davis: Prophet of American
Spiritualism,” Journal of American History 54 (June 1967), 43-56; Idem, “Ameri-
can Spiritualism and Social Reform, 1847-1900,” Northwest Ohio Quarterly 44 (Fall
1972), 85-99; R. Laurence Moore, In Search of White Crows: Spiritualism, Parapsy-
chology and American Culture (New York, 1977). For the fundamentals of Spiritu-
alism, see Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp: 1997/98 Annual Program (Cassadaga,
1997), 9, 26, 36-37.
4. Ann Braude, Radical Spirits: Spiritualism and Women's  Rights in Nineteenth-Century
America (Boston, 1989). For recent scholarship along these lines, see Richard
Kyle, The Religious Fringe: A History of Alternative Religions in America (Downers
Grove, Ill., 1993); David J. Hess, Science in the New Age: The Paranormal, Its Defend-
ers and Debunkers, and American Culture (Madison, 1993); Catherine Wessinger,
ed., Women’s Leadership in Marginal Religions: Explorations Outside the Mainstream
(Urbana, 1993); Sally Jean Morita, “Modern Spiritualism and Reform in Amer-
ica” (Ph.D. diss. University of Oregon, 1995). For a recent work that places
greater emphasis on the religion’s followers, see Bret E. Carroll, Spiritualism in
Antebellum America (Bloomington, 1997).
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potential. Clearly, if Spiritualists found themselves “marginalized”
in their native North, it seems probable that they would have failed
to harmonize with southern culture, which was dominated by
Christian fundamentalism. On the one hand, southern Protestants
have embraced three basic convictions: that the Bible is the true
word of the Lord; that individuals have direct and intimate access
to God; and that Christian morality is defined in terms of personal
and individual ethics.5 On the other hand, Spiritualists— though
lacking a creed— believe in an infinite intelligence, affirm that
communication with the dead is a proven fact, and abide by the
Golden Rule’s decree to treat others as one would treat oneself.6
Spiritualism, moreover, stemmed from “nineteenth-century
Christian anxieties concerning the ascendancy of science as a mas-
ter interpretation of the world.” The religion, according to scholar
Phillip Charles Lucas, “seeks to reconcile religion and science by
empirically demonstrating the survival of the human personality af-
ter the death of the physical body.“7 Because of this, Spiritualism
does not quite jibe with the common convictions of southern Prot-
estants, who may have viewed Spiritualists as religious deviants.
And as John B. Boles has noted, a comprehensive history of south-
ern religion would include the so-called nonconformist sects be-
yond the religious orthodoxy. By most accounts, Spiritualism
would fall under this category, A local study of Cassadaga, there-
fore, promises to further an understanding of southern culture. In
fact, historians of the South are just starting to realize how narrowly
focused studies can illuminate a region’s development. In a recent
and important study of Vicksburg, Mississippi, for instance, Chris-
topher Morris has suggested that the “accepted notions of what we
have come to understand as southern culture” may need revising.
Likewise, historians may also want to reconsider some of their as-
sumptions about southern religion.8
5. Samuel S. Hill, “Religion,” in Charles Reagan Wilson, William Ferris, Ann J.
Abadie, and Mary L. Hart, eds., Encyclopedia of Southern Culture (Chapel Hill,
1989), 1274.
6. Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp Meeting Association: 1894-1994 Centennial
Issue (Cassadaga, 1994), 7.
7. Gary Monroe, Kristin G. Congdon, John J. Guthrie Jr., Sidney P. Johnston, and
Phillip Charles Lucas, The Spirit of Cassadaga (Philadelphia, 1997), 3.
8. John B. Boles and Evelyn Thomas Nolen, eds., Interpreting Southern History: Essays
in Honor of Sandford W. Higginbotham (Baton Rouge, 1987); Christopher Morris,
Becoming Southern: The Evolution of a Way of Life, Warren County and Vicksburg, Mis-
sissippi, 1770-1860 (New York and Oxford, 1995).
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With the above in mind, this article investigates the first forty
years of the Spiritualist community at Cassadaga. Based primarily
on newspaper accounts, church records, and other documents, the
following will address several questions including: How did the lo-
cal Protestants react to this group of religious outsiders? Did they
extend the hand of fellowship to the newcomers? Or did locals view
the Spiritualists as a threat to community morality and conse-
quently persecute them? In considering these questions, this essay
shows that Spiritualists at Cassadaga fit nicely into the mainstream
of American middle-class culture, despite their unorthodox faith.
They were steeped in Protestant American traditions ranging from
capitalism to republicanism. The seemingly ordinariness of Cas-
sadagans explains in part why local Protestants tolerated and ac-
cepted Spiritualists living and practicing their unconventional faith
in the area. But an equally important factor that explains why locals
received the Spiritualists hospitably was that Volusia County at the
turn of the century remained an underdeveloped rural agrarian
community. Its need of outside capital to spur development, cou-
pled with the notion that expenditures by these so-called religious
outsiders would provide this stimulus, prompted many residents to
actively encourage the establishment of a permanent Spiritualist
camp meeting site in the county.
In 1847, Andrew Jackson Davis, a founder of modern Spiritual-
ism, wrote: “The great movements of the day are all advancing the
public to [a] desirable consummation.” Advocates for the abolition
of slavery, the repeal of capital punishment, the prohibition of al-
cohol, and other social reforms, Davis suggested, would help estab-
lish a universal system of happiness representing “the harmony of
all created things, and typify the . . . majesty of the Divine Creator.”
Although other Spiritualists displayed similar concerns, when agi-
tating for social reform they often remained loath to adopt the rad-
ical path blazed by extremists. Instead, they recommended a
course of gradual reform taken one step at a time. A more radical
approach, they feared, would prove impracticable and destructive.
The more moderate world view of Spiritualists became apparent
following John Brown’s raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859. With tem-
pers raging in both the North and the South, leading Spiritualists
advised restraint. An editorial in the Spiritual Telegraph and Fireside
Preacher renounced the use of force and implored all Americans to
come sit down “and reason together.” Such moderation led aboli-
10
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tionist Parker Pillsbury to denounce Spiritualists as dead weights in
the cause of freedom and progress.9
Because of such ridicule, Spiritualists possibly became a bit
alienated from a significant number of antebellum reformers. In
addition, Spiritualists learned that even within their ranks conflicts
proved long and bitter. Between the years 1872 and 1893, personal
feuds stirred animus and undoubtedly contributed to Spiritual-
ism’s failure to maintain solidarity at either the national or local
level.10 In the spring of 1877, to illustrate the point, a group of Spir-
itualists in Chautauqua County, New York, arranged to hold a camp
meeting on Willard Alden’s farm on the eastern shore of Cassadaga
Lake. Alden furnished a grove for the Spiritualist gathering, free of
charge. In September the meetings convened for six days and most
Spiritualists who attended considered them sufficiently successful
to warrant a ten-day meeting in 1878. Alden, however, died the fol-
lowing winter. Consequently, his heirs wanted a percentage of the
gate receipts as payment for the use of the family’s property. Due to
these money matters, a spirit of unrest plagued the next two sea-
sons. In August 1879, a faction of the Spiritualists proposed secur-
ing new grounds and organizing a camp meeting independent of
the Aldens’. To that end, they chartered the Cassadaga Lake Free
Association and purchased land adjacent to the Aldens’ farm for
holding their annual meetings. For several years the two sites com-
peted with each other to attract Spiritualists to their summer en-
gagements. Eventually the Cassadaga Lake Free Association
purchased the twenty-three-acre Alden grove. With this merger the
site now known as Lily Dale became the foremost Spiritualist camp
in the United States. It was dedicated to free thought, free speech,
and free investigation.11
Dedicated to such principles, Spiritualism is truly democratic
in that the religion questions hierarchical traditions while placing
great trust in human reason. Not surprisingly, Spiritualists often
had considerable difficulty reaching a consensus over their internal
9. Andrew Jackson Davis, The Principles of Nature, Her Divine Revelations and a Voice to
Mankind (New York, 1847), 788, 690, 692, 742; Delp, “American Spiritualism
and Social Reform, 1847-1900,” 86, 87, 91.
10. Delp, “American Spiritualism,” 94.
11. John P. Downs and Fenwick Y. Hedley, eds., The History of Chautauqua County,
New York, and Its People (New York and Chicago, 1921), 421-25; Joyce LaJudice,
compiler, “Lily Dale Chronicle: History As It Happened” (Lily Dale Assembly,
1984, photocopy) 26-31, in Owens Collection.
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affairs. In the early 1890s, for example, Spiritualists embarked on
an effort to achieve national consolidation by forming the National
Spiritualists Association (NSA). In the midst of this, a Spiritualist
from Buffalo, New York, Joseph W. Dennis, complained that Lily
Dale was attempting to control the NSA convention and make it a
“sideshow” for its particular interests. To support his claim, Dennis
said that several years earlier Moses Hull, a celebrated Spiritualist
leader and convert from the Seventh Day Adventists’ pulpit, had
lectured in Alden’s Grove in opposition to the Lily Dale faction.
Consequently, “the Lily Dale crowd” directed much animus at Hull
and his friends. What is more, Dennis questioned the competency
and integrity of Harrison D. Barrett, a man destined for the presi-
dency of the NSA. A future editor of The Banner of Light, Barrett was
widely known among Spiritualists for his work in their cause. Lily
Dale resident Emma J. Huff refuted Dennis’s charges. While con-
ceding that she had great hopes for her Spiritualist community,
Huff claimed that the “Powers of Light” had announced that the
time had come for a new regime to select a place for concentrating
“the forces that shall evolve and project the knowledge that shall
bless every child of Earth.” She believed that “wise and good spirits
[were] working. . . to bring this about and they had chosen. . . Lily
Dale to be a Mecca.” Inasmuch as Lily Dale represented the world
spiritually, she further contended that the convention was captured
by “the whole body of Spiritualists,” who loved the cause, and not by
a narrow faction confined to Chautauqua County. Although Huff
agreed that Barrett lacked “business ability,” she believed that he
“held the spirit of truth in his heart” and would provide valuable
service in the general work of Spiritualism.12
Against this backdrop of national organizational infighting,
George P. Colby announced in January 1893 that the National Spir-
itual and Liberal Association would soon meet at DeLeon Springs
in Volusia County, Florida. The organizers expected at least one
thousand people to attend, including some of the most distin-
guished Spiritualists in the nation.13 Many Volusians, no doubt,
viewed the Spiritualist convention as an economic opportunity
12. Joseph W. Dennis to Emma J. Huff, Buffalo, New York, November 21, 1893;
Emma J. Huff to Joseph W. Dennis, Lily Dale, New York, October 1893, Owens
Collection; Light of Truth Album: Prominent Workers in the Cause of Spiritualism
(Columbus, Oh., 1897), vii.
13. Volusia County Record, January 14 and 21, 1893.
12
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worth exploiting. If a thousand people attended the inaugural ses-
sion in 1893, it seemed reasonable to expect even larger crowds at
future meetings. Because of this, many locals worried less about
Spiritualists’ convictions and more about Spiritualists’ money. In
short, they believed that expenditures by Spiritualists on goods and
services would bring prosperity to the county.
The novel Spiritualist organization then assembling in Florida
confronted an external but timeworn menace to their religion. Be-
fore the initial meeting could convene, talk and allegations of
fraud provided grist for the local rumor mill. In late-nineteenth-
century America, Spiritualism as a religious belief remained un-
popular and was “universally denounced by the [mainstream]
churches.” In general, they claimed that Spiritualism was a lie prac-
ticed by frauds. Whatever the grounds for such allegations, impos-
tors have plagued Spiritualism’s good reputation since its birth. As
historian Ann Braude put it, once mediumship demonstrated a po-
tential for monetary gain, “fraudulent mediums imposed them-
selves on the public, and some indeed profited from deception.“14
Small wonder, then, that some locals cast a dubious eye on the
Spiritualists visiting Florida in 1893. Yet in response to such skepti-
cism an editorial in a local newspaper claimed: “We have as much
respect for a person who is sincere in his spiritualistic ideas as we
have for those happy in the enjoyment of any other religious belief.
Because fraud and impostors have crept into the teachings of Spir-
itualism it affords no argument to denounce all those who are en-
joying the comforts and promises they sincerely find in its doctrine.
Firmly . . . fixed in the belief of Spiritualism can be found people
among the best in their communities.” The paper thus extended to
the Spiritualist outsiders the hand of fellowship and hoped that the
people of Volusia County would always treat them with large mea-
sures of charity and tolerance. So when local hostility toward Spiri-
tualism first produced accusations of fraud, the county newspaper
rallied to the defense of the religion.15 The local newspaper’s favor-
able response to the Spiritualists visiting the county, moreover, may
have surprised some of the faithful. The southern press in the past
had generally attacked Spiritualism as subversive of Christian mo-
rality. In the process, southern newspapers had linked Spiritualism
with abolitionism, women’s rights, and other antebellum social re-
14. Braude, Radical Spirits, 30-31.
15. Volusia County Record, January 14, February 4, 1893.
13
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George P. Colby (c. 1895). Most residents recognize Colby as the founder of the Spir-
itualist community at Cassadaga. Photograph courtesy of the Southern Cassadaga Spiritu-
alist Camp Meeting Association, Cassadaga.
form movements, which had emanated from the North and which
had little appeal throughout the South.16
On January 29, 1893, Harrison D. Barrett of Lily Dale, New
York, called the DeLeon Springs meeting to order. After a brief but
earnest welcome address, Barrett congratulated his listeners for
“basking in the glorious sunshine in the open air in the bright
sunny South,” instead of “shivering around their coal stoves in the
bleak North.” He then introduced George P. Colby who delivered
a lecture titled, “What came ye out into the wilderness to seek?”
16. Robert W. Delp, “The Southern Press and the Rise of American Spiritualism,
1847-1860,” Journal of American Culture 7 (1985), 88-95.
14
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Speaking before an engrossed audience, Colby provided great “sat-
isfaction even to those of orthodox proclivities.” The same crowd
also responded enthusiastically to Mrs. M. C. Thomas, “favorably
known throughout the South as a . . . lecturer of great power,” and
A. B. Clyde, “the great silver-tongued orator from Ohio.” Such an
array of talent, a reporter pointed out, would afford locals “an ex-
cellent opportunity to investigate Spirituaiism.“17
The reporter’s prediction “rang true,” for local interest in the
meetings grew steadily. In February an excursion from nearby De-
Land brought in three hundred people who joined a crowd of
three hundred already gathered to hear the various speakers
scheduled for a Sunday meeting. Colby’s lecture that day proved
“especially fine,” containing “poetic imagery from first to last.“18
Such oratory aside, many visitors came to the meetings merely
to quench their curiosity about Spiritualism. A correspondent for
the Volusia County Record, for example, went to investigate the au-
thenticity of Dr. W. S. Rowley, a “spirit telegrapher” from Cleveland.
Using an ordinary battery with a Morse Key sounder, Rowley gave
one of the “most remarkable demonstrations ever witnessed in a
public assembly.” According to the journalist, unseen operators
ticked off long messages from the spirit world without Rowley’s
hands ever touching the key. Although some sneered and others
scoffed at the phenomena, the reporter believed what he saw. If the
critics are “so blind they will not see and so deaf they won’t hear,”
he claimed, then “it is their misfortune, and their ignorance is de-
serving the heartfelt pity of all intelligent people.“19
While convening in DeLeon Springs, the Spiritualists Associa-
tion appointed a committee to select a permanent location for
their winter camp. Members of this committee visited St. Peters-
burg, Tampa, Tarpon Springs, and other points on the west coast of
Florida hoping to find a regular site for their annual meetings.
Shortly after this, they embarked on a similar mission to St. Augus-
tine, Daytona, and New Smyrna. The Association agreed that they
would decide where to locate the camp at the next meeting of the
board. Meanwhile, fearing that the Spiritualists would choose a dif-
ferent site, civic leaders of DeLeon Springs met to discuss the pos-
sibility of raising $2,000 in municipal bonds to induce the
17. Volusia County Record, January 14, February 4, 1893; Light of Truth Album, iii.
18. Volusia County Record, February 11, 1893.
19. Ibid., February 18, March 4, 1893.
15
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Spiritualists to locate permanently within their town limits. Follow-
ing brief debate they quickly raised $750 and then moved enthusi-
astically to accrue pledges for the balance.20 With an eye on
economic development and monetary rewards, these locals appar-
ently welcomed the Spiritualists with open arms and urged them to
locate the camp in their community.
After canvassing the state for a more favorable permanent loca-
tion, the trustees of the National Spiritual and Liberal Association
settled on DeLeon Springs. Apparently several factors influenced
the board’s decision. For one, they chose the original site because
John B. and H. H. Clough had generously donated twenty-five
acres of land to the Association. Once subdivided, sales of lots from
the parcel would provide much needed revenue for the organiza-
tion. In addition, the citizens of DeLeon Springs remained united
in their efforts to make northerners feel both welcome and appre-
ciated in the community. To that end, they promised to erect a
large auditorium in the near future.21
Sweetening DeLeon Springs’ offer further, the Clough broth-
ers proposed building an extravagant two-hundred-room brick ho-
tel “at the earliest moment.” This structure, in combination with
private boarding houses and restaurants, would furnish ample ac-
commodations for northern guests as well as for visitors from the
South. All this, one DeLeon Springs booster observed, “will add
much to the natural advantages of our lucky neighbors, and ad-
vance the ‘boom’ several degrees.“22
Yet despite the efforts of community boosters, and regardless
of the Association’s prior announcement, the Spiritualist colony
did not take root in DeLeon Springs. The Spiritualists instead es-
tablished a permanent site on George Colby’s property about
three-quarters of a mile south of Lake Helen and six miles from De-
Land. Interestingly, whenever Spiritualist leaders discussed a per-
manent location for the camp, Colby had usually remained silent.
Only after the board had considered all possible options did he
even suggest that organizers visit his property. According to Colby,
spirits had selected the place twenty years earlier when he was liv-
20. Ibid., February 18 and 25, 1893.
21. Federal Writer’s Workshop Project (hereinafter FWWP), “Lake Helen’s South-
ern Cassadaga’s Spiritualist Camp,” February 1, 1939, p. 5, in Owens Collection;
Volusia County Record, March 25, 1893.
22. Volusia County Record March 25, 1893.
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ing in Wisconsin. His Indian spirit-guide, Seneca, subsequently ad-
vised him to go south and help establish a great spiritual center
where thousands of believers could congregate. Following this “im-
perative command,” Colby went to Florida, traveled south up the
St. Johns River, and landed at Blue Springs in Volusia County. The
morning after he arrived, Colby fell into a trance. Spirit-guides
then allegedly led him “through the pathless wilds” to where the
Spiritualist colony would settle. As Seneca had prophesied, Colby
viewed a “Promised Land” of lakes and high bluffs. In 1880 he filed
a homestead claim for seventy-five acres. Four years later the gov-
ernment granted him title to the land destined to become a mecca
for the Spiritualists.23
When Colby filed his claim, “Florida was very much a frontier
state,” according to historian Samuel Proctor. It was “isolated from
the rest of the South, and it would remain so for many decades.”
This proved particularly true for Volusia County. The Seminole
Wars, poor transportation links with outlying areas, and other fac-
tors had impeded population growth, and in 1860 the federal cen-
sus counted only twelve hundred people living in the county. Most
residents were yeoman farmers who owned between one hundred
and two hundred acres of land and lived in sparsely settled areas.
During the Civil War, to further illustrate its lack of development,
the Volusia wilds became a favorite refuge for Floridians trying to
avoid service in the Confederate Army. In fact, not until the 1870s
when the infusion of northern money spawned considerable
growth, did the county begin emerging from the frontier. In 1870,
for example, an entrepreneur from Ohio, Mathias Day, launched a
settlement that became Daytona. Six years later a thirty-eight-year-
old industrialist from New York, Henry Addison DeLand, founded
the community that bears his name. These efforts and those of
other northern developers helped increase Volusia County’s popu-
lation from 3,294 in 1880, to 8,467 by 1890.24
23. FWWP, “Southern Cassadaga,” 3-5; Volusia County Record September 2, 1895;
Florida Times-Union, September 2, 1895; Janie Henderson, The Story of Cassadaga
(Cassadaga, 1996), 12-15.
24. Samuel Proctor, “Prelude to the New Florida, 1877-1919,” in The New History of
Florida, edited by Michael Gannon (Gainesville, 1996), 268, 272; Michael G.
Schene, Hopes, Dreams, and Promises: A History of Volusia County, Florida (Daytona
Beach, 1976), 59, 71; T. Stanton Dietrich, The Urbanization of Florida’s Population:
An Historical Perspective of County Growth, 1830-1970 (Gainesville, 1978), 204-205.
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Demographics aside, only mediums Emma J. Huff and Marion
Skidmore had bothered to accept Colby’s invitation to visit his re-
mote piece of land. 25 Both women had played crucial roles in
founding and maintaining the Lily Dale Assembly in New York.
They assumed similar roles in establishing Cassadaga. In fact, since
the inception of Spiritualism, women have played important parts
in leading and organizing the religion. Women attained the special
status of the medium because their attributes harmonized with the
nineteenth-century ideology of domesticity. Séances usually took
place in the medium’s home, a setting widely regarded as “women’s
separate sphere.” Female mediums thus outnumbered their male
counterparts and Spiritualism created a unique opportunity for
women to assume a “public role in American religious life.“26
Colby’s property made a powerful impression on Huff and
Skidmore. To these influential mediums, the “lovely site” possessed
a sense of spiritual harmony. Still, Huff insisted that in order for
the camp to succeed, Henry Flagler’s railroad must serve it. Six
years earlier Flagler had purchased “the thirty-six mile Jacksonville,
St. Augustine, and Halifax Railroad,” which served as the first leg of
his Florida East Coast System. However, since Flagler did not own
the one line reaching Lake Helen at the time, Huff's enthusiasm
waned. Yet happily for the two mediums, Flagler purchased the rail-
road three weeks later. In March 1894 the Spiritualist Camp at Cas-
sadaga became a reality. Members formed a non-profit stock
company— the Southern Cassadaga Spiritualists Camp Meeting As-
sociation (SCSCMA)— and began planning camp activities for the
following winter. In December George Colby topped the Clough’s
gift at DeLeon Springs by donating thirty-four acres of land for a
permanent meeting site.27
The Association aimed “to form an educational center where
the highest truths of Spiritualism [could] be taught.” It pledged to
do this, “not only for the benefit of their friends in the South,” but
also for those Spiritualists who wished to escape the rigors of north-
ern winters. Meanwhile, the Association drafted a set of bylaws to
govern its internal affairs. Of these, Article Twelve highlights one of
25. Paula M. Vaught and Joyce LaJudice, Lily Dale Proud Beginnings: A Little Bit of His-
tory VI (Lily Dale, New York, 1984), 12-13; Downs and Hedley, eds., History of
Chautauqua County, New York, 421-24.
26. Carroll, Spiritualism in Antebellum America, 150; Braude, Radical Spirits, 82-116.
27. Proctor, “Prelude to the New Florida,” 269; FWWP, “Southern Cassadaga,” 7. See
also Edward N. Akin, Flagler: Rockefeller Partner & Florida Baron (Kent, Oh., 1988).
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the Camp’s more enduring folkways— sobriety. This bylaw prohib-
ited selling or distributing for free, alcoholic beverages within the
Camp. With this measure, Cassadaga went dry twenty-six years be-
fore the Baptists, Methodists, and Women’s Christian Temperance
Union succeeded in their quest to prohibit alcohol statewide. The
Spiritualists’ attitude toward liquor inched closer to that of the
more conservative elements of Florida society. On February 8,
1895, after months of preparation, the Association opened its first
season and one hundred people attended the three-day event held
at Colby’s home.28
The next year, hoping to draw larger crowds to its second sea-
son, the Association extended a cordial invitation to all who were
interested in Spiritualism, regardless of caste or color. If their cause
paid unjust tribute to caste, custom, or selfish power, Cassadagans
feared that they would fail to meet the salient principle upon which
their faith was founded— namely, “Universal Brotherhood.” Thus
Camp leaders requested all to come and experience the spiritual
harmony that the faith promised to deliver. In this respect, the
Camp made an effort to reach out and touch the African American
community living in the vicinity. Even so, most blacks initially shied
away from Cassadaga. They disappeared from the streets after sun-
set, mused one observer, and watched the Spiritualists attending
the meetings with much reticence. According to a local white’s bi-
ased account, African Americans evidently feared northern Spiritu-
alists as “ghosts or goblins.” A year later, however, the local black
community had apparently overcome its initial fear of the Camp.
In 1897, Professor William F. Peck addressed a large delegation of
blacks and told them that the spirit world “had been chiefly instru-
mental” in bringing slavery to an end. As he put it, Spiritualists
were their best friends. Peck claimed that abolitionists Wendell
Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, Elijah Lovejoy, and the “sainted”
Abraham Lincoln, had all followed the principles of Spiritualism.29
28. Volusia County Record, December 14, 1895; Henderson, The Story of Cassadaga, 15;
Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp Meeting Association (SCSCMA), “By-
Laws of the Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp Meeting Association,” Janu-
ary 15, 1895, Book of Records, Owens Collection; The Southern Cassadaga Spiritu-
alist Camp Meeting, General Statement 1903 (DeLand, 1903), 3; Frank Alduino,
“The Noble Experiment in Tampa: A Study of Prohibition in Urban America,”
(Ph.D. diss., Florida State University, 1989), 6; John J. Guthrie Jr., Keepers of the
Spirits: The Judicial Response to Prohibition Enforcement in Florida, 1885-1935 (West-
port, Conn., 1998), 26-32.
29. Volusia County Record, January 11, 1896, February 11, 1893, April 3, 1897.
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When Peck spoke most southern whites probably would have
excluded Phillips, Garrison, Lovejoy, and Lincoln from their pan-
theon of heroes. And although Peck’s actions would not have nec-
essarily violated southern racial taboos, southern whites would have
likely bristled at the sight of a white professor lecturing to a black
audience. Furthermore, Florida law then mandated segregation of
the races, so Peck might have unwittingly violated several Jim Crow
statutes. Existing race relations in the area, therefore, could have
stirred animosity between locals and the seemingly more tolerant
Spiritualists at Cassadaga. But if it did raise tension, local whites
must have suppressed their true feelings, for Emma Huff reported
that the people of the South had cordially received the “Spiritualist
Yanks.” Besides respecting the rights of the Spiritualists, native Flo-
ridians had also extended many favors to the community that en-
abled the newcomers to plant deep roots in Volusia County.30
Regardless of such goodwill, allegations of fraud again disrupted
the harmony between the Spiritualists and the local community at
the end of 1896. The Cassadaga controversy stemmed from an inci-
dent that occurred in Boston, Massachusetts, and involved two pop-
ular practitioners at the Camp— the materializing medium O. L.
Concannon and his wife, Edella, a platform test medium. While the
details surrounding the episode remain sketchy, according to one
eyewitness, when Mr. Concannon performed a séance in Boston a
member of the audience called him a phony. Although some excite-
ment ensued, the accuser failed to produce either a wig or the gar-
ment that led to his allegations. Nevertheless, the issue followed the
Concannons to Cassadaga. One editorial in the local paper at-
tempted to vilify the Concannons without maligning the entire com-
munity. “There are too many sincere and earnest believers in the
faith,” it said, “to have [Cassadaga’s] plans upset by the exposure of
frauds such as Concannon.” Some locals, however, defended the
Concannons. In a letter to the same paper, Mrs. J. F. Leavitt wrote: “If
this account is proven a mistake, will the Christian world be as ready
to deny [it] as they were to circulate the story, I wonder?“31
This time the Association moved quickly to keep a minor prob-
lem from erupting into a serious crisis. In doing so, it dealt directly
30. See Jerrell H. Shofner, “Custom, Law, and History: The Enduring Influence of
Florida’s Black Code,” Florida Historical Quarterly 55 (January 1977), 277-98; Volu-
sia County Record, December 5, 1896.
31. Volusia County Record, February 15 and 29, December 5 and 26, 1896.
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with the issue by conceding that some mediums worked almost en-
tirely for selfish ends. Their moral natures, according to the
Camp’s spokesperson Emma Huff, had “never been quickened to
perceive the ethical side of Spiritualism.” Still, she did not mean
that they lacked psychic power. According to Huff, some “genuine
mediums” not only had powers sufficient to produce manifesta-
tions to satisfy their insatiable greed, but also remained weak
enough to attempt a counterfeit. Yet such shams, she claimed,
would be detected in the end and “subjected to the penalty that
falsehood [must endure] when coming in contact with true spiri-
tual power.” Every movement toward unknown heights, Huff con-
tinued, would always battle the “countless enemies who strive to
clog the wheel of [progress].” God had his devil, Jesus had his Ju-
das, and, as she put it, “Spiritualism has its jokes and frauds.” For a
time Huff's rhetoric managed to silence the accusations of fraud
leveled at the Camp by certain locals.32
In 1897 both Concannons participated fully in the annual
meeting, and it appeared that the worst of the controversy was be-
hind them. In the early months of the year, newspaper accounts
lauded their work. In mid-March, moreover, eleven Cassadagans
signed a testimonial confirming the authenticity of the manifesta-
tions conducted by the Concannons. While such support must
have comforted the couple, the following month “a reliable
source” reported that Mr. Concannon had an experience in Pal-
metto, Florida, similar to the Boston episode. Apparently a group
of skeptics disrupted and harassed Concannon during a séance.
This event inspired a non-Spiritualist to pen a letter on behalf of
the Concannons to the Volusia County Record. Although she was not
personally acquainted with these mediums, her letter asserted that
“their doctrines should be respected by those who attend their wor-
ship. If they believe them frauds and do not agree with them in
their belief, they are not compelled to attend their séances, and
should they do so, they should be ladies and gentlemen enough to
behave themselves. It is to no one’s credit to attend anything that is
morally and socially correct, and make a disturbance.“34
All the while, within Cassadaga support for the Concannons re-
mained steadfast. At the season’s closing ceremony Mrs. Concan-
32. Ibid., December 19, 1896.
33. Ibid., March 13, 1897.
34. Ibid., April 3, 1897.
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non “gave the spirit descriptions” with such accuracy that many
eyes welled with tears. According to a future president of the Asso-
ciation and former executive officer of the Ohio Spiritualists’ Asso-
ciation, Eber W. Bond, she was a comely instrument for the spirit
world to employ. “May she ever be faithful to her guides,” he
added, “and strengthen her well earned reputation for genuine
medium tests.“35
After the Camp’s third season came to an end, the Concannon
controversy still lingered. In perhaps the final word on the matter,
the Volusia County Record published an unsigned letter in August.
Alluding to the Concannons, the writer said: “Public opinion used
to burn heretics and witches for being eccentric, and now people
are often cruelly persecuted for having ideas of their own, even in
supposedly liberal and enlightened communities. We should do all
we can to make the world we live in better and brighter, and a good
way to do so is to serve on our own shortcomings, rather than on
other peoples’.” The following spring a guest lecturer at the Camp
reaffirmed that Spiritualists had little tolerance for impostors by
strongly denouncing “those mediums who practice[d] fraud at
their séances.” With that, the issue seemingly faded away. No
longer distracted by accusations of fraud, life at Cassadaga re-
turned to its ordinary routines, supporting Braude’s observation
that the historical weight of Spiritualism falls more with the masses
of faithful followers who made it a popular movement than with a
few sensationalized frauds.36
Despite the allegations of fraud, Cassadaga flourished in 1897.
In March the town dedicated a new auditorium. For the occasion
residents had beautifully decorated its rostrum with flowers, roses,
and especially orange blossoms. In addition, they hung flags of the
world’s nations across the top of the stage, spreading like a fan
from the center where they had prominently placed “Old Glory.”
Spiritualists proudly and conspicuously displayed the flag of the
United States as an emblem of the American creed. “[T]rue Amer-
icanism,” they believed, “embraced the principles of human broth-
erhood and sisterhood.“37
35. Ibid; Light of Truth Album, 11.
36. Volusia County Record, August 7, 1897, February 26, 1898; Braude, Radical Spirits,
31.
37. Downs and Hedley, eds., History of Chautauqua County, New York, 424.
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After speeches by Peck and Colby that emphasized the impor-
tance of establishing a permanent Spiritualist center in the Deep
South, Caroline Twing of Westfield, New York, made a stirring ap-
peal for funds to pay for the auditorium. The spectators responded
quickly. At a time when $150 would have purchased a five-acre or-
ange grove with 125 trees, less than four miles from the DeLeon
Springs Railroad Depot, Twing’s audience donated over $100 for
the cause. Such generosity encouraged Cassadagans to anticipate
“great improvements” in the coming year.38
In February 1898, with expectations soaring, Dr. Hubbard H.
Brigham formally opened that season’s meetings. After giving a
hearty welcome to those present, he urged them to feel at home in
southern Cassadaga. A subsequent invocation by Abbie E. Sheets of
Michigan appeared to bring the heavenly powers in such close rap-
port, mused one member, that “a sweet spirit of universal harmony
prevailed.” At the time “human sorrows and antagonisms were for-
gotten and all the world [was] kin in this peaceful atmosphere of di-
vine perception.” In the season’s finale, Sheets praised the good
work they had accomplished and implored her listeners “to live the
life of moral elevation which was the basis of the spiritual religion.“39
Due to that season’s remarkable success, the outlook for 1899
seemed full of promise. The Association formed a class to study
“the Vedantic philosophy as given by the Swami Vivekananda, [a]
representative from India at the World’s Congress of Religions.” In
addition, the management considered extending its meetings
from January through March in 1899. All these plans, they hoped,
would maintain their high standard of merit and make the upcom-
ing season fully equal to that of 1898.40
On the heels of such success at Cassadaga, in late 1898 the Vol-
lusia County Record published four letters written by “Nero,” a non-
Spiritualist. In each of these the author reflected on the Spiritual-
ists at Cassadaga. The content and tone of the letters suggests that
Nero wanted to bridge the gap between Spiritualism and Christian-
ity. One aspect the two faiths shared was their relatively shallow
roots in the county. To be sure, the Spanish had brought Catholi-
cism to Florida in the sixteenth century and four Methodist Episco-
pal ministers had ridden the Volusia circuit in the 1840s. But no
38. Volusia County Record, March 13, April 3, November 6, 1897.
39. Ibid., February 12, March 26, 1898; Light of Truth Album, xvi.
40. Volusia County Record, December 31, 1898.
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Christian churches existed in the county until 1870. In that year
members of the Methodist Episcopal Church finally managed to
construct two crude buildings that had a combined seating capac-
ity for one hundred worshippers and cost $100 to build. During the
next few years, itinerant ministers from Orlando and elsewhere
held infrequent services in those churches. In 1880 thirteen De-
Land residents met and organized the town’s First Baptist Church.
The next year Reverend A. L. Farr led the congregation in con-
structing a temporary place to worship. Three years later they
erected a more spacious building that could accommodate eight
hundred people and cost nearly $16,000. By 1887, the Baptists,
Methodists, Episcopalians, and Presbyterians had all constructed
churches in DeLand. In nearby Lake Helen, moreover, John P.
Mace built that town’s First Congregational Church in 1889. Three
years later a Baptist congregation, originally organized at Lake
Winnemissett, relocated and built a church in Lake Helen. Appar-
ently, Protestants had only a small lead over Spiritualists in estab-
lishing a permanent material presence in the county.41
In the first of Nero’s letters comparing Christianity with Spiri-
tualism, he said, “Here is a sect who believe a good deal as I [save
one] distinction.” From his perspective, Spiritualists believed in the
Christ within themselves, the fatherhood of God, and the brother-
hood of man. While noting that all Spiritualists did not “practice all
they preach,” Nero countered, “our church folks don’t always
[measure] up to my standard of what they should be, or always fol-
low the teachings of. . . Christ.” Nero claimed to have known some
of the Cassadagans for years. The only negative thing he could say
about them was that they did not belong to his church. And since
the Constitution guaranteed religious freedom, he decided to “al-
low his neighbors to worship God after the dictates of their own
conscience as long as they did not disturb [others].” On that toler-
ant note, Nero said he would “go down and hear some of their lec-
tures this winter.” Of course, he would do so only if his wife raised
no objections.42
41. Schene, Hopes, Dreams, and Promises, 60, 83 ,90; Daytona Beach News Journal, April
28, 1957. For an example of how Spiritualists interacted with the “religiously
informed” elsewhere, see Sandra Sizer Frankiel, California's Spiritual Frontiers:
Religious Alternatives in Anglo-Protestantism, 1850-1910 (Berkeley, 1988).
42. Volusia County Record, November 5, 1898.
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She disapproved vehemently. Initially, however, Nero disre-
garded her objections and regularly visited the Spiritualist grounds
during December. On his first sojourn to Cassadaga he noticed
that the community seemed to be expecting more people than in
previous years. The first buildings erected by the now ubiquitous
Yankees, said Nero, had undergone some much needed repairs.
He also dropped by the village library hoping to read some of the
“fine books” on its shelves. Later when Nero’s spouse learned of
this, she became outraged. “Infidels could read Christian works
with profit,” she fumed, but Christians could not benefit from read-
ing the works of infidels. That abruptly ended Nero’s ventures to
Cassadaga.43
A year later the prospect for full attendance at the upcoming
meetings had never seemed better. Because the Association had se-
cured “some of the best talent on the Spiritual rostrum,” guests had
booked most cottages and rooms for the 1900 season. Material
changes proved equally significant. Workers had nearly completed
construction of the Webster Sanitarium, “one of the finest build-
ings in the county.” For Cassadaga, then, the new century seemed
promising. Two decades had elapsed since “beneficent spirits” had
purportedly led George Colby to the site where he and others
would form a center for the work of the spirit world. Even so, the
wise guides never led the faithful to believe that the avenue to suc-
cess would follow an unimpeded course. Spiritualists knew that to
overcome the many barriers that “ignorance has always placed in
the highway of progressive thought,” they needed patience,
strength, and fortitude.44
The numerous obstacles that Spiritualists encountered in es-
tablishing Cassadaga tested their mettle. Considering the initial
economic disadvantages— the limited public finances of the state
following the “Freeze of 1895,” and disappointing private funding
because of the prolonged national recession of the 1890s— the
Camp’s success had proved phenomenal. For every stumbling
block Spiritualists encountered at Cassadaga, they discovered a
seemingly comparable amount of aid. In general, locals had hospi-
tably received members of the Association and usually offered
them the warm hand of fellowship. While the press provided gen-
erous and fair coverage of the various Camp activities, Cassadagans
43. Ibid., November 26, December 18 and 24, 1898.
44. Ibid., November 25, 1899, January 27, 1900.
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received a great deal of assistance from the railroads and other
businesses in the vicinity. The Florida East Coast Railway, for exam-
ple, sold tickets at half fare on Saturdays, which were good for re-
turn on Mondays during the season. Such courtesies made it
possible for the Association to bear the financial burden that the
meetings entailed each year. Because of this Huff asserted: “Be as-
sured that we have found no enemies in the South and if we have
had foes they have been those supposed to be of our own house-
holds.” With a little more labor and a small sum of money, she
claimed, they could make Cassadaga one of the most attractive
places in Florida.45
By mid-February 1900 a new season was in full bloom. Medi-
ums on the grounds gave private readings daily. Materialization,
slate-writing, and healing represented the diversity of mediumship
found inside the Camp. A highlight of the season, moreover, oc-
curred when Spiritualists invited the Reverend Getty, a Christian
minister, to speak from the Camp’s platform. Making a few choice
remarks, Getty claimed that Spiritualism differed very little from
his own religion. He could see merit in all faiths and beliefs. While
he looked to Christ crucified, he said Spiritualists looked “to the
Christ within themselves for being children of God.” This speech
explains in part why the Association considered the first season of
the new century a major success.46
Cassadaga continued growing over the next few years. Besides
coming out in larger crowds, Spiritualists began arriving at the
Camp earlier than in previous seasons. At the same time, lectures
and demonstrations by Colby, Huff, Peck, and others drew perhaps
more appreciative audiences. The town’s visitors also found a wider
array of middle-class social activities in which to engage. If tea par-
ties or the bazaar failed to satisfy a person’s need to socialize, they
had the option of attending the weekly hops, where young and old
met for a few hours and danced away the nights.47
Such changes, however, did not alter Cassadaga’s fundamental
objective “to plant progressive ideas in the hearts of humanity.” Dr.
George N. Hilligoss, a new speaker visiting the Camp in 1902 and
45. Ibid., January 27, February 10, 1900.
46. Ibid., February 17, March 17, 1900.
47. Ibid., February 2, March 30, December 21 and 28, 1901; February 8, 1902; June
6, 1903; February 27, 1904; January 25, February 1, 1902; DeLand Daily News, Jan-
uary 22, 1909.
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Residents with prominent Spiritualists who visited the Camp in 1904, including J.
Clegg Wright sitting center front row. Photograph courtesy of the Southern Cassadaga
Spiritualist Camp Meeting Association, Cassadaga.
future president of the Association, reaffirmed that mission. It is,
he preached, “the celestial love or good in man, which prompts all
to conquer selfishness and unfold spiritually. When we have
reached that state of love, then Spiritualism will no longer be stig-
matized by society, [instead] the most learned men will embrace
this truth and acknowledge that Spiritualism is the only religion
whose followers . . . prove what they teach.“48
The Progressive Era, which comprised roughly the first two de-
cades of the twentieth century, encompassed a broad movement
calling for myriad reforms at the national, state, and local levels.
The progressive agenda included women’s suffrage, prohibition of
alcohol, immigration restriction, monetary reform, and govern-
ment regulation of the market. This wave of change influenced
Cassadaga as it did Florida and the rest of the nation. And because
Cassadagans relished a traditional American middle-class lifestyle,
it is little wonder that they endorsed many progressive issues, in-
48. Volusia County Record, December 21, 1901; January 25, 1902.
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eluding women’s suffrage, temperance, and government interven-
tion in the economy.49
A comedy performed by Cassadagans in 1909 hints that, like
their antebellum founders and progressive contemporaries, Spiri-
tualists in the new century retained a deep interest in reform poli-
tics. The characters in the play, “Mrs. Jarley’s Wax Works,”
represented “‘American types.” A “bloated bondholder” dressed in
fine evening attire and holding a gold headed cane thundered:
“Money is power!” The show’s host, Mrs. Jarley, responded that “if
a form without brains could talk that way, what might not a man
with brains do?” Taking her cue, a suffragist demanded the ballot
for women, while a ponderous William Howard Taft shouted for
the GOP. To those comments Mr. Dooley declared: “I told Hen-
nery, [that] Bryan would have been elected if the women could
have voted.” Carry Nation then appeared, waving her hatchet and
exclaiming, “The saloon must go!” Jarley then “brought the house
down” by remarking: “Mrs. Nation meant well and had been of
great help to glass manufactures.” The audience roared with laugh-
ter. The play’s irreverence demonstrated that Spiritualists could
laugh at themselves and their causes. Still, Cassadagans took their
ideas seriously, but did so in a way that eschewed self-righteousness.
In politics as in religion, Spiritualists employed a subtle approach
to disarm their critics.50
Whatever their politics, the Spiritualists at Cassadaga possessed
a profound love of country that became manifest in numerous ways
on many occasions. Singing “My Country tis of Thee” for opening
day ceremonies and decorating the platform by placing flags of all
nations in a pattern in which “Old Glory” stood paramount clearly
manifested their national pride. Though less obvious, a news item
on a scheduled speaker who had to cancel his engagement for
health reasons illuminated Camp patriotism by reporting that “he
fought for his country in days that tried men’s souls.” Another visi-
tor to the village had willingly used “his tongue and pen for human
justice” by serving as an honored member of Congress for several
terms. Perhaps equally significant as an example of their patrio-
49. DeLand News, January 29, 1909. For an overview of the Progressive Era in Flor-
ida, see Proctor, “Prelude to the New Florida,” 266-86. For the contradictions
within progressivism, see Dewey W. Grantham, Southern Progressivism: The Recon-
ciliation of Progress and Tradition (Knoxville, 1983), and William A. Link, The Par-
adox of Southern Progressivism, 1880-1930 (Chapel Hill, 1993).
50. DeLand News, March 5, 1909.
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tism, the Camp reserved one week in February 1909 to pay tribute
to the Civil War. On Wednesday of the week-long celebration, a
large crowd gathered in the auditorium to hear old veterans of
both the Union and Confederate Armies reminisce about the war.
Two days later, Cassadaga closed the celebration by honoring the
Lincoln centenary. C. P. Pratt read the Gettysburg Address, fol-
lowed by J. Clegg Wright, who gave a personal memorial that
lauded “the service rendered our nation by the arisen statesmen
Abraham Lincoln.“51
All this suggests that Spiritualists accepted and relished the
American creed. One could interpret this in several ways. Either
the erstwhile radical views that Spiritualists held during the ante-
bellum period had evolved closer to the conventional position, or
the mainstream had absorbed many radical ideas by the early twen-
tieth century. Still, it is also possible that both positions shifted to
common ground. However it happened, the Spiritualists’ regard
for patriotism, republicanism, and other American traditions eased
their acceptance by local Protestants.
By 1910 the Cassadaga Assembly had become much more than
a weeks-long series of tent meetings. The town had blossomed, hav-
ing many fine cottages. The auditorium, the pavilion, Harmony
Hall, and other structures that accommodated the winter season
stood as monuments acknowledging the efforts of early Cassada-
gans to fulfill Colby’s dream of establishing a “Spiritualist Mecca”
in Florida. Before the decade ended, even the Reverend Blocker,
Lake Helen’s Baptist preacher, complemented the Spiritualists for
their work at Cassadaga.52
In 1915 the Association selected Joseph Slater president. He
would hold the office for the next decade. Many Cassadagans
claimed Slater’s enthusiastic efforts provided the driving force be-
hind the community’s development. As one community member
put it in 1939: “Perhaps no more beloved figure exists today in the
memory of older residents of the Camp.” Slater was “very active” in
the Methodist Church prior to his conversion to Spiritualism in
1906. In that year he had journeyed to Cassadaga with a friend
whom the Association had scheduled to lecture. The community
made such an impression on Slater that he built a home on the
51. Ibid., February 5, 12, and 19, 1909; DeLand Daily News, January 22, 1909.
52. DeLand Daily News, January 22, 1909; DeLand News, November 4, December 16,
1910.
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Cassadagans in front of the auditorium (c. 1910). Photograph courtesy of the Southern
Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp Meeting Association, Cassadaga.
grounds before departing for Ohio. In 1912, he retired from busi-
ness and returned with his family to Cassadaga, where they would
permanently settle. The welfare of the village then became the par-
amount interest of Slater’s life. From 1915 to 1925, during his ten-
ure as president, he devoted time, money, and labor to Cassadaga’s
sundry developments. Many residents recollected the “energetic
way in which he helped lay sidewalks, took charge of burning scrub
around the grounds, or performed other tasks around the
Camp.“53
Despite the apparent satisfaction with Slater’s leadership, dis-
sent started brewing in 1918 and would eventually disrupt Camp
harmony. In early March, police arrested George “Doc Dimmick
on the charge of cursing co-resident Melvin J. Holt. Born in New
Hampshire, Dimmick came to Florida as a thirty-year-old master
carpenter in 1882. He settled in New Smyrna and worked for years
on Flagler’s East Coast Railway. While living in New Smyrna during
the 1880s, Dimmick had his first spiritual experience through the
materializing medium Concannon. At about that time, he be-
friended George Colby, who would remain his close associate over
the following four decades. He eventually moved to Cassadaga
53. The Cassadagan, January 27, 1939.
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where residents praised “Doc’s” talents as a spiritual healer. At any
rate, the criminal court fined Dimmick for his profanity and he
cheerfully paid the penalty since he had “gotten his money’s
worth.” A few weeks later the dispute escalated. Joined by Joseph F.
Snipes and several others, Dimmick hired an attorney to bring
ouster proceedings against Slater, Herbert Hollely, William Critch-
ley, and several others, with the intention of removing them from
control of the Camp. Dimmick’s group alleged that the defendants
had unlawfully usurped the offices of trustees of the Association be-
cause the persons who selected the officers had failed to comply
with the proper legal formalities.54
Judge James W. Perkins heard the case in chambers. As the law-
suit unraveled, Perkins ruled against the defendants and gave them
until April to show the court what authorized them to hold the of-
fices of trustees. Evidently, at the Association’s annual meeting ear-
lier that spring, an election had been held to choose trustees for
the coming year. Stockholders cast sixty-two ballots in accordance
with the bylaws of the Association. Dimmick, Snipes, and the other
plaintiffs received forty votes while the defendants carried twenty-
two. The defendants had apparently violated the Association’s
charter by allowing stockholders to cast one vote for each share of
stock they held, instead of one vote for each ballot as stipulated in
the bylaws. Because of such impropriety, the defendants claimed
victory, winning 329 to 308 votes in the election. Four days prior to
the election, moreover, the board of directors had illegally issued
to Slater one hundred shares of stock, the plaintiffs charged, “with
the . . . express purpose of controlling the . . . election.” The fraud-
ulent issue of stock to Slater enabled his faction to dominate the
trustees. Since the plaintiffs legally won the election, they claimed
that they rightfully deserved the franchises, offices, privileges, and
powers that accompanied the trustees of the Association. Litigation
lingered for another twenty months and, as of February 23, 1920,
the case remained open.55 Still, that Slater remained Camp presi-
dent until 1925 suggests that his side prevailed in the dispute.
54. Ibid., January 29, 1939; DeLand Daily News, March 27, 1918.
55. State of Florida, ex rel. Charles T. Ford, George A. Dimmick, Joseph F. Snipes, A.B. Gas-
ton, F.W. Mack, Charles Coolidge and T. Babcock v. Joseph Slater, Melvin J. Holt, E.P.
Sully, Herbert Hollely, William Critchley, E. E. Hopkins, and A. Cowcroft (Seventh
Judicial Circuit Court of Volusia County, Florida 1918).
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In 1919, as internecine politics caused tensions to rise in Cas-
sadaga, residents saw the prices of “articles of comparative neces-
sity” soar to all-time highs. In the midst of inflation induced by
World War I, Cassadagans complained of profiteering by certain
merchants. The town’s relatively remote location allowed some re-
tailers to charge outrageous prices for food and other consumer
goods. Responding to allegations of price gouging, an operator of
a general store said that he had to charge a large advance on all his
goods, particularly kerosene, since Standard Oil had recently
raised its price four times. Yet the town’s leading progressive and
self-appointed consumer advocate, Joseph F. Snipes, produced a
letter from the president of Standard Oil that refuted the mer-
chant’s claims. While prices over the previous two years had gener-
ally increased, according to the letter, the cost of petroleum
products had remained unchanged. “Such profiteering, in smaller
or larger degree,” Snipes grumbled, “is a subject of public interest,
domestic economy, and self-defense.“56
Despite the inflated prices of some products, consumers at
Cassadaga saw prices decline for certain durable goods like auto-
mobiles. Consequently, as automobile ownership became wide-
spread during the 1920s Cassadaga found itself positioned to take
full advantage of an emerging tourism market. Because of its loca-
tion on the northern edge of the citrus belt, according to one
booster, Cassadaga’s climate was ideal, “with just enough of occa-
sional tang in the winter air to make it delightful.” In addition to its
excellent weather, Cassadaga offered a variety of modern conve-
niences. The community had facilities for piping pure artesian wa-
ter “without a particle of sulfur” into every home in the Camp. A
municipal plant at Lake Helen provided affordable electricity for
Cassadaga. The same plant manufactured ice and brought this
highly valued commodity directly to customers in the village. To a
considerable extent, the Spiritualist town had entered the modern
era. “From humble beginnings, the place had grown into [a] com-
munity with all the advantages of a city,” an observer noted, “and
every passing season swings the gates wider toward a still more radi-
ant future.“57
While Cassadagans awaited a “more radiant future,” an omi-
nous cloud of oppression had settled upon Volusia County. In No-
56. DeLand News, March 5, 1919
57. Ibid.
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vember 1920, the local chapter of the Ku Klux Klan made itself
known to county residents by parading openly in nearby Daytona.
The Klansmen intended their public demonstration to intimidate
black voters from casting ballots in the upcoming election. The fol-
lowing spring Klan activities had taken a turn for the worse. During
a campaign of terror directed against Catholics and African Amer-
icans, Klansmen torched two black theaters and one Catholic
church in Daytona. When not resorting to arson, the “Invisible Em-
pire” menaced the county by inflicting savage beatings on innocent
people, who often died from the thrashings. Despite mountains of
evidence implicating members of the Klan, their crimes frequently
went unpunished because the organization had coerced local au-
thorities to inaction.58
Granted, the Klan met formidable resistance from the Daytona
Morning Journal, the American Legion of DeLand, and the politi-
cians of Daytona and DeLand. Yet despite such opposition, in 1922
the Klan’s candidates for judicial, municipal, and legislative office
swept the June primaries carrying Daytona, DeLand, and Ormond.
Internal discord, however, would shorten the Klan’s victory cele-
bration. “When the mayor of DeLand refused to heed the wishes of
the local Klan leader, the Klan summoned him to a meeting in the
woods at which he was tried for mutiny.” In spite of (or perhaps due
to) such intimidation, the mayor and his friends withdrew from the
organization. Their actions prompted many of the county’s better
citizens to also quit the Klan.59
But the exodus of the more respectable community members
from the Klan did not mean that its days in central Florida were
numbered. In 1923 Orlando hosted a statewide “Klanvocation to
mark the inauguration of Florida as a self-governing realm in the
Invisible Empire.” Eighteen months later a Klan newspaper re-
ported that a unit of the organization had infiltrated the campus of
Stetson University and operated under the name of the Fiery Cross
Club. In the spring of 1925, moreover, the hooded knights boasted
that DeLand Klansmen assisted local authorities in enforcing pro-
58. David Chalmers, “The Ku Klux Klan in the Sunshine State: The 1920’s,” Florida
Historical Quarterly 43 (January 1964), 209-15; Daytona Morning Journal, June 16,
October 2, 4, and 5, 1921, March 4, 1922, June 4, 1922; New York Times, June 18,
1922; Leonard R. Lempel, “Race and Politics in Daytona Beach, Florida,
1876-1937,” unpublished manuscript (1998), 14-15.
59. Chalmers, “The Ku Klux Klan in the Sunshine State: The 1920’s,” 211,212, 214-
15.
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hibition despite “harassment by corrupt politicians, rum rings and
a few unscrupulous Romans.” And as late as 1926 the Tampa Tribune
reported that floggings by Klansmen continued to occur in Volusia
County.60
Nevertheless, Cassadaga escaped the Klan’s wrath during the
1920s. In fact, the terrorist group did not do so much as burn a
cross in the Spiritualist community. This defies an explanation
when considering either the crimes committed by the Klan or the
victims who suffered their drubbings. The revived Ku Klux Klan of
the 1920s pledged to return the nation to a fantasized past of cul-
tural purity— that is, “one hundred percent Americanism.” Acting
on these distorted notions, Klansmen attacked bootleggers and
wayward whites, as well as racial, ethnic, moral, and religious “devi-
ants.” One could speculate that because Cassadaga went “dry” be-
fore either state or national prohibition became law, and since the
Spiritualists manifested a strong sense of patriotism, the Klan
looked elsewhere for more appealing targets to terrorize. Perhaps
the Spiritualists seemed too ordinary, too typically American, to
tempt Klan activities against the Camp. In spite of that, the town’s
progressive ideas on race and gender coupled with its unorthodox
faith made Cassadaga a “sitting duck” for the Klan in its “fight
against ignorance and superstition.” What saved the tiny commu-
nity from the Klan’s abuse remains a mystery.61
Spared the terror of the hooded knights, in 1923 Cassadaga’s
“more radiant future” began unfolding. In July the Association
razed the old auditorium and started constructing a new one. Two
months later, anticipating its completion, Camp leaders looked for-
ward to the thirtieth annual convention at Cassadaga.62 In January
1924, the Camp dedicated the new auditorium in the season’s inau-
gural ceremony. By then, guests had booked every room at the Cas-
sadaga Hotel for the season. With demand for lodging far greater
than supply, Camp officials made an earnest effort to find accom-
modations for those visitors who needed a place to stay. Cassadaga
60. Ibid; Washington National Kourier, February 9, 1925; Fiery Cross, March 13, 1925;
Tampa Tribune, September 14, 1926.
61. Chalmers, “The Ku Klux Klan in the Sunshine State: The 1920’s,” 211. For the
Klan, see Nancy MacLean, Behind the Mask of Chivalry: The Making of the Second
Ku Klux Klan (New York and Oxford, 1994); Kenneth T. Jackson, The Ku Klux
Klan in the City: 1915-1930 (New York and Oxford, 1967). 
62. SCSCMA, Twenty-Ninth Annual Convention Program, 1923, p. 1, in Owens Collec-
tion; DeLand Daily News, December 12, 1923.
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was then experiencing spillover benefits from the Florida land
boom that began in the mid-1910s and came to a halt in 1925. Yet
before the soaring Florida real estate market crashed, it generated
enormous growth in the state. Since Cassadaga stood directly in the
wake of the boom, the tiny community saw its economy rise and fall
with the fortunes made and lost in Florida land transactions. But
neither the peak nor the trough of business activity in Cassadaga
matched the magnitude of cyclical change that marked the Florida
land boom of 1915 to 1925.63
On January 4, 1925, as the boom began accelerating toward its
peak, the Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp formally opened for the sea-
son. The town had no vacancies because northerners had booked
all available cottages and rooms. By then everything indicated that
1925 would be the most successful season in the history of the
Camp.64 Oscar Edgerly and Mable Riffle drew the largest and most
enthusiastic crowds of the new season. Since his debut in 1885,
Edgerly had earned much acclaim among Spiritualists as a trance
speaker. One of the recurring themes that he addressed was “the
Civic and Religious Responsibilities of Spiritualists.” By civic, Edg-
erly meant citizenship, patriotism, and the individual’s relationship
to government. Like many ordinary Americans in the 1920s Spiri-
tualists took great pride in the republic and embraced the notion
of civic virtue. Edgerly was no exception, for he believed that “the
desire for [the nation’s] welfare dwells in our hearts.” Since Amer-
icans possessed both liberty and independence, he added, they suf-
fered no influence other than their own conscience. “If you profit
by your inspirations, and register them at the ballot box,” Edgerly
said, “you are performing your civic duty.” He told his listeners to
exercise their sovereignty as voters with discretion. Let no man or
party own you and, Edgerly advised, “exercise your franchise for
the greatest good of the greatest number.” If Spiritualists followed
his counsel, he believed, they would better appreciate their inde-
pendence, transcend the political and religious chains of the past,
and rise to new heights by becoming nobler characters. If this
sounds like the mainstays of the republican ethos, it is additional
63. DeLand Daily News, December 26, 1923. For the real estate boom, see William
Frazer and John J. Guthrie Jr., The Florida Land Boom: Speculation, Money, and the
Banks (Westport, Conn., 1995).
64. DeLand Sun News, January 2 and 7, 1925.
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evidence that many Spiritualists professed mainstream traditional
values.65
Mable Riffle also helped make 1925 a highly prosperous sea-
son. Her Sunday evening séances attracted the largest crowds ever
recorded at the auditorium. Typically, for forty minutes at a time
the “great message bearer” would roll out “name after name, fact
after fact, in an endless stream that delighted her audience, con-
founded critics, and filled investigators with wonder.” Moreover, a
voluntary offering at one of her séances surpassed any other in the
Camp’s history and the sale of tickets doubled that of the previous
season. Given such success, Cassadagans held high expectations for
1926.66
By the mid-1920s, the physical isolation of Cassadagans from
other groups and the fact that Spiritualists did not actively prosely-
tize helped ease their acceptance by locals. And because residents
possessed mainstream white middle-class progressive values rang-
ing from capitalism to republicanism, it perhaps enhanced their es-
teem in the county. These factors alone, however, do not fully
explain why Floridians seemed more receptive to Spiritualism at
Cassadaga. Another possible reason for this was that Spiritualists
had friends who wielded influence over high public offices. In May
of 1926, to illustrate the point, Anna Louise Fletcher, the wife of
United States Senator Duncan U. Fletcher of Florida, defended
Spiritualism before a House Sub-Committee hearing on legislation
to limit the activities of mediums in the District of Columbia. To
the subcommittee, Mrs. Fletcher announced that she had person-
ally investigated Spiritualism for over twenty-five years. Declaring
that her mother was a natural medium, Fletcher testified that she
had never met a dishonest medium. Indeed, some of the most im-
portant Spiritualists had gathered in her home to perform séances.
At these circles, she said, she had received messages inscribed on
slate from her deceased father in his own handwriting. She chal-
lenged anyone in the room to deny the authenticity of her commu-
nications with her father’s spirit. Proponent of the legislation and
renowned magician Harry Houdini had earlier claimed he could
and would duplicate what transpired at séances. Undaunted by
such claims, Fletcher said she had pledged many years before “to
65. Jamestown (New York) Evening Journal, July 20, 1925.
66. DeLand Sun News, January 29, February 11 and 18, 1925; DeLand Daily News, Feb-
ruary 4, 1925.
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The old hotel as it appeared at the turn of the century. Fire destroyed the building
on Christmas Eve 1926. Photograph courtesy of the Southern Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp
Meeting Association, Cassadaga.
help the cause of Spiritualism at any time and in any place that I
could.“67
Making good on her promise, Fletcher published Death Un-
veiled before the year had ended. A record of facts gleaned from
careful investigation, the book underscored Fletcher’s favorable
opinion of Spiritualism. According to a Spiritualist newspaper, The
Progressive Thinker the text deserved “a careful perusal, coming as it
does from one who occupies an influential place in Washington, D.
C.” In the meantime, her husband maintained “careful ties to Jack-
sonville’s First Baptist Church,” lest his wife’s Unitarian-Universal-
ism cause Senator Fletcher some political embarrassment.68
Even though Cassadagans found comfort in Fletcher’s work on
behalf of Spiritualism, a catastrophe on Christmas night 1926 dis-
rupted the harmony within the Camp. In perhaps the most dra-
67. Tampa Morning Tribune, May 22, 1926; U.S. House Subcommittee on Judiciary of
the Committee on the District of Columbia, Fortune Telling: Hearing Before the
Subcommittee on Judiciary of the Committee on the District of Columbia, 69th Cong., 1st
sess., February 26, May 18, 20 and 21, 1926, pp. 49-51; The Progressive Thinker,
December 1926, 3.
68. Wayne Flynt, “Religion at the Polls: A Case Study of Twentieth Century Politics
and Religion in Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly 72 (April 1994), 469-83, 470;
Idem, Duncan Upshaw Fletcher: Dixie's Reluctant Progressive (Tallahassee, 1977).
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matic event to happen in Cassadaga, a fire swept through the hotel
and the blaze consumed two adjacent buildings. Only a heroic ef-
fort by the fire department prevented the flames from sweeping
through the eastern side of the village. Justin and Reid Williams,
who lived next door to the hotel, were the first to detect the fire.
They acted quickly and roused the guests, many of whom had only
enough time to snatch a few clothes in their hurried flight from the
burning building. Their hasty departure made a difference— all
guests survived the inferno. Yet for many residents the loss in prop-
erty must have seemed insurmountable, since all that remained of
the hotel was a smoldering heap of ash. Without a hotel and with a
new season approaching rapidly, the Camp had to improvise. The
Association used Brigham and Harmony Halls to provide rooms
for visitors, while Spencer House served as a dining hall. Despite
the creative ways in which Cassadagans responded to the disaster,
their efforts proved little more than a stopgap. The Camp needed
a hotel.69
“Every great system,” wrote Evangelina P. Bach, the Camp’s
corresponding secretary, “has its central figure, its leader, its in-
spirer, its cause of success.” At Cassadaga, Edward F. Loud occupied
this position when fire destroyed the hotel. In 1926, Loud con-
sented to accept the presidency of the Association. Under his lead-
ership over the next two years, the town underwent a profound
transformation in terms of growth, development, and beautifica-
tion. With those changes, merchants, realtors, journalists, and busi-
ness persons agreed: “Cassadaga is doing things all the time—
having a boom after the boom.“70
When the Association selected Loud as its president, they
chose a person trained in financing “big business.” One of the last
of Michigan’s lumber tycoons, Loud had earned a fortune in tim-
ber at the turn of the century. He and his father had staked claims
in the virgin forests along the Au Sable River. Their timber hold-
ings, in turn, made the H. M. Loud Company one of the richest
firms of its kind in Michigan. Although the business suffered con-
siderable losses from the Panic of 1907, Loud’s fortune still af-
forded him a comfortable retirement. Much to Cassadaga’s
benefit, the skills and knowledge he acquired operating his family
business followed him to Florida when he retired. After assuming
69. The Cassadagan, February 14, 1939.
70. DeLand Daily News, December 26, 1928.
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office, President Loud immediately set about implementing a plan
to make Cassadaga “the greatest Spiritualist Assembly in the
world.” Under his administration, the community laid over three
thousand linear feet of concrete sidewalks, added more electric
street lights, and improved the roads. Residents built twenty-one
additional dwellings ranging in price from $1,000 to $25,000. With
this growth came a new store, a barber shop, a Woman’s Club
house, and a beautiful new pavilion on the lake. But the greatest of
all the construction projects was the modern hotel. Besides forty
rooms equipped with baths, the well-furnished hotel had a dining
area that could seat 150 persons, ample parlors, and had the best
heating system then available.71
The new hotel represented Loud’s greatest legacy to the com-
munity. In 1926, when the old hotel burned, Cassadagans had little
hope of building a new one. It was Loud who then stepped in and
inspired many Cassadagans to donate money to the cause. At his
urging, residents contributed $22,135 to a hotel fund. Subse-
quently, the Assembly authorized a bond issue and the friends of
Cassadaga purchased $29,000 worth of the notes. Because of such
charity, the community managed to build a hotel that “would be a
credit to [any] large city.” Always active in things that benefited the
Camp and Spiritualism, Loud put his passion into the mission of
Cassadaga and helped create an atmosphere charged with hospital-
ity and responsiveness.72
At the launch of the 1929 season, great enthusiasm permeated
the entire community. The hotel reported a three-fold increase in
the number of guests booked on opening day as compared to the
previous year. Perhaps even more significant, Cassadaga finally had
telephone service provided by the Bell Company. Two years earlier
the Association had appointed Lizzie Bears to chair a committee
for securing telephone service for the town. After much effort,
Bears secured a pledge by over sixty residents from Cassadaga and
Lake Helen to subscribe for a telephone. In January 1929, Cassada-
gans anticipated saying hello to the outside world before the end of
the month. Meanwhile, the Association produced an attractive de-
scriptive circular of Cassadaga and mailed it to various chambers of
commerce throughout Florida. By distributing these brochures,
the Camp hoped to make the public aware that Volusia County had
71. New York Times, January 20, 1952; DeLand Daily News, December 26, 1928.
72. DeLand Daily News, December 26, 1928.
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the second most important Spiritualist assembly in the nation and
the only one in the South.73 Such developments prompted the ven-
erable philosopher George Colby to capture the essence of the
community’s spirit on opening day 1929 by saying “there is only
one person here today.” A reporter who heard these words asked
Colby what he meant by this. “By the harmony, interest and ear-
nestness,” Colby responded, “this great assemblage are welded into
one unit as the drops of water are blended into a pool of water.”74
Because 1929 marked Cassadaga’s thirty-fifth anniversary, the
Association invited some well-known Spiritualists from various
parts of the United States to participate in its celebration. For
speakers they booked Elizabeth Harlow Goetz of Philadelphia and
Reverend H. W. B. Myrick of Indianapolis. Many of the faithful con-
sidered Goetz the foremost woman in the ranks of Spiritualism. A
former president of the Lily Dale Association, she had also served
as a trustee of the NSA. Both organizations recognized and praised
her abilities. Goetz believed that Spiritualism gave people the lib-
erty to think and to supply knowledge to their lives. What is more,
like many Spiritualists Goetz was a rationalist who greatly admired
Thomas Paine. In one lecture, she went so far as to suggest that
Cassadagans should set aside the last Sunday in January as a memo-
rial for “this great benefactor.” Paine, she said, “gave his life, his
pen and his pocketbook to establish this [land] as a free nation.” In
closing, Goetz remarked that when her time to enter the spirit
world came, she hoped she would see Paine and “be permitted to
worship at his feet.” These comments not only reveal the Spiritual-
ists’ staunch belief in individualism and independent thinking, but
also reflect the close connections that they maintained with repub-
licanism.75
Myrick came late to Spiritualism. For thirty-five years he was an
evangelist who had preached in a Campbellite church and had
baptized hundreds of people. Even after converting to Spiritualism
he retained his evangelical fervor. “The preacher who undertakes
to propagate Spiritualism,” Myrick asserted, “ought to be a man of
73. Ibid., January 23, 1929.
74. Ibid., January 7, 1929.
75. Ibid., January 4 and 16, February 1, 1929; Lily Dale Spiritualist Association, Offi-
cial Program, 1925, p. 18. Since the advent of Spiritualism in antebellum Amer-
ica, its followers have admired Paine. See, for example, Charles Hammond, The
Pilgrimage of Thomas Paine, and Others, to the Seventh Circle in the Spirit World (Roch-
ester, N.Y., 1852).
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good repute.” Still, he realized that in spreading the word a Spiri-
tualist preacher often endured much hostility. From his personal
experience riding the circuit, Myrick had learned that Christian
audiences needed little or no persuading to join the church. In
contrast, spreading Spiritualism proved much more difficult.
When Myrick held up the philosophy and phenomena of Spiritual-
ism, skeptics would denounce it as “the work of the devil.” So he
had to prove everything. But because Myrick could not prove every
proposition of his faith, he had a medium attend his meetings “to
give proof to the audience.” Despite dealing with detractors,
Myrick maintained a friendly attitude toward all religions. As he
put it, “I did not come from a Christian pulpit into Spiritualism to
condemn anybody.” Instead, he wanted to retain all the good
things in the Bible— the splendor of mercy, the nobility of forgive-
ness, and the grandeur of self-denial. “Let us adopt a common-
sense principle,” he suggested in one speech, “and say everything
good is ours, and we are going to practice it to the best of our
knowledge and ability.” Such philosophy led Myrick to end a
speech in Cassadaga with these words: “The world owes us nothing
and we have no right to be here unless we can do some good.“76
Perhaps inspired by Myrick’s speech, one Sunday in February
1929, President Loud discussed the goals and objectives that he
hoped to implement for the benefit of Cassadaga. “If Cassadaga
only had an endowment fund,” he said, “how much easier the work
would be for those who have the affairs of the Association to ad-
minister and how much more could be done for this cause we are
striving to promote.” In his dreams Loud saw an endowment of
$100,000 for the Camp. Although some residents remained skepti-
cal about the figure, Loud said that the Association had acquired a
substantial sum of money. Moreover, the endowment’s benefactors
made a provision calling for the surrender and retirement of about
$10,000 in the Association’s bonds. Other contributors informed
Loud that they would cancel their bonds “when they or their imme-
diate descendants” no longer needed the interest payments to sup-
plement their household income. After revealing these
developments to his audience, Loud noted that they had already
raised nearly $25,000 for the foundation. He therefore saw no rea-
son to solicit additional funds. Rather, he asked his listeners to
76. Jamestown (New York) Evening Journal, July 1 and 6, 1925; DeLand Daily News, Janu-
ary 16, 1929.
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think about it. Should they decide to contribute “in this great effort
for the up[lifting] of Cassadaga and the advancement of Spiritual-
ism,” he would gladly speak with them in private.77
To achieve Loud’s ambition, the Association included a be-
quest form in its program for 1929. With this they hoped to draw at-
tention to the Camp’s financial needs. Emphasizing the
community’s previous contributions for the good of Spiritualism,
the program noted that Cassadaga wanted to broaden the scope of
its work then in progress. Simply put, the Association hoped that
some members would remember Cassadaga’s accomplishments
when drafting their wills.78
As the 1929 season came to an end, the Camp anticipated an
auspicious future. Cassadaga had survived the Florida land boom
and bust, and had even grown and flourished in the late 1920s.79
Still, like many Americans at the time, Cassadagans— psychic abili-
ties aside— could foresee neither the stock market crash on Wall
Street nor the Great Depression that loomed on the economic ho-
rizon. Furthermore, when the economic crisis hit Florida, it struck
hard. Beginning in 1929 per capita annual income declined pre-
cipitously throughout the state. Dropping from $510 to $478 in
1930, it fell further in 1931 to $392.80
In short time, the state and national economic downturn put
Cassadaga in a financial pinch. Because of this, the Camp failed to
“make good” on its obligations to the bondholders who had fi-
nanced the new hotel. In 1931, for example, the hotel earned
$2,000 in rental income for the Association. But instead of paying
the money to the bondholders, the Camp used it for other pur-
poses. Such actions prompted former president Loud to address a
meeting of the Association’s stockholders on March 26, 1932. Loud
reminded his audience that five years earlier Cassadagans and their
friends had joined in a rushing, mighty effort to conceive, finance,
build and furnish a new hotel. “It should never be forgotten,” he
declared, “that it was bondholders’ money that enabled the project
to be completed.” Since the Association told the bondholders that
all rental income would service the interest on the notes, according
77. DeLand Daily News, February 7, 1929.
78. SCSCMA, Thirty-Fifth Annual Assembly Program, 1929, p. 13, in Owens Collection.
79. DeLand News, November 21, 1928, January 23, 1929.
80. Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 400-01.
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to Loud, those who purchased the bonds had first claim on any ho-
tel earnings.81
Some residents, however, considered the hotel a financial bur-
den to the Camp because the Association paid the taxes and insur-
ance on the building. From their perspective, the Camp lacked the
funds necessary to cover expenses along with the interest on the
bonds. In response, Loud argued that without a hotel Cassadaga
would have received far less revenue from gate receipts, collec-
tions, and various other functions. Noting again that the hotel gen-
erated two thousand dollars for the Camp in 1931, he added: “It
would be a wild flight of the imagination to call [the hotel] a hard-
ship.” After painting a gloomy picture of the grave crisis then con-
fronting Cassadaga, he admonished those listening that if the
community pulled together under effective leadership, then the
Camp could weather the storm. “I plead once more for harmony,”
Loud concluded, “for I want to see Cassadaga live, grow, and pros-
per.” Despite the strong case made by Loud, the members of the
Association who considered the hotel a burden prevailed. In 1933,
due to its inability to pay either its taxes or the debt owed to the
bondholders, the Association sold the Cassadaga Hotel, which re-
mains privately owned six decades later.82
The same year that the Association sold the hotel, Cassadaga
lost its founder and venerable philosopher George P. Colby. In Jan-
uary 1933, after living in New Smyrna for several years, Colby had
returned to Cassadaga because of his declining health. The Camp
provided Colby with an apartment and many residents accommo-
dated his needs. Nonetheless, by June his health had deteriorated
and Colby had become feeble. Following a short stay in a hospital
where he had suffered a stroke, the octogenarian died in Cas-
sadaga the morning of July 27, 1933. His death marked the end of
an era that had spanned nearly four decades of Cassadaga’s his-
tory.83
The loss of the hotel and Colby’s death notwithstanding, by
1933 the Spiritualists’ mission to establish a permanent religious
community in Florida had become a reality. The struggle to persist
81. Edward F. Loud, “Address,” speech delivered at the annual stockholders meet-
ing at the Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp Meeting Association, Cassadaga, Florida,
26 March 1932, Owens Collection.
82. Ibid.; Daytona Beach News Journal, April 28, 1957.
83. Henderson, The Story of Cassadaga, 16; DeLand Sun News, July 27, August 2, 1933.
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in this new setting encountered occasional but formidable obsta-
cles. At times the unconventional religion evoked a provincial
brand of bigotry that became manifest in letters to the editors of
the local papers. These letters either directly accused Cassadagans
of fraud or challenged their integrity. Yet neither those nor other
barriers prevented the realization of Colby’s dream.
For the most part, the local population tolerated its new neigh-
bors and provided the kind of support that assured Cassadaga’s ini-
tial success. Volusians accepted the Spiritualists at Cassadaga for
both economic and cultural reasons. Since the Spiritualists had the
time and money to spend the winter months in Florida, some na-
tives viewed the newcomers with an eye on profits. In their minds,
Cassadagans represented a class of people whose cumulative ex-
penditures on construction materials, furnishings, food, and other
items would stimulate the local economy. The opportunity for fi-
nancial gain, therefore, probably mitigated any rancor that locals
held toward the Cassadagans.
Finally, as Emma Huff noted at the turn of the century, con-
flicts within the Camp posed a greater danger to Cassadaga’s sur-
vival than external threats. In fact, locals directed little animus
against the community. Because most of the county’s white resi-
dents came originally from the North, culturally they shared much
in common with the Spiritualists.84 Reared in white Anglo-Saxon
Protestant households that were steeped in capitalism and other
American traditions, many Spiritualists had backgrounds and ex-
periences familiar to the locals. Thus the cultural traits that linked
the two groups in the material world proved stronger than the reli-
gious differences that divided them. Rather than perceiving Spiri-
tualists as radical utopian communitarians who professed to
communicate with the dead, locals viewed them as a group of ordi-
nary people who came to the county seeking their version of the
American dream. That is, Spiritualists aspired to congregate in
sweet harmony with like-minded people in a mild climate. So in the
last analysis, the mainstream values that Cassadagans embraced
help explain why the community has thrived as a Spiritualist mecca
in central Florida for over a century.
84. Audrey Thomas McCluskey, “Ringing Up a School: Mary McLeod Bethune’s
Impact on Daytona,” Florida Historical Quarterly 73 (October 1994), 200-20; T. E.
Fitzgerald, Volusia County, Past and Present (Daytona Beach, 1937), 99-100.
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The Beginnings of Big Sugar in Florida, 1920-1945
by JOHN A. HEITMANN
D URING the past several years, the Florida sugar industry hasbeen under the journalist’s microscope and scrutinized as no
other agricultural enterprise in America. If we are to believe the ev-
idence presented in Alec Wilkinson’s Big Sugar, or essays written
over the past decade that appeared in Forbes, George, the Nation, and
Florida Trend, one must conclude that Florida sugar interests are
economically privileged and politically powerful, ruthlessly exploit-
ative towards labor, and, to top it off, largely responsible for the en-
vironmental degradation of the Everglades.1 During the 1980s the
focus of the attack centered on the industry’s use of imported tem-
porary workers from the Caribbean, and the force of this critique
peaked in 1989 with the publication of Wilkinson’s Big Sugar, por-
tions of which were serialized in The New Yorker. Wilkinson de-
scribed workers living in
quarters [that] are cheerless and without privacy; the food
they are served is not to their liking, they are frequently
cheated by their employers, and they are constantly tor-
mented by loneliness and by anxiety. . . . In the fields they
wear aluminum guards on their hands, their shins, and
their knees, as well as heavy boots on their feet. Even so,
more than one in every three of them cuts himself or is cut
by someone who has lost control of their knife, or
wrenches his back, or suffers an attack of some kind in the
heat, or steps in a rabbit hole and turns an ankle, or is bit-
ten by fire ants or pierces his eye or eardrum with a sharp
leaf of cane. . . .2
John A. Heitmann is professor of history at the University of Dayton.
1. Alec Wilkinson, Big Sugar: Seasons in the Cane Fields of Florida (New York, 1989);
Phyllis Berman, “The Fanjuls of Palm Beach: The Family With a Sweet Tooth,”
Forbes, May 14, 1990, 56-60, 64, 69. Articles and other materials on the Florida
sugar industry’s labor relations include Joseph Mulligan, “Sugar in
Okeechobee,” Win 18 (May 1982), 16-20; U.S. House of Representatives, 98th
Congress, 1st Session, Job Rights of Domestic Workers: The Florida Sugar Cane Indus-
try (Washington, D.C., 1983); Charles H. Wood and Terry L. McCoy, “Migration,
Remittances and Development: A Study of Caribbean Cane Cutters in Florida,”
International Migration Review 19 (1985), 251-77.
2. Wilkinson, Big Sugar, 4-5.
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Widespread indignation over sugar industry labor practices
proved to be short lived, however, for during the 1990s commen-
tary shifted away from the working and living conditions of cane
cutters toward questions concerning financial and moral responsi-
bility for the contamination of the Everglades by agricultural chem-
ical runoff from cane fields. The issue of how and how much “Big
Sugar” was to pay culminated in a bitterly contested state referen-
dum in November of 1996 in which the industry prevailed. Yet it
was a pyrrhic victory, for the public still generally views Florida
sugar producers as influence-peddling, unscrupulous elitists who
have prospered primarily because of federal government subsidies
that have resulted in the American consumer paying far more for
table sugar than the world market price.3
The purpose of this article is not to explore “Big Sugar’s” cur-
rent public relations nightmare, however, but to understand the or-
igins of the centralized growing and manufacture of sugar in
Florida. Given the decidedly eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
focus on the part of scholars studying topics related to the history
of sugar, it should come as no surprise that the Florida sugar indus-
try, a consequence of a post-World War I surge in prices and a si-
multaneous boom in land speculation, has been largely neglected
by historians.4 J. Carlyle Sitterson’s enduring Sugar County, pub-
3. On the 1996 election, see John Greenwald, “Sugar’s Sweetest Deal,” Time, April
8, 1996, 34; Robert Craper, “The Sugar Kings,” George, June 1996, 88-92, 126-28;
Harvey Wasserman, “Cane Mutiny,” Nation, December 9, 1996, 7; John F. Berry,
“Sugar Coating,” Florida Trend, December 1996, 98.
4. Recent studies on the history of sugar include Sidney W. Mintz, Sweetness and
Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York, 1985); John A. Heitmann,
The Modernization of the Louisiana Sugar Industry, 1830-1910 (Baton Rouge,
1987); Francisco A. Scarano, Sugar and Slavery in Puerto Rico: The Plantation Econ-
omy of Ponce, 1800-1850 (Madison, 1984); Louis Ferleger, “Farm Mechanization
in the Southern Sugar Sector After the Civil War,” Louisiana History 23 (Winter
1982), 21-34; Idem, “Sharecropping Contracts and Mechanization in the Late
Nineteenth Century South,” Agricultural History 67 (Summer 1993), 31-46; J. H.
Galloway, “Tradition and Innovation in the American Sugar Industry, c. 1500-
1800: An Explanation,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 75 (June
1985), 334-51; Idem, The Sugar Cane Industry: A Historical Geography from its Ori-
gins to 1914 (Cambridge, 1989); Robert L. Paquette, Sugar is Made With Blood:
The Conspiracy of La Escalera and the Conflict Between Empires over Slavery in Cuba
(Middletown, Conn., 1988); Stuart B. Schwartz, Sugar Plantations in the Formation
of Brazilian Society: Bahia, 1550-1835 (Cambridge, 1986); Denis Noden, “Betabel-
eras: The Formation of an Agricultural Proletariat in the Midwest, 1897-1930,”
Labor History 30 (Fall 1989), 536-63; Teresita Martinez Vergne, “New Patterns for
Puerto Rico’s Sugar Workers: Abolition and Centralization at San Vicente, 1873-
1892,” Hispanic American Historical Review 68 (February 1988), 45-75; David Rich
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lished in 1953, remains the only even-handed analysis of the history
of the Florida sugar industry, and yet this work is extremely limited
in terms of sources and critical perspective.
From our contemporary vantage point, an examination of the
organizational and technological roots of the Florida sugar indus-
try between 1920 and 1945 reveals an early pattern of centralized
power that was managerially delegated in a manner typical of the
corporate practices of the day. But perhaps unlike their counter-
parts in the northern manufacturing states, these businessmen dur-
ing the New Deal era were not completely opposed to “Big
Government,” for the federal government played a critical role in
the industry by establishing favorable protective tariffs and subsi-
dies and by guaranteeing production quotas. In addition, the fed-
eral government helped shape a labor system dependent upon so-
called “H-2” migrant workers brought in for three months or more
from the West Indies. The failure to mechanize cane harvesting
during the 1930s and early 1940s precipitated a technological bot-
tleneck (a limiting step in an otherwise very efficient system in cane
sugar production), a task that engineering ingenuity could not ef-
fectively solve but government action could. Thus, as a result of a
curious and unique mix of free enterprise and government bu-
reaucracy, “Big Sugar” flourished in the decades after World War II
not only because of its links to “Big Business,” but also due to the
positive intervention of “Big Government” at a critical stage in its
development
The Everglades, a region surrounding and directly south of
Lake Okeechobee, was to the late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-
century visitor a seemingly endless grassy glade infrequently bro-
ken with hammocks on which a few trees grew. Nearly impenetra-
ble and certainly mysterious, attempts to reclaim the Everglades
and cultivate sugar in its nitrogen-rich muck soil began in the
ardson, “The Slave Trade, Sugar, and British Economic Growth, 1748-1776,”
Journal of Interdisciplinary History 18 (Spring 1987), 739-69; Barbara L. Solow,
“Capitalism and Slavery in the Exceedingly Long Run,” Journal of Interdiscipli-
nary History 18 (Spring 1987), 711-38; Steve J. Stem, “Feudalism, Capitalism,
and the World-System in the Perspective of Latin America and the Caribbean,”
American Historical Review 93 (October 1988), 829-73; John C. Rodrigue, “Rais-
ing Cane: From Slavery to Free Labor in Louisiana’s Sugar Parishes, 1862-1880”
(Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 1993); Rebecca J. Scott, “Defining the Bound-
aries of Freedom in the World of Cane: Cuba, Brazil, and Louisiana after Eman-
cipation,” American Historical Review 99 (February 1994), 70-102.
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1880s. From the outset some envisioned that the “glades” held
enormous promise for those who would dare to overcome its
rather formidable physical challenges. Turn-of-the-century mental-
ity dictated that the Everglades be subdued, populated, and used,
rather than preserved, and these prevailing notions set the stage
for the area’s development.5
By the late nineteenth century, federal initiatives were aimed at
the region’s economic development. In 1892, during his campaign
for national sugar production self-sufficiency, United States Drug
Administration (USDA) chief chemist Harvey Wiley optimistically
proclaimed:
There is practically no other body of land in the world
which presents such remarkable possibilities of develop-
ment as the muck lands bordering the southern shores of
Lake Okeechobee. With a depth of soil averaging perhaps
8 feet, and an extent of nearly half a million acres, with a
surface absolutely level, it affords promise of development
which reaches the limits of prophesy.6
Wiley’s enthusiasm for the possibilities of sugar cultivation was not
restricted to Florida, for he also had high hopes of maximizing the
production of cane, sorghum, and beet sugar in Louisiana, Colo-
rado, Kansas, Nebraska, Michigan, and California. But the very
presence of USDA chemists in the Everglades in 1892 set the stage
for future USDA involvement in the twentieth century, with the ul-
timate goal of converting a largely uninhabitable area into agricul-
tural farmland. And while Wiley’s interest in sugar waned by the
end of the nineteenth century, his clearly unwarranted optimism
returned from time to time in the utterances of other “projectors”
whose predictions of prosperity and large numbers of settlers can
5. Early attempts to manufacture sugar in Florida are described in Michael G.
Schene, “Robert and John Grattan Gamble: Middle Florida Entrepreneurs,”
Florida Historical Quarterly 54 (July 1975), 61-73; Pat Dodson, “Hamilton Diss-
ton’s St. Cloud Sugar Plantation, 1887-1901,” Florida Historical Quarterly 49
(April 1971), 356-69. Also see J. Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar County: The Sugar Indus-
try in the South, 1753-1950 (Lexington, Ky., 1953), 361-78.
6. United States Department of Agriculture, Report of the Secretary of Agriculture,
1891 (Washington, D. C., 1892), 170.
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be found in a rather extensive body of promotional literature pub-
lished during the decades surrounding World War I.7
But the exploitation of the Everglades remained in the realm
of wishful thinking, for until drainage districts were first estab-
lished and surveys undertaken beginning in 1905 and 1907 respec-
tively, little development could take place. Once the land was made
usable, however, entrepreneurs with sugar cultivation and produc-
tion on their minds rather quickly made their way to the region im-
mediately south of Lake Okeechobee.
It is not surprising, perhaps, that one rather large contingent
came from Louisiana’s “Sugar Bowl,” historically the center of cane
cultivation in the United States and by 1910 a region experiencing
a contraction in sugar planting and manufacture. Prominent Flor-
ida sugar industry pioneers— men like planter L. A. Bringer, Flor-
ida State Chemist Rufus E. Rose, and Southern States and Timber
Director Jules M. Burguires— all drew upon previous experience in
the Louisiana sugar industry and used it as a touchstone for their
efforts in the Everglades.8 Therefore, from the nineteenth century
to at least the late 1920s, scientific and technical knowledge origi-
nating in Louisiana (and invariably Cuba, also) dominated the flow
of expertise into the Florida sugar industry. This diffusion of tech-
nology was problematic, however, for while the application of tried
and true methods was an initial cause for optimism and confi-
dence, in retrospect it was ultimately disastrous. Technology trans-
fer is rarely smooth, and the creation of a viable Florida sugar
industry demanded new cane varieties, cultivation practices, and
fertilizer requirements to accommodate Florida’s unique climate
7. Rufus E. Rose, The Possibilities of Sugar Production in Florida (Jacksonville, 1900);
U.S. Senate, 62nd Cong., 1st Session, Everglades of Florida: Acts, Reports, and Other
Papers, State and National, Relating to the Everglades of the State of Florida and Their
Reclamation (Washington, D. C., 1911); J. O. Wright, The Everglades of Florida:
Their Adaptability for the Growth of Sugar Cane (Tallahassee, 1912); Sugar Cane and
the Pinellas Peninsula Florida: A Combination Worthy of Investigation (n.p., 1913);
“Florida Must Become a Sugar Producing State; Because of World’s Sugar Short-
age; High Prices Coming,” The Florida Planter, August 1919, 1; Malabar Sugar
Company, Florida Sugar Lands (n.p., 1919); W. F. Blackman, Sugar and Cane Syrup
in Florida (n.p., 1921).
8. Bringer, from a distinguished antebellum Louisiana sugar planter family, had
worked closely with Hamilton Disston on the ill-fated St. Cloud Plantation dur-
ing the 1880s and early 1890s. Burguires had been a founding member of the
politically powerful Louisiana Sugar Planters Association in 1877 and was active
as both a planter and merchant in New Orleans. See Heitmann, The Moderniza-
tion of the Louisiana Sugar Industry, 79, 248.
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and soil. Consequently, a technological system and organizational
structure unlike any found in Louisiana, or for that matter, any-
where else in the western hemisphere, crystallized.
To be sure, northern capitalists and speculators also played a
significant part in the story, and their interest intensified markedly
with the conclusion of World War I, the lifting of wartime price
controls, and the subsequent rise of sugar prices to nineteen cents
a pound between 1919 and 1920.9 And perhaps the Yankees’ and
midwesterners’ most significant and distinctive contribution to the
future development of the Florida sugar industry was their almost
blind faith in technology— especially mechanization— in enhanc-
ing the efficiency of planting, cultivation, and harvesting opera-
tions. After all, the mechanization of the fields in the northern
states had resulted in unprecedented agricultural prosperity; a sim-
ilar approach had worked in the development of the sugar industry
in Cuba, and there was no reason in the minds of these trans-
planted entrepreneurs that a comparable technological triumph
could not be achieved in South Florida.
Beginning in 1919 a host of these promoters began to organize
sugar growing efforts in at least three different areas of Florida, but
the most significant ventures took place in or near the Everglades.
For example, the Malabar Sugar Company, led by self-described
“practical sugar planter” Bernard Crafton, offered three thousand
acres at $500 per acre in Brevard County. The firm’s prospectus
claimed that “cane now growing there shows a sugar content greatly
in excess of Cuban, Hawaiian, or Louisiana Cane.“10 Compensating
for overhead and depreciation, Crafton confidently, yet in his mind
conservatively, predicted that once the enterprise was underway,
earnings of over 33% on common stock could be expected. Sup-
porting these claims, state chemist Rose, a vigorous and long-time
promoter of sugar culture in Florida, asserted in 1919 that
At no time, in my opinion, has there been offered a
greater opportunity for the investment of capital in a legit-
imate and staple agricultural business, than is offered now
to the farmers and capitalists of Florida in the establish-
9. See George H. Salley, A History of the Florida Sugar Industry (n.p., [1982]), 11;
Glades County, Florida History (Moore Haven, Fla., 1985), 37-38; “Ten Acres of
Cane Yield 4,000 Gallons of Syrup and Return Profit of $3,000,” Miami Herald,
December 11, 1921, newsclipping in “Industry— Sugar” file, Florida Collection,
Dade County Public Library, Miami (hereinafter DCPL).
10. Malabar Sugar Company, Florida Sugar Lands, n.p.
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ment of modern economical sugar plantations and facto-
ries, as well as in the establishment of modern mills for the
production of standardized cane syrup.11
And while many others waxed optimistically over the richness
of the muck soil without having any real understanding of the com-
plexity of sugar cane plant nutrition or soil chemistry, so too W. F.
Blackman, speaking at the 1920 annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, sang the praises of the
abundant supply of cheap labor needed for the harvest without
recognizing that labor markets, like the weather, can be fickle.
Blackman stated:
It is only in the harvesting of the cane that a large amount
of hand labor is required. We may have some difficulty at
this point; but the harvest fortunately extends from early
November in northern Florida to late spring in the south,
so that labor can be shifted from one region to another.
Moreover, a large amount of migratory labor has in recent
years been attracted to the State for the picking and pack-
ing of citrus fruits . . . it ought to be possible if the need
should arise, and if the effort were properly organized, to
bring into the state a multitude of “hands” from the North
where agricultural operations are largely suspended dur-
ing the winter, for the cane harvest.12
Those who established the modern Florida sugar industry and
gave it its initial shape had an unrealistic sense of the quality of the
land in terms of fertilizer requirements and ready supply of harvest
labor; these critical shortcomings were minimized and overlooked
during the 1920s and 1930s when environmental restrictions were
lax and rural labor plentiful. These two vulnerable areas proved
problematic in the 1980s and 1990s when readjustments in terms
of workers and pollution became far more costly and disruptive.
With the industry gaining considerable momentum in terms of
capital invested and technical and scientific expertise applied after
1920, there seemingly was no turning back.
In the wake of all this post-World War I promotional activity, ini-
tial attempts to cultivate and manufacture sugar on a commercial
scale began in 1920 in Moore Haven and Canal Point, adjacent to
11. The Florida Planter, August 1919, 15.
12. Blackman, Sugar and Corn Syrup in Florida, n.p.
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Lake Okeechobee, and most notably (from a public relations stand-
point) on a large scale seventeen miles northwest of Miami on the Mi-
ami Canal. On some 75,000 acres adjacent to the canal, the
Pennsylvania Sugar Company (Pennsuco), a Philadelphia sugar re-
finer, began planting Louisiana cane and erected a sugar mill that was
previously in operation in Texas. Acreage and operations expanded
steadily between 1922 and 1924, and from the beginning the firm was
committed to mechanizing field operations. Custom-made plows
cleared the virgin saw grass, tractor-drawn disc harrows prepared the
soil for planting, and the use of dozens of Fordson tractors, Caterpil-
lars, and Model T Fords equipped with wide rims made it possible to
deal with most routine planting and cultivation tasks using a mini-
mum of manual labor. But machines often sunk when the land was
soft, and thus mechanization had its limitations, particularly during
harvesting, when men rather than machines were called for. Conse-
quently Pennsuco hired on a seasonal basis a substantial number of
African Americans from North Florida and Georgia for cane cutting.13
Despite the corporate rhetoric claiming that Pennsuco had ini-
tiated “a new epoch in the industrial and agricultural history of the
East Coast of Florida” and its introduction of many innovative prac-
tices, the venture rather quickly proved to be a dismal failure, the
consequence of imperfect understanding of the chemical effect of
copper sulfate on the muck soil and the government’s inability to
provide adequate drainage for the area under cultivation. Indeed,
by the late 1920s Pennsuco abandoned its cane project despite all
of the initial fanfare and enthusiasm, and shifted to the planting of
potatoes, carrots, beets, radishes, onions, and other crops until all
efforts ceased with the onset of the Great Depression. Yet despite
Pennsuco’s short life span and limited impact upon the local econ-
omy, a strand of continuity existed between it and its successors in
the South Florida Everglades, for the firm’s emphasis on mechani-
zation along with a reliance upon migrant labor for the harvest also
characterized the operations of the Southern Sugar Company and
the United States Sugar Corporation.14
Concurrent with the so-called “Pennsuco experiment,” local
efforts among Florida legislators to create an Everglades Agricul-
tural Experiment Station were successfully underway. The Florida
13. Sitterson, Sugar Country, 365-66; William A. Graham, “The Pennsuco Sugar
Experiment,” Tequesta 11 (1950), 27-50.
14. Graham, “The Pennsuco Sugar Agreement,” 48.
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Sugar mill at Canal Point, Florida (1922). Photograph courtesy of the Florida State Ar-
chives, Tallahassee.
legislature passed an act in 1921 for such a facility along the banks
of the Hillsborough Canal in Palm Beach County, approximately
four and one-half miles from the south shore of Lake Okeechobee,
where a modest laboratory was to be constructed, along with a
barn. Initially the surrounding land was drained, a well sunk, and
forty acres cultivated, and by 1924-1925 the annual working budget
of the station amounted to more than $26,000. The focus of the
early scientific studies at the Everglades Station centered on the
chemical properties of muck soils and fertilizer requirements for a
variety of crops and plant varieties; soil nutrition had been an im-
portant problem for those who did the pioneering work at the
Pennsuco site, as it would be to those seeking to develop lands
more to the north and west.15
By 1925 vibrant and substantial expansion and economic devel-
opment had spread well beyond the immediate vicinity of Miami to
15. On the early history of the Everglades Experiment Station, see P. H. Rolfs, Direc-
tor of the University of Florida Agricultural Experiment Station, open letter,
December 23, 1911; Chapter 8422 (no. 47), “An Act for the Establishment of an
Agricultural Experiment Station or Stations in the Everglades of Florida,” (1921);
Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund and Board of Commissioners of the
Everglades Drainage District, “Report on Proposed Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion,” November 7, 1921; and “Working Budget, Everglades Experiment Station,
1924-25,” all in Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences Branch Stations, Field
Laboratories, Research and Education Centers, Records and Correspondence,
1917-1971, microfilm edition, reel 4, Public Records Collections Series 95, P. K.
Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville.
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include lands immediately south of Lake Okeechobee. This second
important sugarlands region, some fifty miles west of West Palm
Beach and encompassing the towns of Pahokee, Canal Point, Belle
Glade, Clewiston, and Moore Haven, became for a time the focal
point of the flamboyant entrepreneurial schemes of Bror G. Dahl-
berg, president of the Chicago-based Celotex Corporation. Born in
Sweden in 1881, the son of an artist, Dahlberg immigrated to the
United States with his family as a child, and after his father’s prema-
ture death, supported his mother by pulling the rope of a freight el-
evator at age thirteen. Possessing diligence and drive, young
Dahlberg worked his way up the ladder to chief rate clerk for the
Northern Pacific Railroad, and then went into business for himself
collecting railroad claims. After moving on to the paper business
where he rose to vice president and general manager of the M&O
Paper Company, Dahlberg took an entrepreneurial leap in 1921 by
organizing the Celotex Company, a manufacturing operation with
its first plant located in Marerro, Louisiana. The Celotex process
converted waste bagasse (processed cane that had already passed
through the rollers and had little commercial use) into a tough, fi-
brous building material with several immediate construction uses.
Celotex became an instant hit, and plant capacity was increased sev-
eral times, but the lack of spent cane in Louisiana due to the ap-
pearance of the devastating cane mosaic disease led Dahlberg to
look elsewhere for his supply of raw material. And thus crystallized
Dahlberg’s interest in South Florida, where he integrated his oper-
ations and became involved in the global sugar business.16
In retrospect, it is somewhat surprising that Dahlberg was not
more cautious in his involvement in this Florida sugar venture, not
only because his efforts were in the wake of Pennsuco’s well-publi-
cized troubles, but also because of rapid changes in the interna-
tional sugar market at mid-decade that were contributing to a glut
of sugar on the market and consequently extremely low prices.
Nonetheless, Dahlberg, eager to expand his agro-industrial empire
beyond Louisiana, accepted at face value a most glowing report by
consulting engineers Smith and Ames in June 1925, one that pre-
16. On Dahlberg, see National Cyclopedia of American Biography: Vol. C (New York,
1930), 327-28; Sitterson, Big Sugar, 368-70; Alfred Hanna and Kathryn Hanna,
Lake Okeechobee (Indianapolis, 1948), 308-10; for an obituary, see “Man Who
Developed Florida Sugar Empire Dies at 73,” Tampa Morning Tribune, February
22, 1954, newsclipping in “Industry-Sugar” file, Florida Collection, DCPL.
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dicted $100 per acre per year profits on land that was already being
drained by government agencies. 17 The consultants concluded that
Everglades muck soil was rich in nitrogen and phosphoric acid,
and slightly deficient in potash; most importantly, it possessed a
high level of organic matter, so that once drained, bacteria could
flourish, and the region’s “fertility will be established, practically
forever.”18 With soil so fertile and the expense of fertilization so min-
imal, Smith and Ames prophesied yields of forty tons of cane per
acre, remarkable to say the least, since the average annual yield of
Cuban and Puerto Rican fields never exceeded half that amount.
The Smith and Ames report had influence beyond that of a techni-
cal nature, for the firm’s experience had been gained while con-
sulting for the Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation, and consequently it
suggested the imitation of a Cuban organizational model consist-
ing of a large central grower and producer supplemented by a very
small number of independent growers as the Florida industry’s
starting point. 19 Interestingly, this arrangement took root in the
1920s and 1930s and, despite changes in leadership, continues to
thrive.
The glowing Smith and Ames report was further substantiated
by USDA field studies conducted at a small station established in
the mid-1920s at Canal Point. A number of varieties of cane
planted there in 1927 in small scale field trials attained heights of
between fourteen and twenty-four feet, possessed thick stalks, and
contained an average percentage of sugar of over twelve per cent.
The Canal Point trials pointed to yields of between forty and fifty
tons of cane per acre, leading Congressman S. Wallace Dempsey to
remark:
Sugar cane is now being grown to a greater height and
larger sugar content than any other area of the world and
better than in the Island of Cuba.
Great as is the importance of producing our own
sugar, of equal importance is the manufacture of Celotex
from the stalks of the sugar cane after the juice is removed.
17. Smith and Ames, Consulting Engineers, “Report on the Proposed Cane Sugar
Development on the Lands of the Sugarland Development Company Situated
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Celotex provides a building material for the building of
homes at less cost and better in many respects than any
other building materials— and every state in the Union will
share in the benefits derived from the manufacture of Ce-
lotex from sugar cane.20
Resoundingly optimistic in the wake of the Smith and Ames
study that predicted that he “can ultimately become the greatest
and most profitable Cane Sugar Producer in the world,” Dahlberg
and his associates, incorporated as the Southern Sugar Company,
purchased additional acreage and a food products firm located at
Canal Point. By 1926 approximately 35,000 acres were in the pro-
cess of being cleared for cultivation.21
The sad story of Dahlberg’s Southern Sugar Company during
the next four years will not be recounted in detail here. The hurri-
canes of 1926 and 1928, subsequent widespread flooding, unex-
pected problems in the fields and sugar house, extremely large
capital investment start-up costs, and labor difficulties all contrib-
uted to the firm’s 1930 receivership and 1931 reorganization. And
despite Dahlberg’s close ties to the Republican Party, drainage and
flood protection programs proved inadequate, as the vital cooper-
ation between business interests in need and the responsible au-
thorities never took place.22 But despite the miscalculations, errors
in judgment, reversals due to natural disasters, and eventual bank-
ruptcy, the Dahlberg era was significant to the future of the Florida
sugar industry, for the foundations had been laid for an industry
that was highly organized by managerial and cost accounting con-
trols, and largely shaped by scientific and technical expertise. In-
deed, a sustained momentum in terms of capital investment and
the engagement of technical expertise had occurred in the Ever-
glades, and those who followed— or hung on after Dahlberg’s per-
20. Quoted in Operations of the Southern Sugar Company, May 1928, 13.
21. Smith and Ames, The Story of the Southern Sugar Company; January, 1929 (n.p.,
1929), n.p.
22. Dahlberg’s political maneuvers are sketched in the “Flood Control in Florida
#l” file, R. V. Allison Papers, P. K Yonge Library. See newsclippings “Dahlberg
Lays Blame on Politics,” Miami Herald, September 30, 1928, and “Levees
Demanded By Sugar Planter,” Miami Herald, September 29; 1928. See also F. L.
Williamson to B. G. Dahlberg, March 3, 1928, and E. C. Cole to Gilbert A.
Youngberg, October 30, 1928, in file 1; B. G. Dahlberg to F. L. Williamson,
November 22 1928; F. L. Williamson to Samuel L. Drake, November 24, 1928,
and S. L. Drake to F. L. Williamson, December 7, 1928, in file 2; and Bror G.
Dahlberg to Major General Edgar Jadivin, January 24, 1929, in file 3
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sonal setback— would capitalize on the experiences gained during
the Southern Sugar Company era.
In a manner unprecedented in the American sugar trade,
Dahlberg hired an array of experts who became involved in almost
every significant aspect of the business, both before and after re-
ceivership.23 For example, executive vice president Jules M. Bur-
guires, chief engineer P. Alexander Poche, manager William
Calderwood Hanson, and supervising engineer H. E. Fridge had all
cut their teeth in the sugar business while residing in Louisiana
and had acquired extensive practical experience there; operating
vice president Percy Glenham Bishop and chief construction engi-
neer William G. Ames previously had held responsible positions in
Cuba, as had a number of other important staff members; mechan-
ical engineer N. C. Storey served as superintendent of mechanical
maintenance for the Panama Canal for five years; in charge of the
design of water control construction projects was Henry A. Bestor,
a graduate civil engineer originally from Illinois with extensive
plantation experience in Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and
Venezuela as well as Cuba; and scientists R. V. Allison and Benjamin
Bourne, both with research university doctorates, were state exper-
iment station employees before joining the Southern Sugar Com-
pany. Gradually the application of this expertise led to profitable
results. Between 1928 and 1930 cane under cultivation increased
five fold to twenty-five acres and the Clewiston Mill’s capacity was
expanded from 1,500 tons per day to 4,000. Field operations were
extensively mechanized: the company purchased 144 crawler trac-
tors, 408 cane wagons, 13 cultivators and 4 locomotives. As pointed
out in a 1929 auditor’s report
Most of the work on the Southern Sugar Co. plantations is
done by efficient machines. No horses or mules are used.
The equipment used has been designed especially to meet
the conditions necessitated by rich, light muck soils. All
tractor equipment has extra wide treads . . . calculated to
carry a maximum load. . . .24
23. Biographical sketches of many of these key figures can be found in Joe Hugh
Reese, Opening the Nation's Sugar Bowl (Clewiston, Fla., 1929), n.p. See also
Lawrence E. Will, A Cracker History of Okeechobee (Belle Glade, Fla., 1977), 282-90.
24. American Appraisal Company, “Report,” typescript, August 26, 1929, P. K.
Yonge Library.
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Indeed, the operation had become so complex that plans were laid
in August 1929 to reorganize operations into numerous semi-au-
tonomous divisions encompassing approximately 2500 acres, each
with its own 5,000-ton sugar house, field and transport machinery,
supervisors, and labor force. Each of these divisions were to be re-
sponsible to a central administration and served by a research de-
partment located at headquarters.25
Complexity was also the case with the muck soil that was the
source of much of the initial optimism during the mid-1920s and
that was by the end of the decade far better understood both phys-
ically and chemically. Contrary to the Smith and Ames Report of
1925, by 1929 researchers at the Everglades Experiment Station
discovered that the soil in many locations was not nearly as rich in
major plant nutrients as once thought. Once the first nine inches
of the soil was removed, successive layers were discovered to be de-
ficient in both potash and phosphoric acid, thus necessitating the
addition of much higher applications of super-phosphate than orig-
inally planned. Furthermore, plant scientists were baffled by the in-
consistent response of cane varieties to phosphate fertilizers, as the
test plants were often found with burnt leaves. Essentially, soil con-
ditions varied greatly from one location in the Florida sugar bowl
to another. Unfortunately much of the progress made in this im-
portant area would be destroyed by a storm in August and a hurri-
cane in September 1928, natural disasters that would also fatally
wound Dahlberg’s financially precarious Everglades venture.26
Despite the use of mechanized equipment, agricultural chem-
istry, crop variety experimentation, and extensive soil drainage en-
gineering, Dahlberg’s company went into receivership in 1930, the
result of high costs coupled with a plunge in the world sugar price.
Interestingly enough, the drive to mechanize field operations had
been extended to the harvest, as Dahlberg had responded to a la-
bor crisis during the 1929-1930 harvest by buying the patent rights
to a novel machine and requisitioning fourteen of these devices in
August 1930. Designed by Australian inventor-entrepreneur Ralph
Falkiner, these modified 1919 Hurry Harvesters began practical tri-
als in the muck soil of the company in December of 1930. Al-
though these experimental harvesters cut over 150,000 tons of
25. Ibid., 7-14.
26. “Report of the Everglades Experiment Station for the Fiscal Year Ending June
30, 1929,” 10-18, in Public Records Series, reel 4.
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cane between 1931 and 1933, they were mothballed after extensive
evaluations showed that they were prone to mechanical difficulties
resulting in an improper cutting of the cane. With losses of more
than ten percent, these devices proved to be far more expensive
than initially anticipated. At five times the wages of a black field
hand per unit of cut cane, Falkiner’s mechanical harvester, despite
design modifications and improvements, was a disappointing rem-
edy to a technological bottleneck. The unique muck soil of the Ev-
erglades produced cane that was not strongly rooted and thus
easily damaged during the cutting process. Furthermore, since the
highest percentages of sugar in cane were found in the lowest por-
tion of the stalks, cutting close to ground level was imperative if ex-
cellent extraction efficiency were to result; yet ground conditions
made it nearly impossible for the machine to remain fixed and sta-
ble while cutting and stripping the cane of its leaves.27
In short, while planting and cultivation had been made dramati-
cally more efficient and sugar house operations extracting the sugar
from the cane taken to a high degree of chemical and engineering
efficiency, the engineers involved in the Florida industry painfully
discovered that cutting cane remained a task fundamentally no dif-
ferent than when practiced in the eighteenth century Consequently
human effort in the fields during harvest remained the only viable
option to those in Florida during the 1930s and 1940s.
Between 1930 and 1931, amidst bankruptcy proceedings and
the mechanical harvester trials, a complex set of negotiations took
place between Dahlberg and Charles Stewart Mott concerning the
future of sugar cultivation and manufacture in the area surround-
ing Clewiston. Mott, millionaire vice president of General Motors
from Flint, Michigan, took control of the ailing Southern Sugar
Corporation, restructured it, and renamed the company the
United States Sugar Corporation. By all accounts Dahlberg and his
27. On the trials of the mechanical harvester, see Fred L. Williamson, “Diary, 1930-
1935,” January 20 and 21, 1930, January 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 21, 1931, and May 7,
1931, in box 29, Manuscript Collection, P. K Yonge Library; Geoff Burrows and
Clive Morton, The Canecutters (Melbourne, Australia, 1986), 64-69; Reorganiza-
tion of the Southern Sugar Company, Plan and Agreement Dated April 1, 1931 (n.p.,
1931). See also “Cane Harvester Machines,” January 15, 1932, and “Cost of Har-
vesting Cane with Falkiner Cane Harvesters,” (1933?), both in United States
Sugar Corporation Archives, Clewiston, Florida. In addition to Falkiner’s, at
least two other competing designs existed in the 1930s. See “Cane-Cutter?”
Time, October 10, 1938, 50, and “Machine to Harvest Sugar Cane,” Scientific
American, June 1939, 376.
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co-investors were big financial losers in the affair, and Mott, who in-
jected substantial capital into the venture at a crucial juncture,
charged business associate Clarence Bitting with the responsibility
of making the sugar operation pay. During the next two decades
Mott stayed behind the scenes while Bitting, described by one Cu-
ban observer as the “brains” of U.S. Sugar, transformed a stumbling
enterprise into a model of agribusiness long before the term was
first applied by the Harvard Business School in 1955.28 Bitting, a
Philadelphia accountant with previous experience managing a
large Mississippi cotton plantation, implemented rigorous cost
controls, supported scientific research and engineering efforts,
and formulated paternalistic policies in dealing with the harvest la-
bor force.
Ever cognizant of the power of scientific research within the
business organization and an advocate of the use of chemurgy to di-
versify operations, Bitting authorized the construction of new re-
search facilities in 1933. The payoff to this visionary strategy was
almost immediate, not only in short-term operating profits that ex-
ceeded $1 million annually by 1936, but also because of Dr. Ben-
jamin Bourne’s discovery of cane variety F31-962, an innovation that
had profound long term consequences for the Florida industry.
Bourne’s studies on plant diseases like Ring Spot and his inves-
tigations of the effects of freezing temperatures on sugar cane re-
sulted in the development of a disease-resistant variety bred
specifically for the conditions of the Everglades and that would be
planted in two-thirds of the fields by 1938.29 In keeping pace with
these agricultural innovations, the efficiency of processing raw
sugar improved dramatically.
28. On this transitional period, see Reorganization of the Southern Sugar Company, Plan
and Agreement Dated April 1, 1931; T. Williamson to Mr. Kurtz, July 1, 1931, both
in R. V. Allison Papers; Hanna and Hanna, Lake Okeechobee, 310; Miami Daily
News, February 20, 1937. On the early history of U.S. Sugar, see Joseph J.
McGovern, United States Sugar Corporation: The First Fifty Years (n.p., 1982), 1-8.
29. B. A. Bourne, “Studies on the Ringspot Disease of Sugarcane,” Bulletin of the Uni-
versity of Florida Agricultural Experiment Station 267 (May 1934), 3-76; Idem,
“Effects of Freezing Temperatures on Sugarcane in the Florida Everglades,” Bul-
letin of the Florida Agricultural Experiment Station 278 (1935), 3-12; Idem, “Sugar
Cane Varieties in Florida,” Facts About Sugar (December 1940), 23-27; “John
Tiedtke Historical Narrative,” typescript, February 2, 1984, in possession of
author.
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To enhance milling operations at Clewiston Bitting hired R. J.
B. Scharnberg, a German engineer who had developed a reputa-
tion in Cuba as a leading technologist. Scharnberg’s design innova-
tions in milling and clarification were rapidly introduced in
Florida, and by the time of his unexpected death in 1940, the U.S.
Sugar Corporation’s 7,000-ton-per-day sugar house was recognized
as the largest and most efficient single tandem mill in the world.31
Unlike Dahlberg, Bitting fared much better in gaining federal
government dollars to support corporate sugar growing efforts in
the Everglades, although he refused to admit this publicly. And it
was Bitting who boldly broke with the Louisiana cane industry po-
litically by the mid-1930s knowing full well that Louisiana interests
would work hard to gain federal subsidies for all producers, even
those anti-big government advocates who dominated develop-
ments in Florida. According to one 1938 account published in New
Orleans, Bitting was quoted as stating that “[w]e tried to be sepa-
30. U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Crop Reporting Board, Sugarcane by States,
1909-1959 (Washington, D.C., 1962), 8; Fred Meyers, ed., The Louisiana-Florida
Sugar Manual 1957 (New Orleans, 1957), 215.
31. Harry T. Vaughn, “Clewiston: Largest Raw Sugar House in the United States,”
Facts About Sugar (December 1940), 28-32.
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rated from Louisiana— We believe we are a much more efficient
sugar producing area than Louisiana has ever been— We don’t like
to be associated with them.“32
Bitting also declared war on the Cuban industry, thus alienat-
ing the two cane sugar areas that had provided much of the tech-
nology and expertise to the Florida industry during its formative
years of the 1920s and early 1930s. Chafing under quota restric-
tions that limited Florida producers to only six percent of the do-
mestic market, and knowing full well that the industry could grow
and manufacture much more (particularly if the Cuban allocation
was reduced), Bitting represented a new group of “sugar farmers”
with roots in the Northeast and connections to Wall Street and
General Motors. Playing “hardball” with sugar interests from Loui-
siana and Cuba, as well as with the federal and local governments,
Bitting pressed every advantage. Bitting even purchased superior
processing equipment from the same Cuban interests that he
would simultaneously criticize for attempting to gain preferential
treatment in the American marketplace.33 Bitting vehemently ar-
gued that American sugar policy to Cuba was intimately linked to
the latter’s continued instability, and that until the cord was cut,
Cuba would remain a resentful and politically immature ward of
Uncle Sam.34
Contrary to his public remarks, Bitting owed much of his suc-
cess to federal programs. For example, under New Deal auspices
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed flood control and
drainage projects, and perhaps just as significantly sugar producers
received lucrative subsidies to curtail acreage under cultivation.
The Sugar Act of 1937, successor to the Jones-Costigan Act, fixed
federal guidelines for fair and equitable wages for labor and pro-
vided Bitting with the incentive to involve smaller growers at the
periphery of U.S. Sugar’s centralized operations so as to curry po-
litical and public favor. Bitting may have been philosophically op-
posed to federal subsidies, and the Florida industry was definitely
32. “The Florida Sugar Industry,” The Sugar Bulletin 16 (February 1, 1938), l-2.
33. Juan De Dios Tejada Y Sainz, Azucar En La Florida (Havana, 1941), 28-29.
34. Clarence R. Bitting, Some Notes on Cuba (n.p., 1941), n.p.
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The United States Sugar Corporation mill with water cooling tank (c. 1930s). Photo-
graph courtesy of the Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.
restricted in terms of future acreage expansion, but in the end he
made the most of it politically and economically.35
In 1939 Bitting took the lead in organizing the Florida Cooper-
ative Sugar Association, thus involving independent growers in a
working relationship with U.S. Sugar’s Clewiston mill. The associa-
tion made rules and regulations and provided instructors and in-
spectors to improve the methods of sugar cultivation among the
group’s membership.36 Thus, Bitting diversified the Florida sugar
industry’s structure so that it would no longer be seen as simply the
35. The politics related to sugar during the 1930s are extremely complex and could
easily be pursued as a separate historical topic. An important contemporary sur-
vey is John E. Dalton, Sugar: A Case Study of Governmental Control (New York,
1937), 184-87; Salley, History of the Florida Sugar Industry, 14; The Public Papers and
Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt: Volume III, The Advance of Recovery and Reform,
1934 (New York, 1938), 86-90, 221; Fourth Annual Report, United States Sugar Cor-
poration (June 30, 1935), 9 and 14; Sixth Annual Report, United States Sugar Corpo-
ration (June 30, 1937), 10-14, 31-34, Hanna and Hanna, Lake Okeechobee, 313.
The periodical literature of the era contains frequent references to sugar and
politics. For example, see “Program that Worked: Jones-Costigan Prescription,”
Business Week, June 1, 1935, 32-33; “Reversing the New Deal for Sugar,” Review of
Reviews 89 (March 1934), 22, 54-55; Howard Florance, “Analyzing Sugar Compa-
nies,” Review of Reviews 91 (June 1935), 42-47; “Sugar Battle Royal,” Business
Week, May 8, 1937, 32.
36. Organization Agreement of Florida Cooperative Sugar Association (n.p., n.d.).
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United States Sugar Corporation to its growing number of enemies
and critics. This rather superficial move (the number of indepen-
dent growers amounted to about eight white men) had surprisingly
significant political ramifications. Henceforth, Senator Claude
Pepper became a friend of the industry and gave it vigorous sup-
port to increase industry acreage quotas from 30,000 acres in 1934
to 79,000 in 1945. The extremely small number of independents
were not the sturdy farmers that were supposedly to benefit from
this kind of support, but rather speculator-entrepreneur types like
John Teidtke. Originally form Toledo, Teidtke began buying drain-
age district lands in 1936, and a year later purchased tax defaulted
properties at ten to twenty percent of their value.37 Thus, unlike the
twelve thousand Louisiana farmers involved in cane culture in the
late 1930s in Florida a mere handful of relatively sophisticated and
select independent growers worked in close conjunction with U.S.
Sugar. All parties concerned had strong, overriding mutual inter-
ests and all drew from the same pool of migrant labor during har-
vest season.
Most certainly the labor costs incurred during the harvest sea-
son posed perhaps the most formidable ongoing challenge to Bit-
ting and the United States Sugar Corporation. Past experience
with Falkiner’s machines proved that the technology of the day was
not feasible in the Everglades: the heavy machines simply sank in
the muck soil, and only in the sandy borderlands region around
Moore Haven were these devices even remotely viable. As the 1930s
unfolded, the percentage of labor costs relative to total growing
and harvesting costs rose steadily, from 29% in 1932-33 to 32% in
1934-35 and finally to 35.6% in 1939-40, statistics that surely did not
escape the scrutiny of the penny pinching Bitting.38
Throughout the period Bitting made sure that the company
organized its recruiting efforts in Alabama and Georgia, running
special trains from these states to Clewiston at the beginning of the
harvest. In addition, Bitting substantially reduced annual labor
turnover in the cane fields by creating a paternalistic system in
37. On Claude Pepper and his support of the Florida sugar industry, see “Florida
State Department of Agriculture,” Future Possibilities in Florida (Tallahassee,
1945), 130-33; “Narrative of John Tiedtke.”
38. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Sugar Corporation, 1934-35, 18; Tenth
Annual Report of the United States Sugar Corporation, 1940-1941, n.p.
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which housing, schools, and recreation were all United States
Sugar Corporation responsibilities. Of these nearly four thousand
plantation employees, close to forty percent were migrants and Bit-
ting confidently described them as “well trained, efficient and con-
tented. . . .“39 What is unclear from Bitting’s numerous pamphlets
on U.S. Sugar operations, however, is to what degree migrant field
hands were treated and paid differently than those who stayed year-
round in Clewiston and took on the tasks of cultivation and plant-
ing in addition to harvest work. To be sure Bitting took pride in the
condition of the company’s regular manual workers, but did this
paternalism extend fully to the temporary workers of the 1930s and
1940s? Certainly cane cutters, whether full-time U.S. Sugar employ-
ees or migrant workers, were well trained, for the company used
the methods of Frederick Winslow Taylor to analyze cane cutting
motions, teach proper techniques to laborers, and implement a
piece-rate system.40
In a very real sense Bitting did not completely extend his ideas
on human efficiency in the workplace to cane cutting. Curiously, in
contrast to U.S. Sugar’s intensive research efforts to develop cane
varieties and improve the efficiency of every physical and chemical
operation in the sugar house, in-house efforts to develop mechani-
cal harvesters and build on the Southern Sugar Company field tri-
als of the early 1930s were not pursued. Perhaps Bitting saw cane
cutting as a task for a group whom he might have classed as “sub-
human,” those people who in the past had traditionally performed
manual labor and had neither the ability nor the ambition to go be-
yond it. Thus harvesting was intimately linked to a rigid Darwinian
social structure. Bitting wrote that
There are many share-croppers and tenants who do not
have either the ability or the desire to operate their own
property; these people would be much better off as farm
workers on a large operating unit. . . . We all know numer-
ous laborers, croppers and tenants upon whom would be
perpetrated a most ghastly joke if they were sit upon a farm
39. Clarence R. Bitting, Sugar and the Everglades (Clewiston, Fla., 1937), 27.
40. Clarence R. Bitting, The Fruit of the Cane (Clewiston, Fla., 1940), 28.
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of their own through government assistance; . . . the trag-
edy would be human failure.41
With the coming of the wartime economy and labor shortages,
Bitting’s supply of these “human failures” dried up, and in 1942,
undoubtedly facing a harvest with far fewer hands, United States
Sugar once again considered using Falkiner’s mechanical harvest-
ers. After a half-hearted set of trials, however, the company drew
upon a new pool of migrant labor, this time looking to the West In-
dies. As the result of a 1943 agreement between the United States
and British-controlled Bahamas, Jamaica, Barbados, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, and Dominica, farm workers from these islands were im-
ported to replace those who had migrated north to work in the war
industries. Thus, rather than place a high priority on innovation
and labor-saving devices with regard to cane cutting, Bitting fol-
lowed a traditional solution that kept workplace social structure in-
tact, although minor managerial inconveniences related to control
of the work force had to be dealt with.42
This “H-2” labor program, sanctioned and bureaucratized by
the federal government by the 1952 Immigration and Nationality
Act, remained in place through the 1980s, despite the enormous
strides made in the postwar period in agricultural engineering and
cane harvester design. If the sugar grower could demonstrate to the
Department of Labor that a local labor shortage existed, and that
these alien workers would cause no economic hardship to Ameri-
cans similarly employed, the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice would authorize the recruitment of a specific number of
workers from the Caribbean through the British West Indies Cen-
tral Labor Organization. The number of migrants swelled in the
early 1960s, particularly after acreage restrictions in the Florida in-
41. Ibid., 27. My perceptions of Bitting’s ideas on where cane cutters fit in society
and in the plantation agribusiness society of the 1930s is in large part shaped by
my extensive reading of a rather curious list of sources published by Bitting in
his Bibliography on Sugar (Clewiston, Fla., 1936). I took this bibliography as Bit-
ting’s reading list on the industry, and it contained numerous works on contem-
porary sociology and race relations that may well have guided Bitting in
formulating his and U.S. Sugar’s labor policies.
42. See Jo Marie Dohoney, “Wages of Cane: A Study of Temporary Foreign Labor
Importation in the U. S: The case of West Indian Cane Workers in Florida”
(master’s thesis, Michigan State University, 1984).
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dustry were dropped and the importation of Cuban sugar into the
United States subsequently halted following the Cuban revolution.43
In short, during the 1960s and 1970s all the power of modern
agricultural science was harnessed to improve soil fertility, reduce
insect crop destruction, and minimize weed control. But the tradi-
tional cutting of the cane remained a back-breaking, grueling task
for the thousands of West Indians imported for the harvest season.
Labor and student activism in the early 1970s did not stop the in-
dustry from continuing this practice.44 Astonishingly, however, and
according to several of the independent growers, only the threat of
a widespread AIDS epidemic in the Clewiston area during the mid-
to late-1980s brought the sugar interests to a decision to see the ad-
vantages of mechanization in a new light. Very suddenly cost
gained a different meaning, and traditional labor and social ar-
rangements were no longer seen as immutable. With neighboring
Belle Glade having the highest incidence of AIDS in the United
States, an innovative Florida sugar industry shed the last relics of its
plantation legacy and moved to adopt mechanical harvesting
methods, not because of external developments, but because of a
perceived internal public health threat.45
In conclusion, the Florida sugar industry’s recent difficulties
with both labor and the environment have a long history, indeed
going back to the industry’s origins in the 1920s and 1930s. The
consequence of an entrepreneurial vision created in a world where
the exploitation of cheap labor was common and concern over the
environment minimal, the industry developed and flourished due
to strong leadership, skillful financial and political maneuvering,
and considerable support from the federal government. As much a
reflection of the times as its leaders, the sugar industry has played
an important part in the development of South Florida in the twen-
tieth century, and the question now is whether or not as a central-
ized agribusiness competitive in a global marketplace it will remain
a fixture in the region’s future.
43. Wood and McCoy, “Migration, Remittances and Development,” 255-56.
44. Ralph W. Kidder, From Cattle to Cane (n.p., 1979), 73. Miami Herald, September
24, 1972; “UFW Union Organizing,” Miami Herald, November 15, 1972;
“Machines Expected by 1977,” Miami Herald, April 4, 1973; “Sugar Cane Work-
ers Get a Raise,” Miami Herald, August 22, 1974, newsclippings in “Industry-
Sugar File, 1970-77,” DCPL.
45. Author interviews with several independent growers, including John Tiedtke
and Bob Beardsley, in May 1990, Orlando and Clewiston, Fla.
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The First Seminole War,
November 21, 1817-May 24, 1818
by JOHN K. MAHON
T HE North American Southeast remained a wild borderlandwhere Indian tribes, the United States, Spain, and Great Brit-
ain competed fiercely for supremacy. After the War of 1812 Spain
kept a tenuous hold on Florida; however, Spanish authorities could
not enforce peace on the border and were unable to prevent black
slaves from fleeing to Florida and joining the Seminole Indians.
Seen from Washington the peninsula was a natural appendage to
the United States, and James Monroe’s administration hankered to
possess it.1
During the War of 1812 the British built a fort on the Apalach-
icola River sixty miles below the American border in Spanish terri-
tory. In 1816 the fort was held by a garrison of 350 blacks, many of
them runaway slaves. Slaveholders considered these people rene-
gades and the black fort a menace to their lives and property. An-
drew Jackson, commander of the southern military district,
informed the Spanish officer at Pensacola that if Spain did not re-
John K. Mahon is professor emeritus of history at the University of Florida.
1. D. B. Mitchell to Senate Committee, February 23, 1819, in American States Papers:
Military Affairs, Vol. I (Washington D.C., 1832), 748-49 (hereinafter ASPMA),
refers to the Southeast as a violent region. The Seminoles were an amalgam of
towns, tribes, and moieties. Three towns mentioned in this essay are Hitchiti,
Coweta, and Miccosukee, but there were at least a dozen more, among them
Tallahassees, Hilibi, Eufala, and Uchi. See James W. Covington, The Seminoles of
Florida (Gainesville, 1993) for more information on the Seminoles.
There is no essay in print that treats the history of the First Seminole War
exclusively. The fullest treatment of that war separate from the other Florida wars
is Charles R. Paine, “The Seminole War of 1817-1818” (master’s thesis, University
of Oklahoma, 1938). Imbedded with other material, the war appears in the fol-
lowing works: Robert Remini, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Empire,
1767-1821 (New York, 1977), chapter 22; Covington, The Seminoles of Florida; John
K. Mahon, The Second Seminole War (Gainesville, 1967), chapter 2; Virginia B.
Peters, The Florida Wars (Hamden, Conn., 1979); James W. Silver, Edmund Pendle-
ton Gaines, Frontier General (Baton Rouge, 1949); Rembert Wallace Patrick, Aristo-
crat in Uniform: General Duncan L. Clinch (Gainesville, 1963). Edwin C.
McReynolds, The Seminoles (Norman, Okla., 1957), Daniel S. Heidler and Jeanne
T. Heidler, Old Hickory's War: Andrew Jackson and the Quest for Empire (Mechanics-
burg, Pa., 1996), and Kenneth Wiggins Porter, The Black Seminoles: History of a Free-
dom-Seeking People (Gainesville, 1996), mention the war only briefly.
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move the fort, the United States, in self-defense, would have to en-
ter Spanish territory and accomplish the task. Actually, Spain
wanted to be rid of the fort but lacked the military power to elimi-
nate it.2
In an attempt to bring some order to the Apalachicola area,
the United States built Fort Scott just north of the Spanish border
in 1816. The only efficient route to supply the fort was from the
Gulf of Mexico up the Apalachicola River, and United States offic-
ers informed the Spanish that they intended to travel that route.
The Spaniards protested but lacked the means to stop the en-
croachment. Accordingly, two United States gunboats moved up
the Apalachicola while 270 men, half regular army and half Creek
Indians, marched southward from Fort Scott. Colonel Duncan L.
Clinch commanded the detachment; under him William McIn-
tosh, son of a white father and Coweta Creek mother, led the
Creeks. McIntosh’s moiety of the Creeks had served with Andrew
Jackson at the Battle of New Orleans in 1814 and solidly backed the
United States. In contrast, another faction of the Creeks, known as
the Red Sticks, had fought against the United States during the
War of 1812 and had steadily opposed American encroachment
onto their land. William McIntosh had suffered heavy property
losses at the hands of the Red Sticks and he was vengeful. The rift
in the Creek Confederation was deep and bitter.3
Clinch’s detachment laid siege to the fort unsuccessfully until
July 27, 1816, when a red hot cannon ball from one of the gunboats
landed in the major powder magazine and blew apart the fort. The
explosion killed 270 men of the black garrison. McIntosh’s war-
riors then entered the wreckage and dispatched the remaining
men. As booty they recovered 2500 muskets, 50 carbines, 400 pis-
tols, and 500 swords. Thus the American military presence grew
stronger while the Seminoles grew weaker, for the blacks in the fort
had been their allies.4
2. Remini, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Empire, 344.
3. J. Leitch Wright Jr., Creeks and Seminoles (Lincoln, 1990), clearly explains the rift
among the Creeks and identifies Mclntosh as strongly pro-American. See pp.
166, 210.
4. Patrick, Aristocrat in Uniform, 27-36, contains a fully documented account of the
Negro Fort campaign. See also James Parton, The Life of Andrew Jackson, Vol. II
(New York, 1861), 389-406.
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In retaliation Hitchiti chief Neamathla ambushed a U.S. Army
boat on November 30, killing thirty-four of forty soldiers, capturing
six soldier’s wives, and knocking out the brains of the four children
aboard. This atrocity and the destruction of the black fort were the
prologue to the First Seminole War.5
Neamathla’s village, Fowltown, was fifteen miles from Fort
Scott on the other side of the Flint River. When a detachment from
the fort crossed over to gather wood, Neamathla sent word to Ma-
jor General Edmund P. Gaines, commanding at Scott, not to do it
again. Gaines, who viewed this as unacceptable arrogance from an
Indian, demanded that the chief come to him. Receiving no re-
sponse, he sent Colonel David Twiggs with 250 men to retrieve
Neamathla. Twiggs got into a brief firefight on November 21, 1817,
that killed five Seminoles. Neamathla escaped, whereupon the
colonel burned the town. Thus began the First Seminole War.6
The presence of runaway slaves, Indian skirmishes, and Span-
ish weakness drew the attention of the Monroe administration to
the Apalachicola region. On December 26, 1817, Secretary of War
John C. Calhoun ordered Major General Andrew Jackson to the re-
gion. Calhoun vested Jackson “with full power to conduct the war
as he may think best.” Both Calhoun and Monroe knew that, given
the chance, Jackson would take Florida from Spain.7
The general, with 500 regulars, 1000 militia, and 1800 Creek
warriors led by McIntosh, marched 450 miles from Nashville to
Fort Scott in 46 days, arriving on March 9, 1818. He and McIntosh
struck the town of Miccosukee on April 1. Miccosukee was the larg-
est of the Seminole towns, stretching for several miles along the
shore of Lake Miccosukee. The chief there was Kinache, whose fa-
ther was white and whose mother was a Miccosukee. During the at-
tack on Miccosukee one Tennessee volunteer lost his life and
5. Hitchiti were one of the bands that had migrated from the river valleys of Geor-
gia and Alabama and that made up the Seminole amalgam. Brigadier General
Gaines to Andrew Jackson, December 2, 1817, in John Spencer Bassett, ed., Cor-
respondence of Andrew Jackson, Vol. II (Washington, D.C., 1927), 337.
6. Brigadier General Gaines to Andrew Jackson, November 21, 1817, in Ibid., 333-
34.
7. Secretary of War John C. Calhoun to Andrew Jackson, December 26, 1817,
ASPMA, Vol. I, 439; Marquis James, Andrew Jackson: The Border Captain (India-
napolis, 1933), 309, quotes from Calhoun’s letter to Governor Bibb, locating
the letter in the James Monroe Papers, New York Public Library.
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several were wounded. The casualties among Kinache’s warriors
are not known. Jackson reported that his forces had burned 300
houses and made off with ample corn and cattle. His army had de-
stroyed the largest of all the Seminole villages.8 On April 6, Jackson
wrote to the Spanish commander at St. Marks. The president, he
said, had ordered him to enter Florida “[t]o chastise a savage foe
who combined with a lawless band of Negro brigands, have for
some time past been carrying on a cruel and unprovoked war
against the citizens of the United States. . . .” The next day he occu-
pied St. Marks without a fight. He did not chastise a savage foe but
simply took one of the two places in West Florida that Spain had
been able to settle. At St. Marks he captured two men whom he
considered outlaws: Alexander Arbuthnot, an English citizen who
sympathized with the Indians, and Hillis Haya, Tuskegee prophet,
known to the whites as Francis. Jackson ordered Francis to be
hanged at once, but he held Arbuthnot for trial.9
Jackson’s next objective was Bowlegs Town, one hundred miles
away on the Suwanee River. Chief Bowlegs, a Hitchiti, had been
forced during the Patriot War of 1812-1813 to migrate from the
Alachua area. Bowlegs, King Payne’s brother, was a hereditary chief
with as much authority over the diverse Seminole moieties as any
chief.10
On the way to Bowlegs Town, McIntosh (referred to as “gen-
eral” by Jackson), with his warriors and fifty Tennessee volunteers,
encountered the main force of the Seminoles at the natural bridge
on the Econfina River and routed them. Jackson reported thirty-
seven enemy warriors killed and six warriors and ninety-seven
women and children captured. The army accelerated its pace, hop-
ing to keep the inhabitants of Bowlegs Town from crossing the
river. Later in the day, April 16, it attacked. After a brief firefight
the Seminoles retreated, and Jackson ordered the town destroyed.
8. Andrew Jackson to John C. Calhoun, Secretary of War, March 25, 1818, ASPMA,
Vol. I, 698; Andrew Jackson to John C. Calhoun, April 9, 1818, in Bassett, ed.,
Correspondence of Andrew Jackson, Vol. II, 358-59, reports the attack on Kinache’s
town; Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 126, describes Kinache’s background. The
Miccosukee were a moiety from the north that made up the Seminole amalgam.
Kinache had been known as Tom Perryman, Kinhadjo, Kinhiji, Kinhega, and
also Cappachamico and Cappichi Mico.
9. Andrew Jackson to Maurice deZuniga, commander at St. Marks, April 6, 1818,
ASPMA, Vol. I, 704.
10. Rembert W. Patrick, Florida Fiasco: Rampant Rebels on the Georgia-Florida Border,
1810-1815 (Athens, 1954), is the definitive history of the Patriot War.
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His army needed supplies, but all they could gather were fifty head
of cattle and only a moderate quantity of corn. The general re-
ported nine blacks and two of the hostile Indians killed; his force
suffered no casualties.11
At this time Robert Ambrister was captured. Ambrister was an
English citizen, considered by Jackson to be an outlaw because of
his involvement with the Seminoles. After a summary trial, Jackson
ordered Ambrister and Arbuthnot, also a British citizen, to be exe-
cuted. Their executions raised the danger of conflict with Great
Britain.12
The general learned that hostile Indians had gathered near
Pensacola, the principal Spanish settlement in West Florida. On his
own authority he marched his army 240 miles to that town. On May
24 he entered Pensacola and occupied it without resistance. Jack-
son was convinced that President Monroe had clandestinely given
him authority to end Spanish rule in Florida. This left only one
Spanish center on the peninsula, St. Augustine, 415 miles to the
east. The Indian war was finished, and the general said that if he re-
ceived reinforcements from the Fifth Infantry Regiment and about
twenty-two gun brigs he could easily take St. Augustine. Add an-
other regiment, he said, and a frigate, and “I will insure you Cuba
in a few days.“13
The general was not talking about any immediate action in-
volving himself but about sometime in the future, for in the same
letter he told the president that he was “[a]t present worn down
with fatigue and a bad cough . . . spitting blood.” He had become
virtually a skeleton and returned home to regain his health. He
wrote the letter from Montgomery, Alabama, already well on the
way to Nashville.14 His assigned task was finished; he had broken
the fighting power of the Seminoles west of the Suwanee River and
had forced them to disperse; some retreated to the Alachua area,
11. Andrew Jackson to Secretary of War John C. Calhoun, April 20, 1818, in Bassett,
ed., Correspondence of Andrew Jackson, Vol. II, 360-63.
12. Remini, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Empire, 354-59, deals with
Arbuthnot and Ambrister; Bradford Perkins, Castlereagh and Adams: England and
the United States, 1812-1813 (Berkeley, 1964), 288-94, covers the threat of war
with England.
13. Andrew Jackson to James Monroe, June 2, 1818, in Bassett, ed., Correspondence of
Andrew Jackon, Vol. II, 376-78.
14. Ibid., 378.
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while others withdrew to Tampa Bay and to the lakes in north cen-
tral Florida.
Capture of Spanish St. Marks and Pensacola had created inter-
national problems for the United States. The administration cov-
eted Florida but could not risk its capture by brute force. To do so
might encourage Great Britain, incensed over the execution of Ar-
buthnot and Ambrister, to ally with Spain in a war against the
United States. Monroe’s cabinet wrangled for several days over how
to deal with Jackson’s aggressions. At first, only Secretary of State
John Quincy Adams supported Jackson, but in the end the admin-
istration endorsed what the general had done. Ultimately, over
Jackson’s protest, the United States returned St. Marks and Pensa-
cola to Spain. Nevertheless, Andrew Jackson’s aggressions had
made him a hero among the American public. Wherever he went,
crowds gathered to cheer. He had climbed a step toward becoming
president.15
Jackson’s success in the First Seminole War finally convinced
Spain that she could not hold Florida. Florida had never been able
to pay its own way from the very start. Thus on February 22, 1819,
Spain ceded the peninsula to the United States, but official transfer
had to wait two years. When the treaty was finally ratified in 1822,
Andrew Jackson became provisional governor of the new territory,
For the white population the First Seminole War opened a period,
in spite of two more Seminole wars, of population growth and eco-
nomic gain. For the Seminole Indians, in contrast, it was the begin-
ning of an era of disaster.
15. Remini, Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Empire, 367, 376-77.
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List of the Inhabitants of Pensacola Who Were
Householders at the Time of the Capitulation
by WILLIAM S. COKER AND RODRIGO FERNÁ NDEZ CARRIÓ N
T HE Spaniards prepared a list of householders soon after theirvictory over the British at Pensacola on May 10, 1781, al-
though the exact date of the document is unknown. They used this
list to wrap other documents and it carries a note: “Varios memoriales
dentra y otros papeles en Yngles qe. u guardan pa. en caso de reclaman”
(inside are various memorials and other English papers that are
kept in case of claims).1
In recent years there has been some discussion about whether
these names constitute a “census,” as historian Lawrence H. Feld-
man claims, or merely a “list” as the title indicates.2 A “list of house-
holders” is not a “census.” In compiling the list, the Spaniards
made no effort to enumerate the population. The document does
not include dependents or non-household residents. Also, a house-
holder may or may not have been a resident or present at the time
the Spaniards prepared the document. The householder also may
have possessed additional “householdings” in other parts of West
Florida. For example, Patrick Strachan’s name appears in the Tom-
bigbee and Tensaw districts as well as in Pensacola.3
Feldman’s book contains only seventy-four names from the list.
Actually, the list has eighty-four names, although the blacksmith
Leonard Wisner appears twice. This might indicate several things:
1) that there were two Leonard Wisners— father and son; 2) that
Leonard Wisner owned two houses; or 3) a mistake. There are also
six spelling discrepancies between Feldman’s list and the original
document.
William S. Coker is professor emeritus of history, University of West Florida,
Pensacola, and president of the Florida Historical Society. Rodrigo Fernández
Carrión is professor of economic history, University of Sevilla, Sevilla, Spain.
1. The document has no place or date but clearly was prepared at Pensacola soon
after the Spanish victory there on May 10, 1781. The original is located in the
Papelas de Cuba Collection, Archivo General de Indias, Papeles de Cuba, legajo
200, Sevilla, Spain.
2. Lawrence H. Feldman, Anglo-Americans in Spanish Archives: Lists of Anglo-American
Settlers in the Spanish Colonies of America (Baltimore, 1991), 48.
3. Feldman, Anglo-Americans, 35, 97.
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The ten names missing from Feldman’s book include the fol-
lowing:
John Morison Atty. at Law







Serjt. Jaisen Military Housekeeper
Serjt. Drassen ”
The six names which differ in spelling are:
Feldman Original Document
Richard Carol Richard Carr
Chrystil === [Ca]ptn. Chrystie
Paden ====Ogden
Ysham Safold Isham Saffold
Leonard Wesner Leonard Wisner
William Whiteside Willm. Whissell
Note: = Indicates physical damage to the document. Information
may or may not be missing.
List of the inhabitants of Pensacola who were Householders at
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= Indicates physical damage to the document. Information may or
may not be missing.
+ This is a marginal notation in the original that is not explained
anywhere, but certainly indicated something. Sixty-two of the mar-
ginal entries are legible and twenty-nine contain the plus symbol.
* Leonard Wisner, blacksmith, appears twice in the list.
Only one name from the list appears in the later Spanish cen-
suses of northwest Florida. John Morison, sixty-eight years old,
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from Scotland, and his wife Caty, forty-eight years old, and their
seven children, ages ten to twenty-six, are in the Spanish census of
the Escambia River, 1820. Indeed, it is possible that this was the
same Morison who was on the 1781 list. Many Anglo-Americans
moved into this area some twenty-five to forty miles north of Pensa-
cola between 1781 and 1820. No Spanish census of northwest Flor-
ida (Pensacola) included the Escambia River area until 1820, when
the Spaniards grew concerned about the large number of “foreign-
ers” residing there.4
4. William S. Coker and G. Douglas Inglis, Th Spanish Censuses of Pensacola, 1784-
1820: A Genealogical Guide to Spanish Pensacola. (Pensacola, 1980), 134,127.
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REVIEW ESSAY
by JAMES B. CROOKS
Florida’s Heritage of Diversity: Essays in Honor of Samuel Proctor. Edited
by Mark I. Greenberg, William Warren Rogers and Canter
Brown Jr. (Tallahassee, Fla.: Sentry Press, 1997. xiv, 245 pp. Ac-
knowledgments, introduction, notes, contributors, index.
$24.50 hardcover.)
I T is appropriate that this volume stresses Florida’s heritage of di-versity because Samuel Proctor in his many contributions to this
state’s history explored, wrote, taught, edited, and celebrated its
rich variety of people and institutions. During his fifty-plus-year re-
lationship with the University of Florida and his thirty years editing
the Florida Historical Quarterly, Proctor nurtured research and ed-
ited histories of Native Americans, African Americans, immigrants,
women, Jews, and other Floridians ranging from poor crackers to
millionaire businessmen. Proctor also pioneered the use of oral
history in this region, edited twenty-five facsimile volumes of rare
books on Florida for the Florida Bicentennial Commission, and
sparked the historical curiosity of thousands of University of Flor-
ida students. It is to his scholarly studies of Florida’s history that
this festschtift is dedicated.
Herein thirteen scholars have mined pieces of this history,
from St. Augustine in the second Spanish colonial period to His-
panic Miami/Dade in our own postmodern era. In between are
four chapters focusing on the experiences of African Americans in
Florida, three examining women’s roles, one each on Native Amer-
icans and a Jewish immigrant, and one more broadly surveying
Florida’s experience during World War II. There is no overriding
theme other than the “heritage of diversity.” Inevitably certain
chapters stand out above others.
Perhaps the most interesting chapters are the three on
women’s experiences. In “Cracker Women and Their Families in
Nineteenth Century Florida,” James M. Denham continues his
James B. Crooks is professor of history at the University of North Florida.
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studies of Florida’s rural “plain folk” previously published in the
Quarterly.1 This time, however, his focus is on the experiences of
women, a subject often overlooked by contemporaries and later
scholars. When not ignored, women frequently were perceived by
outsiders as poor, worn out, or prematurely aged. There were few
obvious heroes among these cracker women. In reality, however,
these women worked hard and achieved much for their families. In
addition to feeding and clothing them, they nursed husbands and
children through accidents and sickness, educated to the extent
possible young children, fed chickens, milked cows, and helped
make ends meet in a subsistence economy. Hard times, imbalanced
diets, minimal medical care, and primitive hygiene took their toll
on these women’s appearances and vigor. Yet when the men were
away gathering cattle or fighting Yankees, these women did it all:
planting and harvesting, hunting and butchering, mending and re-
pairing, keeping their families intact. Professor Denham concludes
about these rural women: “[T]he more we know about them, the
more we realize their essential contribution to their society” (27) .
Edward F. Keuchel presents “Sister Mary Ann: Jacksonville’s
Angel of Mercy,’” a portrayal of an illiterate refugee child from the
Irish potato famine who came to America, entered the convent of
the Sisters of Mercy, and moved to St. Augustine in 1859. Sister
Mary Ann’s vocation was not teaching. Instead she nursed Confed-
erate and Union soldiers during the Civil War. Moving to Jackson-
ville after the war, Sister Mary Ann nursed poor and sick children at
St. Mary’s Orphanage and convicts at the county jail. She provided
special holiday meals for all of her clientele, survived the yellow fe-
ver epidemics of 1877 and 1887, and nursed typhoid-afflicted sol-
diers at Camp Cuba Libre in Jacksonville during the Spanish-
American War. Sister Mary Ann’s achievements did not go unno-
ticed within the church or community. Over the course of forty-five
years, she became known as “Jacksonville’s Angel of Mercy,” not
just for her good works, but also for the way she did them: with
good humor, sensitivity, dignity, hope, and practicality, concerned
always to be “her brother’s keeper” (109).
1. James M. Denham, “The Florida Cracker Before the Civil War as Seen Through
Travelers’ Accounts,” Florida Historical Quarterly 72 (April 1994), 455-57.
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By contrast Ruth Bryan Owen, daughter of three-time presi-
dential candidate William Jennings Bryan and Mary Elizabeth
Baird, grew up in material comfort with a supportive family who
saw her through college and law school (she was the first woman
admitted to the Nebraska bar). Historian Sally Vickers describes
Owen’s unparalleled political education received while accompa-
nying her father on three presidential campaigns. After World War
I, she moved to Coral Gables with her husband, an invalid veteran,
where she volunteered extensively in Miami’s civic and profes-
sional life. Like her father, Owen became an eloquent public
speaker and travelled the national Chatauqua circuit as one of its
most popular orators.
In 1926, Owen ran and lost a close Democratic primary race
for the U.S. House of Representatives. She repeated her effort two
years later, personally travelling 16,000 miles over her district’s
eighteen counties and speaking as many as seven times in one day.
This time, in the largest voter turnout in the district’s history, she
won fifty-seven percent of the vote. In November, while Herbert
Hoover carried the state in the presidential race, Owen won her
district overwhelmingly. She served effectively for two terms in
Congress but lost her re-election bid in 1932 in part because of her
continued support of Prohibition. Subsequently President Frank-
lin Roosevelt appointed her U.S. Minister to Denmark, the first
woman to represent the U.S. abroad as head of a diplomatic lega-
tion. She served President Harry Truman as an alternate delegate
to the United Nations. With her intelligence, eloquence, and en-
ergy, Ruth Bryan Owen served her state and nation well in a man-
ner comparable to her sister Floridians May Mann Jennings, Eartha
M. M. White, Mary McLeod Bethune, and Marjory Stoneman Dou-
glas.
In contrast to the excellence of the women’s history essays,
those examining the African American experience suffer in com-
parison to similar studies collected in The African American Heritage
of Florida (1995), edited by David R. Colburn and Jane L. Landers.
Only Canter Brown Jr.‘s chapter, “Prelude to the Poll Tax: Black Re-
publicans and the Knights of Labor in 1880s Florida,” compares fa-
vorably, adding to our understanding of the disfranchisement
movement in the state.
In other states of the Old Confederacy, an alliance of white and
black Populists challenged the economic and political hegemony
of planters and New South businessmen in the early 1890s. In Flor-
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ida, the challenge to economic dominance, according to Brown,
came almost a decade earlier in a coalition of organized labor and
blacks.
The mid-1880s saw a complex of changes underway. Though
African Americans still played political roles at the local and state
levels (nineteen blacks sat in the 1885 legislature), a new genera-
tion of white political leaders were determined to maintain white
supremacy and dominate state government. Meanwhile in the
growing cities, a new generation of skilled black workers— carpen-
ters, bricklayers, dock and mill workers— challenged the political
leadership of older black clergy. On the national scene, the Knights
of Labor had gained prominence in a successful strike against rail-
road mogul Jay Gould. Local workers, many already unionized,
contacted the Knights and invited them to recruit in Florida. At the
time, they were the only national union that welcomed immigrants,
African Americans, and women into membership.
The Knights successfully organized workers in Florida’s larger
cities and several smaller towns. A black Republican-Knights coali-
tion won municipal elections in Pensacola, Key West, and Jackson-
ville. But the successes did not last. White Republicans withdrew
their support and began to create an alternative “lily-white” party.
African Americans split: some supported the workers’ interests
while others advocated for moral reforms such as temperance and
criticized the compromises and corruption of the political arena.
Nationally, the Knights fell from prominence almost as quickly as
they rose due to a weak organizational structure, factional disputes,
and ineffectual leadership.
In Florida, white Democrats in the legislature ended local
black Republican-Knights governance by repealing city charters,
first in Pensacola, and then in Key West and Jacksonville. Next they
enacted a poll tax and “a complicated and confusing ‘eight ballot-
box system’ for elections” (80), effectively disfranchising poor and
illiterate voters. By 1890, white Democrats had effectively squashed
black political power setting a precedent for other southern states
to disfranchise and impose Jim Crow. Brown clearly portrays the
complexity of forces leading to the victory of white supremacy and
the exclusion of black political power.
The other articles that focus on African American history are
adequate but less successful. David J. Coles’ “‘They Fought Like
Devils’: Black Troops in Florida During the Civil War” does not
measure up to Daniel L. Schafer’s longer, more thorough and sen-
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sitive essay, “Freedom Was as Close as the River: African Americans
and the Civil War in Northeast Florida,” in the Colburn and
Landers volume. Coles’ brief presentation (twelve pages) goes be-
yond northeast Florida, but only superficially. The Olustee battle is
well covered (one-half the essay), but a map of the battleground
and its approaches would have been helpful.
Larry Rivers’ essay, “Baptist Minister James Page: Alternatives
for African American Leadership in Post-Civil War Florida,” exam-
ines the life of a preacher before and after emancipation and care-
fully shows that he was not an apologist for whites though many
AME contemporaries believed so. Page served two Reconstruction
governors and helped organize Tallahassee’s premier black con-
gregation, Bethel Missionary Baptist Church. Another brief pre-
sentation of twelve pages, Rivers’ chapter does not compare with
his substantial presentation in the Colburn and Landers collection,
which adds substantially to our understanding of master-slave rela-
tions in antebellum Florida.
The fourth chapter, “Mob Violence in Tallahassee, 1909,” by
Ric A. Kabat and William Warren Rogers, again is adequate but suf-
fers in comparison with Steven F. Lawson, David R. Colburn, and
Darryl Paulson’s, “Groveland: Florida’s Little Scottsboro,” and Jef-
fry S. Adler’s, “Black Violence in the New South: Patterns of Con-
flict in Late Nineteenth Century Tampa,” both in Colburn and
Landers. Tallahassee’s incident of mob violence in which an Afri-
can American accidentally shot and killed a white sheriff, con-
fessed, and was lynched before he could be hanged shows how the
wheels of justice, despite intentions to provide due process, failed
once again in early-twentieth-century Florida. A similar case in
Jacksonville in 1919 also resulted in the lynching of two alleged
black killers, indicative of the attitudes and temper of the times.
Shifting focus, Harry A. Kersey Jr. has spent most of his schol-
arly career writing about the experiences of Florida’s Seminole In-
dians, most recently in his book, An Assumption of Sovereignty: Social
and Political Transformation Among the Florida Seminoles: 1953-1979
(1996). His chapter, “The Florida Seminoles, 1880-1990: Cultural
Survival, Political Revitalization, and the Exercise of Sovereignty,”
describes the transition from a subsistence economy of hunting,
trapping, and trading in the fifty years after 1880; the reservation-
era New Deal programs that provided limited economic support, a
degree of self-government, and protection of their cultural integ-
rity; the formal organization of the Miccosukee and Seminole
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Tribes after World War II; and the reassertion of sovereignty and
development of economic autonomy since the 1970s.
In the later period, the Seminoles successfully introduced the
profitable Florida tax-free “smoke shops” and high stakes unregu-
lated reservation bingo. By the mid-1980s, the Seminole Tribe’s
multimillion dollar annual income helped fund tribal health, edu-
cation, and social welfare programs, and assisted the expansion of
business ventures in tourism and commercial real estate. Yet with
their enhanced wealth, the Seminoles have retained much of their
cultural identity as Indians living in their own communities, speak-
ing their own language, and practicing traditional arts and crafts.
Professor Kersey concludes that “ongoing tribal revitalization, en-
compassing both cultural opportunity and dynamic social change,
provides contemporary Florida Seminoles with an opportunity to
realize the best of both worlds” (96). One hundred years ago, Flor-
ida’s Indians probably numbered less than a thousand. One wishes
that the author had provided a recent tribal count to offer perspec-
tive on the significance of the Seminoles’ forty million dollar an-
nual budget “with its large monthly dividend distributed to
individual tribal members” (95).
An illustration of the Jewish experience in Florida is Mark
Greenberg’s “Tampa Mayor Herman Glogowski: Jewish Leadership
in Gilded Age Florida,” which challenges the national image of ris-
ing anti-Semitism in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century
American life. Greenberg writes: “The primacy of racial, not eth-
nic, distinctions in the region positioned Jews within dominant
white culture and eased divisions between immigrants and native
populations” (67). This statement was also true in Jacksonville
where Jewish immigrant and Civil War veteran Morris A. Dzialynski
was elected mayor in 1881 and later municipal court judge.
Greenberg presents the success story of businessman-turned-
politician Herman Glogowski. Born in Germany in 1854, he immi-
grated to America, moving to Gainesville in 1870 where he began a
career in general merchandise. Though successful, Glogowski saw
even greater opportunity in Tampa with the construction of Henry
Plant’s railroad and moved in the early 1880s. Success as a gentle-
man’s clothing merchandiser led to leadership roles in Tampa’s
Masonic Order, German-American Club, and Board of Trade. In
1886, Tampa voters elected Glogowski mayor, a position he held for
four terms. He provided support for economic development, con-
fronted major problems of health and sanitation, and fostered the
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growth of Tampa’s police and firefighting services. During these
years, Tampa grew from a village of 720 residents in 1880 to almost
16,000 by the end of the century. Golgowski was instrumental in
these early stages of a New South city.
Part of Glogowski’s success may be attributed to his ability to
blend with the white Christian majority in Gainesville and later
Tampa. While maintaining his faith and providing leadership in
the founding of Tampa’s first synagogue, Glogowsksi also endorsed
the closing of stores and saloons on the Christian Sabbath, arguing
that keeping them open “violated state law and countered the
‘moral and social interests of the community’” (64). Greenberg
makes no mention of racial violence, ethnic discrimination in the
cigar industry, or labor strife described so well by George Pozetta,
Gary Mormino, Durward Long, and Jeffrey Adler in their works.2
Golgowski probably subscribed to the majority views in these areas,
too.
Probably the most unique essay in this collection is Tracy Jean
Revels’ “World War II-Era Florida: Changes in the 1940s” because
its primary focus is not ethnic, racial, or gender diversity. Yet it too
falls short in comparison with Gary R. Mormino’s chapter on World
War II in Michael Gannon, ed., The New History of Florida (1996).
Revels traces the militarization of this agricultural-tourist state with
the construction of training camps, military bases, prison com-
pounds, and hospitals. By 1945, 172 new military installations had
been established, providing a major year-round stimulus to the
state’s economy. The two million service personnel who trained in
Florida provided a catalyst for the state’s postwar boom. Then as
now, local and state governments were unprepared to meet rapid
growth. The 1940s marked the beginning of the modern era in
Florida with increased urbanization, economic development, es-
tablishment of coeducational universities in Gainesville and Talla-
hassee, and the creation of the Everglades National Park. Racial
discrimination and conflict, however, continued well beyond the
decade.
2. Gary R. Mormino and George Pozetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City: Italians
and Their Latin Neighbors in Tampa, 1885-1985 (Urbana, 1987); Durward Long,
“Labor Relations in the Tampa Cigar Industry, 1885-1911,” Labor History 12 (Fall
1971) 73-90; and Jeffrey Adler, “Black Violence in the New South: Patterns of
Conflict in Late-Nineteenth-Century Tampa” in David R. Colburn and Jane L.
Landers, eds., The African American Heritage of Florida (Gainesville, 1995), among
others.
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Finally, the first and last chapters by Sherry Johnson and Ray-
mond A. Mohl, respectively, focus on “Marriage and Community
Construction in St. Augustine, 1784-1804” and the recent “Latiniza-
tion of Florida.” Johnson’s examination of royal laws regulating
marriage whereby Spanish subjects required permission to marry
women of Cuban or Floridian birth shows that during this second
Spanish period enforcement began to break down. Increasingly
Spanish subjects in St. Augustine successfully petitioned to marry
creoles and colonial society began to open. Unfortunately, Johnson
does not explain why this change in royal policy took place, though
she suggests a shortage of Spanish-born women. Johnson’s quali-
fied conclusions left this reader puzzled about the extent of inter-
class marriage and its impact upon St. Augustine society.
Mohl’s brief essay focuses primarily on the demographics of
change in the past forty years. It traces earlier Cuba-Miami and
other Cuba-Florida connections during the twentieth century be-
fore Castro but says little about the economic, political, and cul-
tural impact upon life in South Florida since 1959. Mohl’s essay in
Colburn and Landers’ collection and his jointly authored chapter
with George Pozetta in the Gannon volume offer greater insight
and understanding. The book concludes with a biographical essay
on the works of Samuel Proctor by Ralph L. Lowenstein.
Reflecting upon the dozen essays in tribute to Samuel Proctor,
this reviewer voices disappointment in the overall quality as com-
pared with other recent publications on similar themes. Clearly
some chapters make substantial contributions, particularly Den-
ham’s, Brown’s and Vickers’. Others certainly were adequate, yet
compared to recently published scholarship by Schafer, Mormino,
Adler, Pozetta, and even Mohl, many fall short. Undoubtedly schol-
ars’ schedules, lead times, and publication costs played their part.
Festschrifts are difficult to assemble. Yet the honor remains as these
authors dedicate their work to the scholar who has served Florida’s
history and diversity so well and for so long.
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Ossian Bingley Hart: Florida’s Loyalist Reconstruction Governor. By Can-
ter Brown Jr. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1997. xvii, 320 pp. Preface, abbreviations used in notes, illustra-
tions, note on primary sources, index. $40.00 cloth.)
Among Florida historians, the name Ossian Bingley Hart has
generated little debate or even recognition. Before his untimely
death he had served just one year as Florida governor, and his party
soon lost control of the governor’s office, failing to regain it for
nearly a century. In this fine new biography, Canter Brown rescues
Hart from historical obscurity, It is perhaps the best study available
documenting the experiences of a prominent southern loyalist.
Hampered by the lack of a significant collection of Hart’s corre-
spondence, the author examined related archival and manuscript
collections, newspapers, and other printed sources from around
the state and country. The result is an engagingly written work con-
veying both a sense of Hart’s personality as well as his public accom-
plishments. Brown argues that Hart brought “substantive and
widely recognized accomplishments despite his relatively brief ten-
ure of office” (xiv).  These included passage of a civil rights law and
a commitment to improved race relations, an expanded public
school system, financial reforms, and a legacy of integrity which
stood in marked contrast to that of his immediate predecessors.
Born in 1821 in East Florida during the last months of Spanish
rule, Hart grew up in Jacksonville. His slaveowning father, Isaiah,
advocated paternalistic, humane treatment of his charges, and
Brown makes a compelling argument that race relations in Florida
were more flexible than in other southern states. Isaiah Hart’s atti-
tude toward the peculiar institution certainly influenced his son’s
later actions. As a teenager Hart fought in the Second Seminole
War and attended school in South Carolina; he later returned to
Florida and studied law with his father. Eventually he moved with
his new bride, Kate, to the frontier near Fort Pierce. At twenty-
three, with a grand total of five votes, he won election to the state
legislature as a Whig. There he supported a law to protect women
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The Harts moved to Key West in 1846, where Ossian practiced
law and served as solicitor. With the Whig’s decline, Hart hesitantly
embraced the new American Party. Moving to Tampa in 1856, he
combated regulator violence while continuing his law practice and
worked for the building of a south Florida rail line. In 1859 Hart de-
fended a slave by the name of Adam against a murder charge. Adam’s
lynching while awaiting a second trial “helped initiate a process that
eventually remolded [Hart’s] beliefs about the world in which he
lived.” By the end of the Civil War “he had transformed himself into
Florida’s most forceful advocate for freedmen’s rights” (107).
A staunch Unionist, Hart avoided Confederate service during
the war. In 1866 he became Duval County’s “civil agent” for the
Freedmen’s Bureau and later state superintendent of registration.
He also assisted in the formation of a Florida Union Party and at-
tended the Southern Loyalist Convention in Philadelphia as a vice
president. For the next five years he played a key role in Republi-
can Party politics and worked to incorporate freedmen into the
party. Brown’s biography is at its best when describing the often
byzantine nature of Florida politics in this period. Unfortunately
for Hart and other southern loyalists, Carpetbagger Harrison Reed
won election in 1868 as Florida’s first Republican governor. Hart,
though, remained “determined to play a continuing role” in the
party (213-14). He twice was considered for the U.S. Senate, and
from 1868 until 1873 he sat on the Florida Supreme Court. In the
hotly contested gubernatorial election of 1872, when liberal Re-
publicans joined forces with Democrats, Hart defeated William D.
Bloxham. During his first year as governor Hart worked for civil
rights, promoted the building of a southern railroad, and advo-
cated sale of the Florida panhandle to Alabama as a means to pay
off state debts. Tragically, Hart’s already frail health deteriorated
during his term, and he died on March 18, 1874.
Hart’s death, Brown contends, “affected the course of Florida
politics in ways both immediate and long-lasting” (297). Politicians
less concerned with the rights of freedmen became more prominent
in the party, increasing the fissure between white and black Republi-
cans. Consequently, the divided party failed to win a clear majority in
the contested election of 1876. The election of conservative Demo-
crat George F. Drew accelerated the decline of the Reconstruction-
era Republican Party. Had Hart lived he might have held the various
factions together. Eventually, of course, the national collapse of Re-
construction would have ended the party’s reign in Florida as well.
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In addition to its importance as a case study of southern loyal-
ism, Brown’s work ranks among the best of the surprisingly few
published biographies of Florida’s governors. Despite differences
between Florida and other southern states, this book raises ques-
tions that need to be addressed concerning the role and impact of
southern loyalists during the Civil War and Reconstruction era. For
example, what was the relationship among the three major Repub-
lican groups (freedmen, carpetbaggers, and southern loyalists)?
Was black leadership in other states as dynamic as in Florida, and
were white loyalists able to forge working alliances with black lead-
ers? Or was Florida’s experience unique, based largely on the suc-
cessful efforts of one extraordinary individual? In its efforts to
confront these and other issues, Ossian Bingley Hart: Florida’s Loyal-
ist Reconstruction Governor should serve as a model for studies of the
so-called Scalawags from other southern states.
Florida State Archives DAVID J. COLES
W. W. Loring: Florida's Forgotten General. By James W. Raab. (Manhat-
tan, Kans.: Sunflower University Press, 1996. xii, 263 pp. Preface,
illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $35.95 cloth,
$21.95 paper.)
During the Civil War, Florida made two significant contribu-
tions to Confederate military leadership in generals Edmund Kirby
Smith and William Wing Loring. Loring (1818-1886) remains a fig-
ure of some controversy due to his conflicts with high-ranking
rebel leaders. Author James W. Raab sets out to reexamine Loring’s
fifty-year military career and eliminate “incorrect statements delib-
erately manipulating his Civil War record.” What he has produced
is a readable biography of a natural soldier with deep roots in terri-
torial Florida.
Born in North Carolina, Loring spent most of his youth in
Saint Augustine. With the outbreak of the Second Seminole War
he enlisted in a Florida militia regiment and gained both rank and
combat experience by his seventeenth birthday. Returning home
the young veteran read law and became a political figure in the
years leading up to Florida statehood. He soon won election to
both the territorial assembly and the new state legislature where he
was an ally of prominent leaders like David Yulee. But, in Loring’s
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eyes, government service was no match for the adventure of mili-
tary life. When war with Mexico broke out in 1846, he used political
connections to secure a direct regular army commission in the new
Mounted Rifles regiment.
Loring saw considerable action in Mexico and compiled a dis-
tinguished record there. Battlefield bravery before Mexico City
cost the Floridian an arm to wounds, but this handicap did not de-
ter him from continuing a postwar army career. For the next four-
teen years he soldiered with the Mounted Rifles on tough frontier
assignments from Oregon to the desert Southwest. By 1856 he be-
came the youngest colonel in the regular army’s history despite his
lack of a West Point education.
When the Civil War began, Loring did not hesitate to resign his
commission and accept a generalship in the new Confederate army.
His wartime service ran from western Virginia to Mississippi, Geor-
gia, and finally the Carolinas. While a competent leader, Loring was
a difficult subordinate who chafed at taking orders from men he had
outranked in the “old army.” His famous 1862 feud with Thomas J.
“Stonewall” Jackson almost cost the Confederacy Jackson’s services.
A further clash with Virginia governor John Letcher over state troops
caused in no small measure his transfer to Mississippi. There he
earned the nickname “Old Blizzards” and the animosity of his supe-
rior, General John C. Pemberton, by ignoring orders and leading his
division away from the defenses of Vicksburg in the summer of 1863.
“Old Blizzards” went on to fight in the 1864 Atlanta campaign
where he remained a dependable leader. However he was passed
over for a permanent corps command, in author Raab’s opinion, be-
cause “he was not a West Pointer and not from a privileged state. . . .”
Undaunted by this slight he continued to command his division
from the front until badly wounded at the battle of Ezra Church
near Atlanta. Barely recovered, he once more took the field as part
of John B. Hood’s disastrous movement into Tennessee and ended
the war leading soldiers at the last clash at Bentonville.
In 1865, with his military life seemingly at an end, Loring faced
an uncertain future. But by the 1870s the old soldier was back in
uniform, along with other Civil War veterans, as a general officer in
the Khedive of Egypt’s army. He worked diligently to modernize
the Egyptian army during this exotic sojourn along the banks of
the Nile for almost a decade. Eventually he returned to the United
States and engaged in business in New York City until death over-
took him in 1886.
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Raab’s work is relatively well researched and written, although
his use of parenthetical citations tends to be distracting to the
reader, and the book’s bibliography is a bit confusing. Florida his-
torians will be disappointed that Loring’s actual years in Florida do
not receive a fuller treatment. While not a replacement for William
L. Wessel’s Born to Be a Soldier (1971), it is an entertaining introduc-
tion to William W. Loring’s life and career.
Tebeau Library of Florida History ROBERT A. TAYLOR
Cubans in Puerto Rico: Ethnic Economy and Cultural Identity. By Jose A.
Cobas and Jorge Duany. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1997. x, 156 pp. List of tables, acknowledgments, introduction,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth.)
Most of the literature on the post-revolutionary Cuban immi-
grant community has focused on South Florida because that is
where the majority of Cuban exiles settled after 1959 and where
they have exhibited the greatest political clout. The smaller Cuban
communities in New York, New Jersey, Illinois, California, and Pu-
erto Rico have received comparatively less scholarly attention even
though their inclusion in the literature is vital if we are to under-
stand the various dimensions of the Cuban exile/immigrant expe-
rience and challenge some of the myths and stereotypes that
surround this population. Over one million people have left Cuba
in the years since Fidel Castro took power and their experiences
have been as varied as their reasons for leaving the island.
Cobas and Duany’s study looks at Cubans who chose to live in
Puerto Rico rather than South Florida— a small population that
has never exceeded 31,000 but which has had a strong economic
impact on the island. Cubans were attracted to Puerto Rico for cul-
tural, economic, and political reasons. Puerto Rican culture was
similar enough to Cuban culture to ease the exiles’ feelings of dis-
placement and facilitate their adaptation to the workplace. As a
United States commonwealth experiencing great economic growth
in the 1960s, Puerto Rico also offered economic opportunities to
rebuild their lives as well as the political stability to protect their
families and businesses.
Cobas and Duany’s thesis is that Cubans’ socioeconomic adap-
tation in Puerto Rico differs from that of their compatriots in the
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United States and can best be explained using the “middleman
group model” (rather than the “enclave economy model” pro-
posed by Portes and Manning [1986] to study Cubans in Miami).
The authors make a compelling argument. They point to a variety
of factors to prove that Cubans’ experience in Puerto Rico is typical
of middlemen groups: Cubans generally surpass their Puerto Rican
hosts in income, education, and occupational status; they show
higher proportions of self-employed individuals and concentrate
in certain business lines such as clothing stores and eating estab-
lishments; their businesses serve an out-group clientele and are dis-
persed throughout the host society. However, as the authors point
out, Cubans in Puerto Rico also challenge the middleman model
in significant ways: intermarriage between Cubans and Puerto
Ricans is high; there is a lack of clannishness or estrangement, ex-
cept among the elderly; and while Puerto Ricans resent and are sus-
picious of Cubans, discrimination has not been significant. Indeed,
the authors predict that Cubans will not remain a middleman
group for long. Unless a new wave of Cubans migrates to Puerto
Rico, Cubans will assimilate totally into Puerto Rican society.
Cobas and Dunay’s study (published in Spanish in 1994 by the
University of Puerto Rico Press) provides the most comprehensive
examination of Cubans in Puerto Rico to date. It combines field-
work conducted independently by the authors during the 1980s
and expands on earlier works, most notably Himilce Esteve’s 1984
study. The work is clearly written and accessible to a general audi-
ence, not just to scholars of immigration and ethnic history. The
authors discuss a wide range of topics: the origins of Cuban migra-
tion to Puerto Rico, the creation of an ethnic economy and Cu-
bans’ evolution as a middleman group, as well as Cuban social
organizations and the exile press. Especially interesting is their dis-
cussion of Cubans’ involvement in Puerto Rican politics.
The relationship between the Cuban communities in Miami
and Puerto Rico is not fully explored, probably because it does lit-
tle to support the middleman theory. Nevertheless, this reviewer
would have liked the authors to discuss the commercial and cul-
tural ties between both communities, which are quite strong. As
the authors point out, much of the exile press read in Puerto Rico
(which promotes Cuban social solidarity) is published in South
Florida. Cubans in Puerto Rico take part in the political discussion
about Cuba generated in Miami as seen in their membership in
groups such as the Cuban American National Foundation and
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C.I.D. In addition, travel between the two communities to visit
friends and relatives is quite common. Some of the more successful
Cuban businessmen have established enterprises in both commu-
nities. And when Cubans in Puerto Rico decide to move out and
settle elsewhere they usually choose to settle in South Florida.
That said, this work is an important contribution not only to
the literature on Cuban Americans but on Puerto Ricans as well.
Most migration studies of Puerto Rico focus on the island as a pro-
ducer of migrants and not as a recipient. The authors discuss how
Puerto Rican society dealt with the consequences of a Cuban mi-
gration encouraged by the U.S. government. They do an admirable
job of analyzing this migration from both the Cuban and Puerto
Rican perspectives.
Texas A&M University MARIA CRISTINA GARCIA
The Lesser Antilles in the Age of European Expansion. Edited by Robert
L. Paquette and Stanley L. Engerman. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1996. xii, 383 pp. List of maps and illustrations,
list of tables, acknowledgments, introduction, contributors, in-
dex. $49.95 cloth.)
Because Spain’s grip upon the Greater Antilles could not be
loosened by her North European rivals for more than a post-Con-
quest century, the Lesser Antilles came to enjoy an importance
quite out of proportion to their size. Though stretching over more
than a thousand miles of sea, these little lands were alike in that
they afforded Spain’s enemies terrain from which to attack her. As
pirates’ nests, trading posts, and plantation-crop producers, they
enriched their owners while bedeviling the Spaniards, from the
1620s onward. Not until the conquest of Jamaica by the English
and the cession of western Hispaniola to the French did Spanish
Caribbean hegemony end. The Lesser Antilles continued to be
economically and politically significant, however.
But as the editors of this collection point out, when in the nine-
teenth century the Caribbean lost its economic (and hence, politi-
cal) weight for Europe, the little islands became correspondingly
insignificant, even for scholars. By centering the conference that
gave rise to these papers on the Lesser Antilles, the organizers
make available, in one convenient place, a timely sprinkling of his-
torical and anthropological essays— a diverse collection that helps
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the reader grasp the significance of such tiny islands as a category
or class of inhabited place.
The volume is a model of a sort. The symposium that led to it
was organized as part of the Quincentenary celebrations. Happily,
most of the participants/contributors are young scholars who have
much to say that is fresh; the conference, and these papers, set high
standards of scholarship and, in good measure, originality. A sensi-
ble editors’ introduction is followed by eighteen papers, organized
in five parts: Europe and indigenous peoples; war and imperial rival-
ries; migration, trade, and the transatlantic economy; slavery; and
abolition and emancipation. No paper is longer than twenty-four
pages, and this reviewer, at least, learned something from every one.
Though the book’s sections are largely a convenience, they pro-
vide some rough order, chronological and topical, to the articles
themselves. It is impossible to review these seriously; the substance
of several representative contributions may suggest how useful the
book can be to nonspecialists. In the first section, the essays by Wil-
liam Keegan and Louis Allaire— perhaps undergirded by Dave
Davis’s conference comments and his earlier paper with R. Christo-
pher Goodwin published in American Antiquity in 1990—  raise funda-
mental questions about the realities of contact ethnography for the
Lesser Antilles in 1492 and afterward. Though they differ quite ba-
sically in their viewpoints, these authors make clear that we can no
longer postulate confidently any two-, three-, or four-part classifica-
tion for the aboriginal peoples of the Caribbean region.
In the second section, Michael Craton has distilled a lengthier
conference paper into an incisive account of the secular betrayal of
the St. Vincent Carib by the Europeans, beginning in the seven-
teenth century but particularly during that last quarter-century be-
fore the deportation of the Black Carib to Roatan (1797). This
finely honed narrative might be particularly instructive for those
postcolonial specialists who are inclined to date Western imperial-
ism from the Battle of Plassey, or other Old World historical mile-
stones. Non-Caribbeanists need to be reminded that Haiti, for
example, became postcolonial on the first day of 1804. Here, too,
Andrew O’Shaughnessy shows how the differing perceptions of
quartered British troops in the New World was a function of their
role: in the thirteen colonies they were the tools of the oppressor;
in the Caribbean they were security against the slaves. In the third
section, David Geggus affords us a nuanced and provocative re-
counting of three important (but quite complex) instances of po-
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litical resistance in Martinique, all linked to slavery, and all
involving curious alliances (and non-alliances) across differentiat-
ing lines of status and color. Based as they are on the author’s de-
tailed and careful scrutiny of thick “documentation” resting on few
sure facts, they provide a serious warning to facile generalizers and
categorizers. Slavery, its local manifestations, and its demise remain
subjects still textually resistant to oracularity.
The book’s final section includes Seymour Drescher’s splendid
essay on Dutch slavery and abolition. It is the last essay (and proba-
bly the best, among many good efforts) in the book. What Drescher
shows us is that the laggard turn to abolitionism among the Dutch
cannot be confidently attributed to any strictly economic factors.
In setting forth a convincing case that “new forms of collective be-
havior and communal expansions of the rights of individuals” may
have had more to do with the onset of abolitionism than any eco-
nomic calculus, he elegantly challenges history to “explain” aboli-
tion as it has “explained” slavery cross-culturally.
Collections of this sort, based on conference proceedings,
have become more and more common in recent years. Though not
objectionable in principle, they are nonetheless often miscella-
neous and can lack the coherence provided by a single author’s in-
troduction, conclusions, and unifying eye. In this case, and despite
the tremendous diversity of the contributions themselves, the book
is a valuable addition to historical and sociological literature on the
Caribbean region.
Johns Hopkins University SIDNEY W. MINTZ
James Edward Oglethorpe: New Perspectives on His Life and Legacy. Edit-
ed by John C. Inscoe. (Savannah: The Georgia Historical Soci-
ety, 1997. xxi, 146 pp. List of contributors, prologue, foreword,
introduction. $12.95 paperback plus $3.00 s&h.)
The Georgia Historical Society has published a slender volume
of essays that puts in book form much of the latest scholarship on
the founder of Georgia. Compiled by Georgia Historical Quarterly ed-
itor John C. Inscoe, James Edward Oglethorpe: New Perspective on His
Life and Legacy contains several important pieces that originally ap-
peared in that journal. The academic research is supplemented
with a prologue, foreword, lecture, and sermon given in conjunc-
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tion with the Tercentenary Commemoration of Oglethorpe’s birth.
As befits such a work, the volume is dedicated to the memory of Bil-
lups Phinizy Spalding. With the publication of Oglethorpe in America
in 1977, Spalding emerged as the preeminent scholar on the sub-
ject, a position he held until his premature death from cancer in
1994. As these essays make clear, there are several other historians
who find Oglethorpe equally engaging.
Laboring away at Oglethorpe University in Atlanta, Paul
Stephen Hudson has discovered several interesting gems about the
general in the unpublished research of the former president of the
school, Thornwell Jacobs. It is Hudson through Jacobs who docu-
ments the official birth date of Oglethorpe as December 22, 1696,
and it is Hudson through Jacobs who finds the exact resting place
of the noted English humanitarian. Rather than answering such
“vexed” questions, Rodney M. Baine elaborates on particular issues
that Oglethorpe scholars have debated such as the significance of
Robert Castell’s death in debtor’s prison and the reality behind the
“forty Irish convicts.” Baines discovers that although perhaps de-
serving the reputation, the Irish were not criminals but indentured
servants, and that Castell prompted Oglethorpe’s interest in prison
reform and influenced his design of the city of Savannah.
In one of two posthumous essays, Spalding places Oglethorpe in
the middle of domestic and international political intrigue designed
to bolster the colony of Georgia. By saber rattling over the Spanish
threat, maneuvering around St. Augustine, and fighting at Bloody
Marsh, Oglethorpe secured the southern frontier. Continuing the
discussion, Spalding’s former student, Harvey H. Jackson III, sug-
gests how the War of Jenkin’s Ear between Britain and Spain influ-
enced the Georgia settlements of Savannah and Frederica. Jackson
concludes that the colony’s successful role as a military buffer ironi-
cally compromised its humanitarian goals. Once the Spanish threat
was removed, the days of the Georgia experiment were numbered.
In a significant departure, the final essays concern Ogletho-
rpe’s activities outside of Georgia. Edward J. Cashin analyzes
Oglethorpe’s failure to put down a Scottish invasion of England
launched in support of the pretender Prince Charles in 1745. The
event led to renewed accusations that Oglethorpe was a Jacobite, a
legacy detailed in the family history contributed by Oxford Univer-
sity’s Sir Keith Thomas. The event effectively ended Oglethorpe’s
British military career. Seeking fame elsewhere, he returned to the
European continent to aid his friend, Frederick the Great. The two
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men shared the ideals of the Enlightenment. Once back in En-
gland, Oglethorpe spent the remainder of his days in the London
literati debating the merits of revolution. Richard C. Cole analyzes
Oglethorpe’s propaganda on behalf of Corsica in 1768. The issue
strengthened the ties between Oglethorpe and James Boswell as
noted by Cole and Spalding.
The pointed introduction by Inscoe complements the essays
and explains the year-long celebration in Georgia and England
that marked the three hundred years since Oglethorpe’s birth. Al-
though the absence of an index is noted, the carefully selected il-
lustrations enhance the essays. Indeed, one. concludes the volume
aware of the complexities of the subject and the rich harvests yet to
come from those who study Georgia’s founder.
Georgia State University GLENN T. ESKEW
Bounded Lives, Bounded Places: Free Black Society in Colonial New Or-
leans, 1769-1803. By Kimberly S. Hanger. (Durham and London:
Duke University Press, 1997. xii, 248 pp. List of abbreviations, list
of figures and tables, acknowledgments, introduction, epilogue,
appendix, notes, glossary, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth,
$16.95 paper.)
The thirty-four-year period (1769-1803) in which Spain firmly
controlled Louisiana arguably had a much more profound effect
on the colony than the prior seventy years of French rule. Past his-
torians, however, chose to focus their gaze on French Louisiana,
claiming that the Spaniards did not change the established colony
in any appreciable manner. Thankfully, in the past decade or so, a
number of important historical studies have appeared on the long-
neglected subject of colonial Spanish Louisiana. Respected schol-
ars such as Gilbert Din, Light T. Cummins, Carl Brasseaux, Gwen-
dolyn Midlo Hall, and Daniel H. Usner have produced
enlightening works on subjects such as government, diplomacy, Ac-
adians, Indians, and Africans in late-eighteenth-century Louisiana.
To this distinguished list can now be added Kimberly S.
Hanger, who has published a well-written and researched work on
the free blacks (libres) of colonial Spanish New Orleans. Hanger,
like many of the scholars noted above, has worked extensively in
the colonial archives— most importantly the Orleans Parish Notar-
ial Archives and the newly available Archives of the Archdiocese of
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New Orleans— to produce a convincing portrait of the complex
and ambiguous world free blacks occupied in New Orleans. In ad-
dition, the author’s familiarity with the historical literature of Latin
America allows her to place Louisiana libre society in context by of-
fering insightful comparisons with other similar groups located
throughout the Americas, something that historians of colonial
British North America rarely do.
Before the era of Spanish rule, the position of free blacks within
New Orleans hierarchy was not well defined, mainly due to their
small numbers. The relative freedom that blacks enjoyed in frontier
New Orleans, however, allowed for the eventual emergence of a dis-
tinct free black community that existed between the whites and the
slaves in the colonial hierarchy. During the late eighteenth century,
their population grew— through natural increase, immigration,
and manumission— to the point that they made up one-fifth of the
city’s total and one-third of the city’s free population. Although
most of New Orleans’ libres labored at middle- and lower-sector
tasks, enough were able to accumulate property (including slaves)
and high social standing (through kinship and militia ties) to form
a free black “elite” which fostered a stronger group identity than be-
fore. Although always a subordinate group within New Orleans’ hi-
erarchical society, members of the libre “elite” tended to identify
with and aspire to gain acceptance from dominant whites, often by
choosing a white patron to be the godparent of their children.
Many free blacks, however, also used their advanced social position
to assist their fellows who were still mired in slavery.
Of particular interest is Hanger’s account of the free black militia
and the way it was used by libres not only to promote a sense of corpo-
rate identity but also to advance within New Orleans society. The free
black militia— divided into pardo (light-skinned) and moreno (dark-
skinned) companies— served the Spanish in almost every military
campaign (most notably Bernardo de Galvez’s assaults on Mobile and
Pensacola), chased runaway slaves, repaired levee breaks, fought
fires, and patrolled the streets at night. Free black militiamen, espe-
cially officers, often married each other’s daughters and sisters and
provided various types of financial assistance to one another. Realiz-
ing that the free black militia was the strongest instrument they had
to promote the interests of libre society, free black leaders strongly
protested Anglo-American attempts to disband it after 1803. Al-
though the free black militia did lose some of its prestige and privi-
lege under United States rule, it was able to remain intact until 1834.
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By this time, the strong sense of identity that the free black so-
ciety had developed under Spanish rule only intensified during the
antebellum period when increasing discrimination and legal re-
strictions drew them together and more clearly defined their posi-
tion in New Orleans society. While much work has been done by
historians on these so-called “Creoles of Color” during the Ameri-
can period, Hanger’s study of the formation of free black society
under the Spanish will be the necessary starting place for future
scholarly studies.
University of North Texas F. TODD SMITH
Between Authority and Liberty: State Constitution Making in Revolution-
ary America. By Marc W. Kruman. (Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1997. xiv, 223 pp. Preface, notes, bibliog-
raphy, index. $39.95 hardcover.)
Marc W. Kruman’s Between Authority and Liberty: State Constitu-
tion Making in Revolutionary America offers an interesting codicil to
the classical republican analysis of constitutional thought in the
founding generation. Readily acknowledging a debt for the prodi-
gious research of the titans of eighteenth-century constitutional
history, Gordon S. Wood and J. R. Pole, Kruman disagrees with
their conclusion that a distinctly American theory fully evolved
only over the course of the Revolutionary War. “Rather,” he asserts,
“it was largely in place by 1776” (155).
A prime argument for the traditional interpretation is that leg-
islative bodies rather than constituent assemblies drafted a number
of early state constitutions, revealing a confusion in the public
mind between fundamental and statutory law. Kruman rejects that
inference for several reasons. A constant refrain at the time of in-
dependence was that the founding generation held the fate of pos-
terity in its hands, implying it could set right the basic structure
once and for all. Most constitutions also acknowledged, either by
adopting a separate bill of rights or embedding the precepts in
their texts, that there were principles not even the people’s repre-
sentatives could transgress. Kruman argues in addition that many
of the so-called legislatures that adopted constitutions viewed
themselves as extraordinary congresses or conventions acting for
the people to bring about independence, including establishing a
new government. They did not see themselves as true legislatures
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although they sometimes had to act like one because for the mo-
ment there was no one else.
For Kruman the key is the American attitude toward the legis-
lative branch, particularly the lower house, which in republican
lore served as the protector of the people against the monarch.
Eighteenth-century republican theorists in America as well as Brit-
ain frequently evinced indifference if representation in a legisla-
ture was not mathematically apportioned. In their opinion, as long
as men of virtue won election, they could be trusted with the com-
monweal. The trauma of parliamentary taxation before the war,
however, had taught colonists that legislatures, too, could betray
the people. Daniel Dulany of Maryland and other Americans per-
ceived at the time of the Stamp Act that the rule of virtue applied
only when representatives and represented shared the same laws,
as the British did not the abhorred taxes.
Although originally the purpose of balanced government had
been mainly to check the monarch, by the time of independence
Americans deemed it equally vital against the legislative branch.
John Adams said so in his Thoughts on Government of 1776, and from
then until adoption of the federal constitution conservatives pon-
dered how to dampen the exuberance of the body most susceptible
to popular passions. But Kruman observes that the effort to control
the lower house had popular motivations as well. Many of the re-
straints constituted distinct advances for popular self-government.
The practice of instructing delegates, much restricted in the Brit-
ish tradition, greatly expanded. Term limits and frequent, even an-
nual, elections became common. Property qualifications for the
suffrage loosened, although not as much as an initial impulse to re-
quire only loyalty and war service (which might even have included
women and free Africans). Most constitutions provided for a bi-
cameral legislature, a favorite device among conservatives for con-
trol of lower houses. However, Americans with popular
predilections endorsed the concept simply to divide legislative
power, Kruman argues, not establish class distinctions (witness the
fact that property qualifications for the upper house did not differ
meaningfully from the lower).
In short, Kruman enters an important caution about allowing
the traditional view of the evolution of constitutional thought be-
tween 1776 and 1787 to diminish the intentions of participants
early in the process or about assuming that the constitutive assem-
blies and ratification processes of the Massachusetts constitution of
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1780 and the federal constitution are the only ways to distinguish
fundamental law from ordinary legislation. His is an important
warning against anachronism. Still it seems to be that his descrip-
tion of the process confirms rather than overturns Wood’s and
Pole’s position, namely, that republicanism as classically defined
had not existed for over a millennium and many practical ramifica-
tions of the inherited theory had to be slowly worked out.
The College of William and Mary JOHN E. SELBY
The Long Affair: Thomas Jefferson and the French Revolution, 1785-1800.
By Conor Cruise O’Brien. (Chicago and London: The University
of Chicago Press, 1996. xvii, 367 pp. List of illustrations, preface,
acknowledgments, appendix, notes, sources, index. $29.95 cloth.)
In the epilogue of The Long Affair: Thomas Jefferson and the
French Revolution, 1785-1800, Conor Cruise O’Brien’s objective be-
comes evident. Mr. O’Brien fears for the future because liberal
American politicians and reverent biographers of Thomas Jeffer-
son have perpetuated the Virginian’s undeserved status as a central
figure in “the American civil religion.” O’Brien is particularly criti-
cal of Jefferson scholars who “blur the outlines of their subject . . .
by introducing into their paraphrases sentimental and otherwise
misleading assumptions of their own” (70). To reeducate the
American public, O’Brien examines Jefferson’s response to the
French Revolution and its aftermath. While his views on race and
slavery are comparatively well known, Jefferson’s stance on the use
and limits of violence is less so. By portraying Jefferson as a racist,
defender of slavery, and advocate of indiscriminate violence,
O’Brien hopes Americans will finally renounce Jefferson and re-
move him from his honored place in the American past. Unless we
do so, O’Brien warns, separate white and multiracial civil religions
will develop in the United States. That schism and its attendant “ra-
cial strife” will threaten “the future of the Enlightenment tradition
and democracy, not just in America, but in the whole world” (324).
For O’Brien, one of Jefferson’s most revealing statements is
found in a January 3, 1793, letter to William Short, the American
chargé d’affaires in Paris. In it, Jefferson replies to a series of des-
patches from Short reporting on the violent excesses of the French
Revolution. In his response, Jefferson states that he would support
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the cause of “‘liberty of the whole earth”’ even if it meant that there
were “‘but an Adam and an Eve left in every country, and left free”’
(145). These are not the words of someone, O’Brien concludes,
who believes “that there is no limit to the slaughters that may legit-
imately be perpetuated in the cause of liberty” (310). They are the
sentiments of a man abstractly deliberating— from a distance— the
costs and benefits of revolutionary change. Earlier in the letter, Jef-
ferson laments that “‘many guilty persons fell without the forms of
trial, and with them some innocent’” (145).
Providing a corrective to the public’s idealized perception of
Jefferson, while not new, is a worthy task. Americans too often ven-
erate historical figures based on a limited knowledge of the past.
Unfortunately, O’Brien’s vendetta against Jefferson and those
scholars who admire him is excessive. The following are a few ex-
amples of the author’s inflammatory assertions. On page 150, he
suggests “that the twentieth-century statesman whom the Thomas
Jefferson of January 1793 [the time of the “Adam and Eve” letter]
would have admired most is Pol Pot.” Later, O’Brien links Jefferson
with the militia movement in the United States and the 1995 Okla-
homa City bombing. Here, O’Brien maintains that “we cannot
even say categorically that Jefferson would have condemned the
bombing of the Federal building in Oklahoma City and the de-
struction of its occupants” (310). The author also suggests that
“someone should write a thesis on ‘The Influence of Thomas Jef-
ferson on Hendrik Verwoerd,“’a former Prime Minister of South
Africa (317). Elsewhere, Jefferson’s ideas are described as provid-
ing-apparently single-handedly— the intellectual basis of the Ku
Klux Klan (317), the lynching of African Americans (316), and fu-
ture “racial strife” (324). Such intemperate statements undermine
O’Brien’s intent; instead of promoting an intellectual exchange,
he risks alienating his audience and discrediting his purpose.
O’Brien also fails to provide a sufficient context in which to as-
sess Jefferson. There are, for example, few references to the pre-
vailing opinions of other Americans of his time on violence and
revolution, slavery, the position of free blacks in American society,
and colonization. From the material presented, the uninformed
reader might conclude that few, if any, Americans living during the
latter decades of the eighteenth century shared Jefferson’s opin-
ions. In fact, others did; Jefferson was very much part of and reflec-
tive of the culture of that era. One expects that if O’Brien applied
the same exhaustive examination of the words and actions of all
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people who are part of “the American civil religion,” the reputa-
tions of few would survive.
Oklahoma State University RICHARD C. ROHRS
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Vol. 22, November 1, 1784-
November 6, 1785. Edited by Paul H. Smith and Ronald M.
Gephart. (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1995. xxxv,
773 pp. Editorial method and apparatus, acknowledgments,
chronology of Congress, list of delegates to Congress, illustra-
tions, index. $39.00 hardcover.)
In The Beginnings of National Politics: An Interpretive History of the
Continental Congress, Jack N. Rakove calls the months covered by
this volume of delegates’ correspondence a time of “union without
power.” A good example of politics in a partial power vacuum is the
boundary dispute between Massachusetts and New York which, af-
ter being kept on the backburner during the Revolutionary War,
worried many Congressional delegates. In keeping with the edi-
tors’ sensible policy of minimal annotation, except for the occa-
sional documents which are especially complicated and which can
be clarified by referring to ancillary documentary sources, several
of the boundary dispute letters bristle with annotation invaluable
to anyone trying to make sense of the disagreement.
As parties to the conflict, New York and Massachusetts were
both prisoners of their respective colonial histories. Massachusetts
claimed that its 1629 Charter assigned it a western boundary along
the adjacent coast of the Pacific Ocean; New York objected, argu-
ing that Massachusetts had been stripped of this claim when, to dis-
cipline the Bay Colony, the Crown in 1684 voided the “sea to sea”
boundaries of Massachusetts and pushed New York’s eastern
boundary to the west bank of the Connecticut River. Massachusetts
countered that William and Mary had restored the “sea to sea” Mas-
sachusetts boundaries in 1691.
Were these precedents one-time occurrences, with the most re-
cent or the most authoritatively documented precedent decisive,
or did the larger history of the two colonies— and after 1783 their
role in building a new nation— supersede narrow questions of pre-
cedent? Attempts to resolve the dispute during the colonial era
took a legalistic view of precedent; by the 1780s, both states were
more prepared— with excellent legal research by John Adams for
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Massachusetts and James Duane for New York— to take the more
risky course of appealing to history, including very recent history.
When negotiators for the two states met in Trenton, New Jersey, in
December 1784, the New Yorkers decided to enlist the help of
James Wilson of Pennsylvania, fresh from that state’s dispute with
Connecticut about land grants in the Wyoming valley and likely
possessor of “information which might be highly useful to us in our
contest with . . . Massachusetts.” When the Massachusetts negotia-
tors replied to a New York proposal, an unidentified New Yorker
translated the Massachusetts negotiating position into a code
which assigned a number to each member of the New York team
and thereby revealed divisions among the Bay State negotiators
which New York ought to try and exploit. Decoding that document
and examining the dynamics of the negotiations in light of this in-
side information will be a fascinating research task.
The resolution of the dispute did not occur until 1786 when
Massachusetts— shaken by Shays’ rebellion— conceded New York’s
claim to land between the Hudson River and Lake Ontario while
New York compensated its neighbor for its sale of other disputed
land to speculators. Both sides then asked Congress to consider the
matter amicably resolved and to refrain from appointing a “Fed-
eral” judge to settle the dispute— a constitutional innovation
fraught with risk to both states, especially New York.
University of North Carolina at Greensboro ROBERT M. CALHOON
Dred Scott's Advocate: A Biography of Roswell M. Field. By Kenneth C.
Kaufman. (Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press,
1996. xiii, 264 pp. Acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduc-
tion, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
Roswell M. Field was said to be one of the ablest lawyers in ante-
bellum Missouri, but that fact would hardly have justified a full-
length biography had he not also served as “Dred Scott’s Advocate”
in one of the most important Supreme Court cases in the nation’s
history. Though Field was destined to fail in his attempt to secure
the slave’s freedom in the celebrated 1857 case, the case itself, in its
attempt to decide controversial issues of momentous political signif-
icance, pushed the United States a giant step closer to civil war. The
significance of the event justifies an attempt to discover how and
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why Field acted as he did in the years he conducted the case from
the Missouri state court system to the United States Supreme Court.
Unfortunately, Field has always been a shadowy figure in history,
and he remains so even after the valiant efforts of Kenneth C. Kauf-
man to shed light on him. The chief problem Kaufman faced was
that no diaries, journals, personal papers, or significant collections
of correspondence of Field have survived the 127 years since his
death. Kaufman probably does as much as any scholar could with
the extant traces of his life, yet this biography suggests that it is likely
no one will ever be able to answer the most interesting questions
about what motivated Field’s efforts on behalf of Dred Scott.
Born in Vermont in 1807, Field was the son of a prominent at-
torney. He seemed to follow in his father’s footsteps easily and natu-
rally. He graduated from Middlebury College, studied law under an
uncle, and was admitted to the Vermont bar when he was only eigh-
teen. During the 1830s he was a promising attorney and served two
terms in the Vermont General Assembly. Yet one looks in vain to dis-
cover the conventional sources of any anti-slavery leanings in Field’s
early life. He was never a Whig but a staunch Jacksonian Democrat
who caustically derided abolitionists. Evangelical Christianity cer-
tainly exercised no influence over him, and it is questionable
whether he believed in any kind of religion. When young he appar-
ently avoided all churches, and in his latter years he counseled his
sons to beware of the “superstitions of New England” (33). Even his
law practice gave no hint of things to come, as the laws of Vermont
never brought him into contact with the statutes on slavery.
Field moved to the slave state of Missouri in 1839, however, af-
ter a particularly messy love affair that resulted in a nine-year-long
attempt to overturn the annulment of his marriage to a Vermont
girl who changed her mind shortly after their wedding. He was un-
successful in this suit, though he carried it all the way to the Ver-
mont Supreme Court many years after his resettlement in Missouri.
In St. Louis he made a name for himself in real estate law, married,
and had six children. Why he took up Dred Scott’s case in the Mis-
souri courts in 1852 and guided it through the federal court system
remains something of a mystery. Though he eventually wrote Frank
Blair (a leader of the Free Soil, and later the Republican, Party)
that the “cause of humanity” could be served if Blair would assist
him in the case, no evidence of any anti-slavery moral fervor on
Field’s part exists. It is true that Field was a staunch Unionist when
the Civil War came to Missouri, but this fact seems almost as ironic
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as the fact that Taylor Blow, who aided the slave’s first legal at-
tempts for freedom and who ultimately freed Scott after Field’s un-
successful arguments before the Supreme Court, became an
equally confirmed Confederate during the war.
Apparently Field was more interested in the legal aspects of the
case than in its impact on slavery or the politics of the nation.
Field’s disinterest in the morality of slavery was matched by his dis-
interest in politics after he moved to Missouri. He firmly resisted
the efforts of others to draw him into public life, declining the flat-
tering offer of a seat on the Missouri Supreme Court and rebuffing
attempts to get him to run for the United States Senate. His
dogged pursuit of Dred Scott’s freedom, like his dogged legal pur-
suit of a woman who had rejected him (and had already married
another), were simply exercises in the pursuit of legal principle.
His devotion of years of effort without hope of recompense to both
cases was apparently evidence only of Field’s zest for the law and
not of any deeper concern for the consequences of the cases’ out-
come. This fact reminds us once again that historical actors often
accomplish both more and less than they intended.
Anyone interested in the Dred Scott decision will want to read
Kaufman’s biography of Field. It deepens our sense of this impor-
tant event if only by demonstrating the limits of our knowledge and
making us aware of the ironies of the past.
University of Alabama LAWRENCE FREDERICK KOHL
To Have and to Hold: Slave Work and Family Life in Antebellum South
Carolina. By Larry E. Hudson Jr. (Athens and London: The Uni-
versity of Georgia Press, 1997. xxii, 241 pp. List of genealogical
charts; preface, acknowledgments, introduction, notes, bibliog-
raphy, index. $35.00 hardcover.)
Within studies of American slavery, the emerging focus on the
“internal economy” explores how the work enslaved African Amer-
icans did for themselves shaped the culture they made under sla-
very. Historians of the slaves’ economy argue that work systems and
domestic production shaped aspects of slave community-culture as
various as religion, foodways, childrearing, and courtship. Larry E.
Hudson extends this argument by claiming that the internal econ-
omy also supplied the foundation for slave family stability. Hudson
has previously contributed to this field as editor of a volume of es-
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says on slave life and the domestic economy. In this monograph on
South Carolina slave families, Hudson sets out to demonstrate that
the ability to organize “in a mutually supportive and productive
economic unit” afforded some slaves crucial protection against the
uncertainty and brutality of enslavement (xx).
Work systems, argues Hudson, were directly connected to the
structure and quality of slave family life. Hudson redefines family in-
tegrity with an economic twist: “The ownership and working of land
was the fulcrum in a world where, short of actual freedom, the fam-
ily and family stability became the immediate and more tangible
goal” (64). Family stability, he argues, was achieved through the gar-
den system that prevailed in tandem with the task system of labor in
much of low- and middle-country South Carolina. Using plantation
records, Works Progress Administration narratives, and records of
the Southern Claims Commission, Hudson makes large claims con-
cerning the impact of the internal economy on slave family life. The
produce, cash, and property gained through domestic production
influenced the search for marriage partners, supplemented diets,
helped to ward off disease, and built the “political muscle” of the
most productive families within the slave quarters of South Caro-
lina’s plantations. Making original use of familiar sources, Hudson
reconstructs the genealogies of enslaved families on several planta-
tions to show that those families in the best position to take advan-
tage of the work and garden system were large extended families
that included some healthy adult men. Childbearing women lack-
ing family attachments— along with “the old, the very young, the in-
firm, and the disabled— were likely to be “totally dependent on the
master for the necessities of life” (70). Economic strength thus
heavily determined the ability of enslaved African Americans to
“make a world of their own under slavery” (183).
To Have and to Hold represents an important first step toward a
synthesis of the literature of the internal economy and that of Afri-
can American communities and cultures under slavery. At the same
time, the book demonstrates how far we have yet to go in that
project. For example, Hudson creatively combines slave lists and
slave accounts in plantation record books to raise intriguing ques-
tions about patterns of inheritance of land among generations of
slaves. Yet, the fact that Hudson relies on planter records to mea-
sure the productivity of families raises questions about economic
activities that might have occurred exclusively among slaves. At the
same time, the implications of the book’s arguments for the larger
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context of African American life under slavery are not well devel-
oped. Hudson skirts major debates about resistance and religion in
his discussion of the “space” that slave families carved out through
their industry in the internal economy. For example, how did slave
families employ the internal economy in acts of overt and covert re-
sistance? How are we to understand those individuals who for vari-
ous reasons did not embrace the work ethic Hudson describes as
“industrious” (31), “well-organized” (125), and “ambitious” (25)?
In addition, the discussion of the gender structure of “productive”
families needs to be placed in the larger context of emerging schol-
arship on the gendered nature of work systems. Although Hudson
argues that the absence of men in families created economic vul-
nerability, he does not fully explore the differing access of enslaved
men and women to the fruits of the domestic economy. Finally, the
regional approach, intended to “provide a general model that
might serve for the wider slave South” (xxii) acts more as an orga-
nizational aid than an analytical tool. Taking these criticisms into
consideration, To Have and to Hold represents a useful first step to-
ward a better understanding of how economic processes shaped
even the most intimate of human relations under slavery.
University of Arizona SHARLA  FETT
“Ain’t Gonna Lay My ‘Ligion Down”: African American Religion in the
South. Edited by Alonzo Johnson and Paul Jersild. (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1996. vii, 143 pp. Preface, in-
troduction, epilogue, contributors. $19.95 cloth.)
This collection of essays grew, in large part, out of a 1993 con-
ference sponsored by the Center on Religion in the South, a pro-
gram of the Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary in
Columbia, South Carolina. Editors Alonzo Johnson and Paul Jer-
sild have compiled a well-conceived thematic anthology that exam-
ines black folk religious traditions by focusing on “religious
practices, beliefs, customs, and tradition of African American
Christians that are specifically rooted in their racial memories,
their historical experiences, and their sociocultural heritage” (3).
The editors take issue with those scholars, particularly Joseph R.
Washington, who interpret black folk religion as something less
than Christian since it focuses on racial survival and little on the
principles and teachings of Christianity.
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The six essayists, thus, make their contribution to the study of
black religion in the South by showing the distinctly unique, yet,
Christian character of African American religion in the South. In
“‘Pray’s House Spirit’: The Institutional Structure and Spiritual
Core of an African American Folk Tradition,” Alonzo Johnson
traces the historical development of the Pray’s House in the lives of
black Christians in the South. He interestingly describes the close
connection of blacks to the Pray’s Houses of the past and present
and how they have been extensions of the institutional black
church. Johnson persuasively shows how the Pray’s Houses and the
practice of “Seekin The Lord” are a part of the religious conversion
and the rite of passage for blacks into Christendom. In many com-
munities throughout the South, Johnson notes, blacks could not
become full-fledged members of an institutional church until they
were converted at the Pray’s House first. This is a folk tradition that
is still evident in many black communities today.
Jon Michael Spencer, in “The Rhythms of Black Folks,” ex-
plores the link between rhythm and contemporary black religion.
Spencer convincingly shows how the rhythmic quality of black reli-
gion, with its accent on African dance, drumming, and the ring
shout, can be traced to enslaved West Africans who brought this
custom with them to the New World.
Perhaps one of the most engaging essays in this volume is Wil-
liam Courtland Johnson’s “Trickster on Trial: The Morality of the
Brer Rabbit Tales.” Scholars have debated the relationship between
these tales and the enslaved African’s identity and character as de-
scribed by the behavior of Brer Rabbit. Some historians do not be-
lieve the slave’s identity was masked in the form of a rabbit since
many of the tales focus on amorality and brutality, which, they say,
did not reflect the character of most enslaved Africans. Johnson
makes a case for further research into the Brer Rabbit tales by ef-
fectively showing how some scholars have used only parts of the
tales to describe the overall behavior and character of Brer Rabbit.
Johnson calls for more research on the Brer Rabbit tales that may
suggest that actions that might have been considered merciless, or
even brutal, on the part of Brer Rabbit could very well be inter-
preted as conscientious and caring on the part of the hare, some-
thing that the majority of enslaved Africans may well have done,
given a similar set of circumstances.
In “Motherwit in Southern Religion: A Womanist Perspective,”
Jacqueline D. Carr-Hamilton traces the African roots of Mother wit
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and its link to the religious experiences of contemporary African
American women. She credits African matriarchs with bringing
Mother wit, a collective body of female wisdom, to America. It is
rooted in the womanist theology, or God talk, that has been passed
from one generation of black women to the next, and it still serves
as a source of religious strength for African American women.
The last two essays by Stephen W. Angell and Sandy D. Martin
are more historical in scope and describe the relationship between
folk religion and the work and contributions of black Methodists to
the Christian faith. Angell’s “Black Methodist Preachers in the
South Carolina Upcountry, 1840-1866” cogently examines the lives,
philosophies, and careers of three black Methodist preachers in
South Carolina— Isaac Cook, James Porter, and Henry McNeal
Turner. In “Biblical Interpretation, Ecclesiology, and Black South-
ern Religious Leaders, 1860-1920,” Martin also scrutinizes the
multi-faceted life of Bishop James Walker Hood who became a
strong leader of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in
North Carolina. Each scholar adds vastly to our knowledge of the
complex lives and careers of these Methodist leaders.
Each of the book’s six well-balanced and informative essays,
like the anthology as a whole, makes an important contribution to
our understanding of the way African Americans have created dis-
tinct forms of religious expression within Christendom. This book
should be of great interest to students of religion, African Ameri-
can history, and southern history.
Florida A&M University LARRY E. RIVERS
The Union Soldier in Battle: Enduring the Ordeal of Combat. By Earl J.
Hess. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1997. xii, 244 pp.
Preface, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
In an article published in Civil War History in 1982, Marvin R.
Cain argued for further study of the motivation, morale, and expe-
riences of Civil War soldiers in the same vein as John Keegan’s clas-
sic The Face of Battle (1976). In the intervening years several works
have grappled with this subject, most notably Gerald Linderman’s
Embattled Courage: The Experience of Combat in the American Civil War
(1987), and Reid Mitchell’s Civil War Soldiers: Their Expectations and
Their Experiences (1988). Earl J. Hess adds to these earlier works by
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focusing specifically on Union soldiers. As he clearly states in the
preface, “[t]his book is an attempt to understand how the northern
soldier dealt with combat in the Civil War” (ix).
Hess begins his work by examining the battle experience. He
describes the northern volunteers of 1861 as innocents with little
perception of the realities of war. Civil War battlefields belied the
romantic notions that most volunteers had concerning combat.
Limited visibility, tremendous noise, the importance of terrain, the
experience of being under fire for the first time, the sight of casu-
alties, and the threat of one’s own wounding or death were all new
experiences for most Union soldiers. They adapted, however, and
began to understand the nature of battle. “That knowledge,” Hess
asserts, “brought with it a deep appreciation of chaos, for that was
one of the most pervasive aspects of combat” (46). The author also
examines the training and tactics employed by the Union army,
concluding that most volunteer units received inadequate training,
and that northern officers were ill-prepared to maneuver large
bodies of troops. By the latter stages of the war, continual cam-
paigning and the extensive use of fortifications produced frightful
casualties and placed additional stress on northern soldiers.
After portraying the experience of battle, Hess then discusses
the means by which soldiers endured its horrors. Courage was ob-
viously important, but many soldiers distinguished between moral
courage, represented by the conscious desire to do one’s duty de-
spite the danger involved, and physical courage, which was usually
the product of adrenaline and the stimulation of combat. Few sol-
diers acted courageously in every engagement. Often, even veteran
soldiers found it difficult to “consistently balance their moral and
their physical courage. At times, one force or the other might be
weaker or stronger” (75). The concept of personal and public
honor, belief in the righteousness of the Union’s cause, religion,
the desire to not let down one’s comrades, and images of home all
contributed to the steadfastness of most northern veterans. Finally,
the stoic, phlegmatic nature of the farmers who comprised the ma-
jority of the Federal army enabled them to perform their duties in
a workmanlike, if not heroic, fashion.
Hess’s final chapter focuses on veterans in the postwar years.
Initially wartime recollections remained too intense, and most vet-
erans suppressed their feelings about the carnage. By the 1880s
however, and well into the twentieth century, a torrent of memoirs,
reminiscences, regimental histories, and published collections of
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diaries and letters reached print. In many of these works, northern
veterans softened their worst memories. “Perhaps the most impor-
tant reasons that soldiers chose not to write about the horrors of
the battlefield,” Hess writes, “was their need to achieve a positive
view of the war”, (184). Some northern veterans emphasized the
ideological aspect of their service and remained committed to the
cause of preserving the Union. Others, termed “lost soldiers” by
Hess, “could find no self-assurances of any kind about the war”
(171). They refused to attend veterans’ reunions and appeared
generally embittered by their experiences. Two other categories of
Union veterans were the “pragmatists,” who viewed the war as a
crucible for themselves and for a more modern, scientific society,
and the “silent witnesses,” who in their memories of the war em-
phasized the camaraderie between soldiers and other common,
non-battlefield experiences.
Hess’s bibliography is adequate, though hardly exhaustive.
Though he cites from numerous unpublished collections of letters,
many of his footnotes refer to published sources, some of which
will be quite familiar to Civil War students. A more extensive utili-
zation of manuscript sources probably would not have changed his
basic conclusions but could only have strengthened their validity.
Still, Hess’s study is perhaps the most insightful and cogently ar-
gued account of its kind. He comes closest to capturing the horror
of nineteenth-century warfare and the methods by which northern
soldiers were able to deal with their emotions and fears. “The evi-
dence is overwhelming,” he concludes “that most soldiers adjusted
to the experience of battle” (195). A companion volume studying
the motivation and experiences of Confederate troops, and also ex-
amining the effect of the South’s defeat on the attitudes of its sol-
diers, particularly in the postwar years, would be a welcome
addition to Civil War historiography.
Florida State Archives DAVID J. COLES
Thaddeus Stevens: Nineteenth-Century Egalitatian. By Hans L. Tre-
fousse. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1997.
xv, 312 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, notes, bibliography, in-
dex. $39.95 hardcover.)
In November 1860, Thaddeus Stevens won his fourth term in
the United States House of Representatives. A Republican from
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Pennsylvania, Stevens received the plum assignment of chairing
the Ways and Means Committee. The secession of the slave states,
culminating in Civil War, soon elevated the role of all federal offi-
cials to one of helping preserve the Union. The Pennsylvanian per-
formed this duty with exceptional dedication.
Stephens ably steered wartime finance legislation through the
course of House approval, championed the cause of the Union at
virtually any opportunity, and constantly called upon his colleagues
and his fellow citizens to think of the abolition of slavery as a desir-
able war aim. He was also one of the few leaders of the Civil War era
to advocate political equality for African Americans.
In Thaddeus Stevens: Nineteenth-Century Egalitarian, Hans Tre-
fousse reminds his readers that Stevens “relentlessly pushed the
Lincoln administration toward emancipation” and “piloted the
Fourteenth Amendment and the [four] Reconstruction Acts
through the House.” The nineteenth-century leader “laid the foun-
dation for the African American revolution of the twentieth cen-
tury, which not only rested on his heritage but made good use of
the Fourteenth Amendment.”
Differences of opinion did not undermine (at least not pub-
licly) Stevens’s ability to work with President Lincoln on policy is-
sues. But Lincoln’s assassination in April 1865 catapulted Andrew
Johnson, a far less sagacious political leader, into the White House.
This change soon brought Thaddeus Stevens and his allies directly
into conflict with Johnson over Reconstruction policy and, within
two years, provoked them into attempting to impeach the presi-
dent. The failure of this move, along with the bitter, partisan hostil-
ity with which Stevens hammered away at the White House until his
death in August 1868, ultimately tarnished his career. Indeed,
shortly before he died, Stevens confided that he believed his great-
est accomplishment involved securing free public schools for
Pennsylvania’s children while he served in the state legislature
more than thirty years earlier.
This concise, clearly written volume treats the evidence with an
eye on Stevens as a champion of black liberation, a sympathetic an-
gle of analysis. But Trefousse does not shrink from identifying
Stevens’s liabilities. Though able to seize upon an adversary’s per-
sonal or professional weaknesses with powerful effect, he was fre-
quently capable of minimizing his own— his addiction to gambling
and his disingenuous explanations for embracing some public pol-
icies, such as the Know Nothing platform in the 1850s are exam-
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ples. Apparent conflicts of interest between his actions as a public
official and his resultant personal benefit were common through-
out his career, though Trefousse points out that such activity was
not atypical in the nineteenth century. A life-long bachelor, Stevens
cloaked his personal life in a veil of silence, giving rise to specula-
tion about his association with Lydia Hamilton Smith, his mulatto
housekeeper who remained with him from 1843 until his death.
Trefousse’s adopted approach raises questions, however. If
Stevens called for the elimination of slavery and pushed for the
freedom of African Americans, he also assisted in inaugurating the
era of industrial capitalism. He actively took part in mining, rail-
road, and real estate ventures, and he supported the expansive
growth of corporate business as a public official. In this sense, the
term “egalitarian,” without qualification, might be overdrawn
when applied to Thaddeus Stevens.
Trefousse contends that, contrary to arguments penned by
some contemporaries, as well as by some historians, Stevens was
never a “dictator” of the House of Representatives. The failure of
Congress to pass a stronger Fourteenth Amendment advocated by
Stevens is one among several kinds of evidence cited as proof.
But Stevens’s manipulative calls for loyalty to the Union, his
backroom arm twisting, and his willingness to punish opponents
made him much more than a passive wire puller. His electrifying
fierceness in pursuing a political position— from anti-masonry to
anti-slavery to opposition to President Johnson— equipped him
with an impenetrable public persona and spurred within him a
cold determination to win.
Florida Farm Bureau, Gainesville G. B. CRAWFORD
The Fruits of Their Labor: Atlantic Coast Farmworkers and the Making of
Migrant Poverty, 1870-1945. By Cindy Hahamovitch. (Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997. xiii, 287 pp.
Acknowledgments, abbreviations and acronyms, introduction,
epilogue, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 hardcover, $17.95
paper.)
In his 1985 presidential address to the Organization of Ameri-
can Historians, William Leuchtenburg criticized recent social and
labor histories for ignoring the political landscape and the devel-
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opment of the nation-state. He urged scholars to put politics back
into their studies. In The Fruits of Their Labor: Atlantic Coast Farm-
workers and the Making of Migrant Poverty, 1870-1945, Cindy Haham-
ovitch answers Leuchtenburg’s call. In particular, she explores how
the actions of farmworkers from New Jersey to Florida shaped the
development of agricultural labor policies and how the state
helped to create the East Coast migrant work force. She shows how
government policy regulated the flow and supply of this labor, usu-
ally, she maintains, in the interest of the growers. But this well-writ-
ten book is about more than growers and workers. Hahamovitch
contends that the story of the East Coast farmworkers, largely ig-
nored by historians, is central to understanding the development
of the twentieth-century relationships between government, capi-
tal, and labor.
Hahamovitch argues that late-nineteenth-century urbaniza-
tion created a demand for fruits and vegetables that led to the first
truck farms in New Jersey. Predictably, growers wanted a cheap,
abundant, seasonal supply of farm labor. Just as predictably, farm-
workers fought for a living wage, periodically holding informal
strikes. This central conflict in the fields is the focus of the book.
Initially, padroni negotiated wages and work for both growers and
workers. But with the expansion of the government during the Pro-
gressive Era, both sides looked to the state to solve their problems
of supply and demand.
Progressives, however, with their Jeffersonian view of rural life,
did little to ameliorate the migrant workers’ conditions or to satisfy
the growers. World War I labor shortages intensified the growers’
cries for government intervention in labor relations. The govern-
ment responded to the grower’s demands with work-or-fight and
vagrancy laws which left labor with few protections.
Conditions did not improve much with the New Deal. While
New Deal legislation allowed for some improvement in living con-
ditions, it did little, if nothing, to politically empower them. Unlike
their industrial counterparts who formed powerful unions, agricul-
tural workers were denied the right of collective bargaining by the
Wagner Act. Hahamovitch contends that the government’s refusal
to define agricultural laborers as workers and to grant them the le-
gal access to power made migrant workers wards of, rather than
participants in, the nation-state.
World War II and the anti-New Deal backlash placed the state
firmly on the growers’ side. The government sacrificed the social
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welfare of domestic farm laborers for profit and productivity.
Among other things, wartime agricultural policy denied farmwork-
ers the right to migrate without the consent of county authorities.
Long-time farmworkers, black and white alike, were to be replaced
by cheaper labor-Mexicans and POWs. Again, the federal govern-
ment had a hand in helping the growers obtain these new sources.
Vulnerable because of their ambiguous status, imported workers
offered little threat of labor organization. The government’s inher-
ent racism, evident in these wartime policies, left African Ameri-
cans with limited economic choices. While African Americans
remained locked in the worst jobs, white workers pursued other
opportunities, and growers continued to maximize their profits.
Hahamovitch’s work reveals the reluctance of government
agents-even liberal agents— to go against the interests of busi-
ness. After World War II, the government sold the housing built
during the New Deal years to growers for one dollar per unit. The
importation of foreign labor allowed East Coast growers to drive
wages below subsistence levels and to play workers’ race, ethnicity,
and fears against one another to prevent unionization. Yet again,
the government served the interests of the growers by saying that
domestic migrant workers did not matter because “there is simply
some work that Americans will not do” (13).
Hahamovitch contends, however, that these conditions need
not persist. The short-lived attempts by the Southern Tenant Farm-
ers Union and the Amalgamated Meat Cutters to demand better
conditions point to the power of unionization. Hahamovitch ar-
gues that only when farmworkers organize will their conditions im-
prove.
While The Fruits of Their Labor makes East Coast farmworkers
visible, their voices remain largely unheard. Due to the absence of
first-hand accounts, government testimony from workers, and even
accurate census records, Hahamovitch builds her story from gov-
ernment documents. Nevertheless, she tells a powerful story of
how the actions of the state affect people’s day-today lives. In doing
so, she puts the state back into history and produces a book that is
a crucial work for anyone interested in American political history
and the development of the twentieth-century nation-state.
University of Georgia ELIZABETH GILLESPIE MCRAE
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Under Sentence of Death: Lynching in the South. Edited by W. Fitzhugh
Brundage. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1997. xi, 330 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, afterword,
notes on the contributors, index. $49.95 hardcover, $17.95 pa-
perback.)
Historians came late to the study of lynching, a field that was
long dominated by sociologists and social psychologists. However,
over the past twenty years, historians have begun to make up for lost
time by publishing hundreds of books and articles that have brought
new light to a complicated subject. Largely eschewing the statistical
analyses championed by social scientists, historians have examined
the context of lynchings and changes in the phenomenon over time
in an effort to explain the seemingly inexplicable— the barbaric mob
killing of more than four thousand people from the 1880s to the
1960s the period for which the best (though incomplete) data exist.
The fact that seventy percent of the victims were blacks living in the
South has naturally focused scholarly attention on racial and re-
gional causes of lynch law, but the range of possible explanations has
been expanded by the use of gender and discourse analysis.
Under the Sentence of Death, expertly edited and introduced by W.
Fitzhugh Brundage, brings together a collection of representative ex-
amples of recent work on lynching. The eleven essays include seven
original pieces, as well as reprinted articles by Thomas G. Dyer and
Nancy MacLean and previously published research by sociologists E.
M. Beck and Stewart E. Tolnay and historian George C. Wright.
Taken together, these essays provide a useful overview of some lead-
ing methodologies and interpretations. Indeed, the very breadth of
the selections— all but two by historians— provides insight into the
range of theories currently used to explain the past in general. At one
extreme stands the positivism of Roberta Senechal de la Roche who
employs a sociological theory which, she asserts, “predicts and ex-
plains lynching” (49), and at the other extreme is the postmodernism
of Bruce E. Baker who uses the perspective of French poststructural-
ists to examine “the process by which the social memory of a lynching
is constructed” (220). Taking a still different approach, Joan E.
Cashin, Nancy MacLean, and Patricia A. Schechter analyze the role of
gender relations, as well as race and class, in southern mob violence.
While showcasing different explanatory theories, Under the Sen-
tence of Death also stretches the geographical, chronological, and
topical boundaries commonly associated with the study of lynch-
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ing. The book features case studies of not only Deep South states
(Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolina) but also Kentucky and
Missouri. (None deals with Florida, although works on Florida are
cited.) The authors largely focus on the period 1880-1940, but Dyer
and Cashin investigate incidents from 1859 and 1865, an era often
overlooked in previous studies. Perhaps most significantly, the top-
ics covered by this collection go beyond the events of individual
lynchings. Terrance Finnegan uses comparative history to explore
the political ramifications of lynchings in Mississippi and South
Carolina. George Wright persuasively argues for expanding the
study of lynching to include “legal lynchings” in which blacks were
summarily tried, convicted, and executed “by the book.” (The title
of the collection reinforces the link between legal and extralegal
methods by paraphrasing a 1937 quotation from John Dollard: “Ev-
ery Negro in the South knows that he is under a kind of sentence
of death.“) In two of the most insightful essays, W. Fitzhugh Brund-
age and Patricia Schechter examine black resistance to lynching.
By looking at lynching broadly and employing innovative ap-
proaches, these essays suggest new directions for future research.
Despite the diversity of approaches and topics contained in
this volume, some common themes emerge. Whether viewed
through the prisms of race, gender, class, politics, or culture, lynch-
ing involved fundamental questions of power and its contested
(and changing) distribution between blacks and whites, men and
women, rich and poor. The interrelationship of these overlapping
identities means that no single explanation will suffice, but the au-
thors agree that lynching was purposeful and part of a larger tradi-
tion of vigilantism. Above all, this volume underscores the
complexity of mob violence and the need for more historical stud-
ies of lynching and its meaning.
University of South Florida ROBERT P. INGALLS
Rising Tide: The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It Changed
America. By John M. Barry. (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997.
524 pp. Prologue, notes, bibliography, acknowledgments and
methodology, index. $27.50 hardcover.)
The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 was a catalyst that
prompted broad federal involvement in flood control and disaster
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relief efforts, both of which were local concerns before the flood.
Author John Barry focuses on how institutions, individuals, and
property were affected by the greatest peacetime disaster in the his-
tory of the United States. He describes how the flood affected the
economy of several states and the nation by contributing to the loss
of human life and property damage. The author effectively argues
that the flood helped elect Herbert Hoover president and Huey
Long governor, shifted black voters from the Republican to the
Democratic Party, destroyed the power of the old southern aristoc-
racy in Mississippi and Louisiana, encouraged black migration to
the North, and helped prepare the way for the New Deal. One of
Barry’s concerns is that if a comparable flood came down the river
today, the existing Project Flood of the Army Corps of Engineers
could not control it.
Most valuable are the sections entitled “The Engineers,” and
“Senator Percy.” In “The Engineers,” Barry describes the various
scientific theories employed by the Corps to tame the river while fo-
cusing on the moving story of the professional and personal rivalry
between two celebrated nineteenth-century engineers— James
Eads and Andrew Humphrey— who advocated conflicting theories.
In “Senator Percy,” Barry narrates the story of one of Mississippi’s
most distinguished families, the Percys, who, according to him,
represented the Old South. Planter LeRoy Percy, who was elected
to an unexpired Senate seat in 1909, acquired a national reputa-
tion for opposing the Ku Klux Klan before the flood, but his pater-
nalistic attitude toward blacks seemed to change after the flood.
He refused to allow thousands of black sharecroppers to be re-
moved from the levees where they had sought safety but lacked ad-
equate food, water, and shelter. They sought safer refugee camps
outside the region, but Percy feared that blacks would not return
afterwards to work on the plantations.
Other strengths of the book include a discussion of Florida’s
historic voting shift in the 1928 presidential election from the
Democratic to the Republican Party. Florida had voted Democratic
since the Reconstruction era but switched to the Republican candi-
date Herbert Hoover because of his role in flood relief efforts. In
addition, Barry discusses the role of New Orleans elites and the
flood in the election of Governor Huey Long in the Pelican State.
Although chapter subtitles often become repetitive, this does
not affect the overall quality of the book. This study is based on di-
verse primary sources, including personal papers of figures in-
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volved in issues related to the Mississippi River and disaster relief,
and newspaper accounts. The study is enhanced by a good selec-
tion of photographs of aspects of the flood and its aftermath.
This book is interesting, well written, and well researched. It
contributes to our understanding of disasters, relief efforts, and
the federal government’s role in flood control policy making. Ris-
ing Tide should enjoy wide readership.
Mississippi State University TELEMATE A. JACKREECE
The Republicans: From Lincoln to Bush. By Robert Allen Rutland. (Co-
lumbia: University of Missouri Press, 1996. xi, 279 pp. Preface,
acknowledgments, bibliographical note, index, about the au-
thor. $19.95 paper.)
This is the follow-up study to Robert Rutland’s 1979 single-vol-
ume history of the Democratic Party up to President Jimmy Carter.
In evaluating this more recent endeavor, it is important to keep in
mind his purpose in producing a brief but incisive narrative history
of the Republican Party. As stated by Rutland, it was written, like its
predecessor, “for the lay reader who might want to know what each
party stood for in a world reeling from the media blitz.” It notably
serves that purpose, as well as provides a highly suitable supple-
mentary text for undergraduates studying American political his-
tory. Its brevity and lack of footnotes will not satisfy the expert, but
its scope and readability suit very well the author’s purpose of writ-
ing for the interested layman.
The early chapters provide a concise and vivid description of
the emergence of the Republican Party to fill the vacuum left by
the disintegration of the Whigs in the chaotic sectionalism that was
the prelude to the Civil War. From that backdrop, the Republican
Party’s most enduring hero (and arguably, the Republic’s most im-
portant president), Abraham Lincoln, becomes the focal point of
the party’s beginnings. Although tinged with hero-worship, Rut-
land’s account skillfully portrays Lincoln’s and the fledgling party’s
foundation in political pragmatism. The slavery issue provided a
necessary moral dimension to the party’s early struggle for exist-
ence without obscuring the essentially political nature of its pursuit
of power, Lincoln’s single-minded determination to preserve the
Union in the face of a terrible war and strong opposition in some
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loyal states assured the party’s continuing existence after his death.
Using the defeat of the South and the Democratic Party’s affinity
for the southern cause, the Republicans gained a political ascen-
dancy which lasted, with some interruptions, until Franklin
Roosevelt’s New Deal era.
The party’s philosophical foundation and kinship with big
business was developed during the period of industrial and territo-
rial expansion at the end of the nineteenth century. It is hard for
modern laymen to recognize how the tariff issue wed eastern work-
ing and immigrant classes to the Republican Party in light of to-
day’s alignment of those constituencies. Rutland makes sense of
this confusing continuum in the political rubric of the two parties.
In the process, he makes clear the lasting relationship of American
business to the Republican Party. At the same time, he aptly illus-
trates how the Democrats did not stray too far from a similar affin-
ity for big business and its campaign financing capacity.
One of the most fascinating sections of the book covers the rise
of Teddy Roosevelt and the Progressive movement. Next to Lincoln,
the Republican Roosevelt provided the party with its best claim to
the moral high ground of American politics. Still, by the end of
World War I, the reform impulse was replaced by a national binge of
economic expansion. The resulting pursuit of wealth was left by a
series of quiescent Republican administrations under Warren Har-
ding, Calvin Coolidge, and Herbert Hoover during the 1920s to ex-
haust itself finally in the Great Depression. The New Deal ushered
in near absolute control of the Congress by Democrats, interspersed
with Republican and Democratic administrations.
The presidency of Richard M. Nixon is noted for both its ac-
complishments and its tragic failures, and Rutland leaves a more
complete assessment of that tragic era to future historians. In the fi-
nal chapters, a re-ascendent Republicanism is viewed through the
presidencies of Ronald Reagan and George Bush and the amazing
Republican congressional victories of 1994. At this stage, Rutland’s
work takes on the trappings of a synopsis of current political events.
In light of the ambitious scope of the book in bringing the narra-
tive to the present, that is probably an unavoidable result. Still, for
the layman and student, he has provided a concise and unpreten-
tious account of what the Republican Party is today, and how it got
that way.
Jacksonville, Fla. TRACY E. DANESE
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The Weight of the Yen. By R. Taggart Murphy. (New York and Lon-
don: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996. 352 pp. Preface, note on
terms, introduction, notes, index. $25.00 hardcover.)
R. Taggart Murphy’s The Weight of the Yen offers a provocative
analysis of the economic relationship between Japan and the
United States during the “Reagan Revolution” and its aftermath.
Murphy, an American investment banker who worked in Tokyo
during much of this period, furnishes a particularly insightful as-
sessment of Japanese economic policy.
Japan, in the late 1970s seemed poised to become the domi-
nant global economic player, Japan as Number One. The United
States, at that same moment, had an economy mired in stagflation.
Ronald Reagan’s victory in 1980 and the introduction of Reaga-
nomics promised much while producing staggering deficits. Japan,
running massive trade surpluses with the United States, stepped in
as financier of the U. S. Treasury. Outstanding Treasury securities
doubled in the next five years, with Japan as the principal investor.
Japanese investments in American symbols such as Rockefeller
Center and Pebble Beach Golf Club added to a sense of growing
Japanese economic dominance.
Japan, Inc., which seemed a relentless economic force in the
mid-1980s showed its vulnerabilities by the beginning of the 1990s.
Massive devaluing of the Japanese real estate and stock markets, as
well as the stifling effect of the strong yen on exports produced a
major slowdown in the Japanese economy. Since 1992, the Japa-
nese economy, adjusted for inflation, has grown only six percent,
while the U. S. economy, in that same period, has increased twenty-
two percent. Some of these changes simply reflected economic cy-
cles, but a large part of the dilemma, Murphy argues, was created
by the Japanese economic bureaucracy, particularly the Ministry of
Finance. Murphy’s critique of Japan’s “managed” economy is the
best section of this volume. He documents the economic con-
straints produced by bureaucratic interventions. This overarching
economic bureaucracy exists largely, Murphy insists, without politi-
cal accountability. Murphy calls for a restructuring of the agencies
that manage the Japanese economy, a process that would transfer
more authority to the political leadership. His call for reform has
recently been echoed, in a diluted form, by the Japanese Prime
Minister, Ryutaro Hashimoto.
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R. Taggart Murphy’s The Weight of the Yen is a sharp, forceful
analysis of the interaction of the world’s two leading economies
during a crucial decade. Whether or not you are persuaded by his
interpretation, you will learn much, particularly about Japanese
economic strategy.
Florida Atlantic University JOHN O'SULLIVAN
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New Titles
Arcadia Publishing’s “Images of America” series is a true gem
in the field of regional history. Designed like expert scrapbooks,
each work features historically significant photographs chosen to
educate as well as captivate readers. Recently, two Florida works-
African American Life in Jacksonville and World War II in Tampa Bay—
have been published as part of the series. And, of course, both
books offer a superb view into their respective historical “windows.”
Herman “Skip” Mason Jr.‘s African American Life in Jacksonville
(1997), chronicles the transformation of the city’s black commu-
nity from the 1860s to the 1960s. Included is a chapter devoted to
Ellie Weems— for more than three decades the city’s premiere
black photographer— whose work appears throughout Mason’s
book. Alejandro de Quesada’s World War II in Tampa Bay (1997),
covers a much shorter historical period but its photographs tell an
equally compelling story of a region’s transformation from peace-
time to wartime. One of the book’s most striking photographs—
which perfectly illustrates the bizarre reality of the war— is a snap
shot of German POWS learning English in a makeshift classroom
at Camp Blanding. African American Life in Jacksonville and World
War II in Tampa Bay are available in softcover from Arcadia Publish-
ing for $16.99 each. Call l-800-642-5011.
While the legendary chronicles of Ellis Island are familiar to
many, few are acquainted with the story of how— from the 1870s to
the first decade of the twentieth century— Key West served as an
entrance point for thousands of Bahamian laborers seeking new
jobs and, ultimately, new lives. Howard Johnson’s The Bahamas from
Slavery to Servitude, 1783-1933 (1996) recounts this little-known pas-
sage of Florida history in a chapter entitled, “Labor Migration as
Protest and Survival Strategy.” Of course, as its title indicates the
main focus of Johnson’s book is the transformation of the Bahamas
from the slave era to a not-so-dissimilar period of “class slavery.”
Emancipation came to the Bahamas in 1838, but a coercive credit
system tied to the islands’ agricultural economy kept most islanders
[124]
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in a state of servitude comparable to the position of black share-
croppers in the post-Civil War American South. The Bahamas from
Slavery to Servitude, 1783-1933 is available in cloth from the Univer-
sity Press of Florida for $39.95. Call l-800-226-3822.
The introduction to The Gardens of Florida (1997) begins where
most state histories do— with Juan Ponce DeLeon stepping onto
the shores of the land he would christen “La Florida.” In this
book’s case, however, that opening scene is especially significant
because it reminds readers that the state owes its very name to its
rich botanical heritage. Steven Brooke and Laura Cerwinske’s The
Gardens of Florida places that heritage on display in a magnificently
photographed and lucidly written volume. Brooke’s lens and Cer-
winske’s pen function as expert tour guides pointing out countless
items of interest. For example, readers may be surprised to learn
that Thomas Edison— a man who spent most of his waking hours in
various laboratories— was a “master horticulturalist.” A banyan tree
planted by Edison at his Fort Myers estate in 1925 now boasts a
trunk circumference of 400 feet. Edison’s estate is featured in the
book’s “West Coast” section (each of the four sections has a corre-
sponding region). In all, The Gardens of Florida escorts readers
through nineteen lush sites across the Sunshine State. Also in-
cluded is a calendar listing annual garden events throughout Flor-
ida. The Gardens of Florida is available in softcover from Pelican
Publishing for $19.95. Call l-800-843-1724.
With names right out of a 1930s gangster picture, Vince “Trap-
per” Nelson, Foster “Fink” Finley, and Thomas “Fatty” Walsh, may
have missed their calling as big screen heavies (Walsh, as it turns
out, was a real-life mobster). However, despite the fact that none of
the three ever acted in a movie— according to Joyce Elson Moore’s
new book— they can still be heard, and occasionally even seen, to
this day. You see, Nelson, Finley, and Walsh are all ghosts. Moore’s
Haunt Hunter’s Guide to Florida introduces readers to these spirits as
well as a host of other memorable phantoms. Haunt Hunter’s Guide
to Florida is divided into seven sections, each representing a partic-
ular region of the state. Within each section are a number of differ-
ent supernatural sites (thirty-seven in all). Each entry features a site
description, “haunt history,” tips for visitors, and— to decrease the
number of wandering souls— directions. Haunt Hunter's Guide to
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Florida (1998) is available in paperback from Pineapple Press for
$12.95. Call (941) 953-2797.
America’s introduction to Cuban music in the 1950s came via
the nation’s television sets in the familiar image of Desi Arnaz per-
forming at the fictional Tropicana Club on the “I Love Lucy” show.
The nation soon discovered that the music of Cuba, much like
American jazz, possessed deep and varied African roots. In Nation-
alizing Blackness: Afrocubanismo and Artistic Revolution in Havana,
1920-1940 (1997), Robin D. Moore explores the “Afrohispanic cul-
tural fusion” which helped shape the island’s art as well as its poli-
tics. Moore focuses on the music of the era and examines the
debate between those who labeled it “degenerate” and those who
reasoned it a ideal expression of cubanidad (Cubanness). National-
izing Blackness is, just as its title suggests, as much a study of race re-
lations as an analysis of Cuban culture. Moore’s book spotlights the
role Afrocubans played in composing a new national identity for
their country. Nationalizing Blackness: Afrocubanismo and Artistic Rev-
olution in Havana, 1920-1940 is available in paperback from the
University of Pittsburgh Press for $19.95. Call (607) 277-2211.
In Thomas Dixon’s infamous racial melodrama, The Clansman,
John Wilkes Booth is introduced to readers as “the handsomest
man in America.” Descriptions of Booth by his contemporaries
were equally flattering. In their Introduction to “Right or Wrong,
God Judge Me”: The Writings of John Wilkes Booth (1997), editors John
Rhodehamel and Louise Taper include a particularly telling quote
from one Booth acquaintance who said of the accomplished actor,
“John Wilkes Booth cast a spell over most men . . . and I believe
over all women without exception” (5). Booth used his good looks
and famous name to win entrance into the most distinguished
northern drawing rooms where he “acted” the part of a casual
guest when he was, in fact, a Confederate spy. The nearly seventy
documents (including correspondence, diary entries, and an 1860
manifesto defining his pro-southern ideology) contained in “Right
or Wrong, God Judge Me” prove that Booth’s long-standing allegiance
to the southern cause— and not a momentary fit of insanity— was
what drove his actions on that fateful night at Ford’s Theater. “Right
or Wrong, God Judge Me” is available in cloth from the University of
Illinois Press for $24.95. Call (217) 333-0950.
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In the Introduction to Twenty Florida Pirates, University of Flor-
ida English professor Kevin McCarthy explains the scarcity of writ-
ten records left by pirates, saying “[t]hese men and women were
usually too busy attacking ships, drinking and carousing, and trying
to stay alive, and, even if they had wanted to, many if not most of
them were illiterate. . . .” (9). Considering the larger-than-life per-
sonalities cultivated by most pirates one tends to think that they
would have been perfectly at ease with the way in which their lives
have been embellished by writers, actors, and even a certain amuse-
ment park. In Twenty Florida Pirates readers are treated to McCar-
thy’s colorful prose and William Trotter’s equally colorful
paintings (several of which are done in grisly reds and browns).
Among the more famous brigands featured in McCarthy and Trot-
ter’s book are Sir Francis Drake, Black Caesar, Jose Gaspar, and
Jean Lafitte. Ironically, Gaspar (Florida’s best-known buccaneer
and the man for whom Tampa’s annual Gasparilla festival is
named) may never have existed. Most evidence points to the fact
that he was a creation of John Gomez, a shadowy seaman who him-
self may or may not have been a pirate. Obviously, fishermen were
never the only seafarers who traded in tall tales. Twenty Florida Pi-
rates is available in softcover from Pineapple Press for $17.95. Call
(941) 953-2797.
New in Paperback
Upon his unjustified expulsion from Georgia’s House of Rep-
resentatives in 1868, black Congressman Henry McNeal Turner de-
livered an Olympian denunciation of the state legislature, saying “I
shall neither fawn nor cringe before any party, nor stoop to beg for
my rights . . . I am here to demand my rights, and to hurl thunder-
bolts at the men who dare to cross the threshold of my manhood”
(117-18). The fact that McNeal was even allowed to make such a
speech exemplifies the advances made by African Americans dur-
ing the Reconstruction era. John David Smith’s Black Voices from Re-
construction 1865-1877 introduces readers to Turner along with a
host of other early black leaders. Smith weaves their words (along
with those of everyday black citizens) into his own absorbing narra-
tive. The result is a fine work of history which comes across like a
well-crafted museum exhibit. Black Voices from Reconstruction 1865-
1877 is available in paperback from the University Press of Florida
for $12.95. Call l-800-226-3822.
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Revised or Reprint Editions
In the summer of 1970, Eli Evans journeyed through the South
to write a series of articles for Harper’s magazine about Jewish life
in the region. It was an especially personal assignment for Evans,
himself a Jew, since he had been born and raised in Durham, North
Carolina. During that “summer of discovery” Evans realized that
the history of southern Jews was not that of an isolated clique but
rather a “blood-and-bones part” of the region. In 1973, Evans pub-
lished The Provincials: A Personal History of Jews in the South (revised
for the 1997 Free Press edition). The Provincials remains a classic
piece of southern literature and though in his new Introduction
Evans confesses to “looking back in wonder at an audacious young
man who dared, in his mid-thirties, to write a partial life story,”
readers have long been grateful for that supposed audacity. Along
with Evans’s Introduction, the revised edition of The Provincials fea-
tures an additional five chapters (including a poignant section de-
scribing the author’s journey home to be by the side of his dying
mother) and three appendices analyzing the election of Jews to
public office in the South and Jewish population shifts across the
region. The Provincials: A Personal History of Jews in the South is avail-
able in paperback from Free Press Publishers for $16.00.
Special Editions
“There are no other Everglades in the world.” It is an opening
sentence whose simple eloquence recalls that of Dickens’s A Tale of
Two Cities. And, much like that celebrated work, Marjory Stoneman
Douglas’s The Everglades: River of Grass, was quickly judged a classic.
1997 marked the 50th anniversary of its publication and Pineapple
Press recently issued a special edition of the book featuring an up-
date on the efforts of Everglades preservationists by environmental
writer Cyril Zaneski. When Douglas’s book was first published in
1947 most people knew little about the region Spanish mapmakers
had christened “El Laguno del Espiritu Santo” (the Lake of the
Holy Spirit). However, with its virtually cinematic narrative and fin-
ger-tip-sensitive natural descriptions, River of Grass, brought the Ev-
erglades to the attention of a world wide audience. In the final
chapter of the original edition Douglas issued a call to preserve the
region before encroaching developments destroyed it. Douglas’s
words were obviously well-received, but her work was not over. Mar-
jory Stoneman Douglas remained a vital force in the conservation
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movement until her death this year at the age of 108. A true envi-
ronmental missionary, her lifelong dedication to caring for the
earth is perhaps best explained in Emerson’s quote that “Nature
tells every secret once.” The Everglades: River of Grass (special anni-
versary edition) is available in hardcover from Pineapple Press for
$18.95. Call (941) 953-2797.
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ACQUISITIONS AND ACCESSIONS
The following are recent manuscript acquisitions and acces-
sions as reported by Florida universities, colleges, museums, public
libraries, and other institutions. Anyone interested in particular
collections should correspond with the organization in question.
Tebeau Library of Florida History, Cocoa
NATIONAL SOCIETY DAUGHTERS OF 1812. Three cubic
feet of the administrative records of the Florida chapter. Records
span period 1900-1995.
ROGERS COLLECTION. A rare collection of original and
copies of survey maps of the Indian River area by D. D. and C. M.
Rogers, Francis LeBaron, and A. M. Randolph.
Flagler College Center for Historic Research, St. Augustine
STETSON COLLECTION. The Stetson Collection is com-
posed of photostats made in Seville, Spain, by Irene Aloha Wright
from the period of the First World War until 1928, when she was re-
quired by the Spanish government to stop copying documents.
The Collection features Spanish documents pertaining to Florida
which cover the period from 1518 to 1820. The Collection was for-
merly housed at the P. K Yonge Library in Gainesville.
Museum of Science and History, Jacksonville
SID WALKER COLLECTION. Sid Walker was a pioneer stage
play producer, theater owner, and amusement park proprietor in
Jacksonville in the first half of the twentieth century. The Collec-
tion consists of photographs, postcards, newspaper clippings, mu-
sic books, and miscellaneous paper items from his estate.
COHEN COLLECTION, The Cohen Brothers Department
Store was one of the oldest businesses in Jacksonville. The items in
the Collection, which date from the 1920s to the 1950s consist of
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Amelia Island Museum of History, Fernandina Beach
THE CEMETERIES OF AMELIA ISLAND, edited by Jean Dixon
Mann, Amelia Island Genealogical Society, 1997.
RAYONIER CORPORATION PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM.
photo-chronology of the Rayonier Company in Nassau County
from 1937 to 1939.
Halifax Historical Society, Daytona Beach
DAVID D. AND CLARENCE M. ROGERS COLLECTION.
David D. and Clarence M. Rogers, early civil engineers, made hun-
dreds of surveys and drawings of the east part of Florida from Jack-
sonville to Key West over the period from 1880 to 1932. The
Collection consists of 293 maps and drawings of Volusia county
sites. Donated by Mary McFall and Elizabeth Sarver.
Matheson Historical Century, Gainesville
TRAXLER FAMILY PAPERS (1850-1960s), SPRING HILL
METHODIST CHURCH PAPERS, GAINESVILLE CITY BEAUTI-
FICATION BOARD, papers and photographs (1960s-1980s).
Robert Manning Strozier Library, The Florida State University, Tallahassee
BETTY W. McNABB COLLECTION. McNabb was a female avi-
ator who worked in Florida as well as other states. The Collection,
which consists of 104 items dating from 1944 to 1990, includes
scrapbooks, books, awards, and diaries.
MARY CAWTHON MOCK COLLECTION. Mock was a teacher
at the Florida State Normal School in Defuniak Springs. The Collec-
tion, which is composed of 15 items dating from 1890 to 1900, in-
cludes grade reports, catalogs, invitations, and school newspapers.
P. K. Yonge Library, University of Florida, Gainesville
WILLIAM AND SUE GOZA FLORIDIANA COLLECTION.
The Collection comprises about 1500 volumes of work in Florida
history, biography, and natural science spanning the period from
the eighteenth century to 1996. Among the many classic volumes
in the Collection is a 1723 history of Florida by Cardenas, and a
1792 edition of William Bartram’s Travels. Donated by William and
Sue Goza.
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FLORIDA EPHEMERA COLLECTION. The Collection con-
sists of more than 7000 maps, pamphlets, brochures, and postcards
relating to the Florida tourist industry. The items in the Collection
date from 1878 to the 1970s and include Dixie Line and Florida
East Coast Railway system hotel and railway guides as well as maps
by Drew, Colton, Rand McNally and others.
St. Augustine Historical Society, St. Augustine
GENERAL WILLIAM WING LORING COLLECTION (1846-
1882), SAN SEBASTIAN ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS AND THE
HOUSEHOLD OF RUTH No. 623 OF ODD FELLOWS COLLEC-
TION (1890-1954), PAPERS OF FRANKLIN W. SMITH, CON-
STRUCTION AGENT (1826-1911), STETSON COLLECTION OF
SPANISH RECORDS (62 Reels), ST. JOHNS COUNTY MAR-
RIAGE BOOK (1840-1858) compiled by G. Leslie Wilson (1996).
Stuart Heritage Museum, Stuart
ERNEST F. LYONS PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION. Ernest
Lyons was editor of the Stuart News newspaper for several decades.
The Collection features photographs, dating from 1916 to the
1980s which reflect the changing face of Martin County and its
natural environs.
Florida State Archives, Tallahassee
LOCAL GOVERNMENT RECORDS: City of Tallahassee
records (1885-1965); Palm Beach County Emergency Energy Con-
servation records (1974-1984).
MANUSCRIPTS: Society of Florida Archivists records (1983-
1996); William McLeod Civil War pocket diary (1864-1865); John
Lavelle McMullen papers (1953-1997); Diary (1896); Newspaper
clippings and letters (1771-1862).
STATE GOVERNMENT RECORDS: Division of Elections,
proclamations and executive orders (1845-1995), acts of the terri-
torial legislature and acts of the legislature (1822-1996), adminis-
trative code master files (1961-1991), executive orders (1977-
1995); Supreme Court, case files (1825-1997), mandatory review
death penalty case files (1973-1997); Department of State, cabinet
meeting official records; Committee on Rules and Calendar, com-
mittee voting records (1975-1995); Board of Trustees of the Inter-
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nal Improvement Trust Fund, cabinet agenda (1969-1981; 1983-
1989); Florida Public Broadcasting, Rosewood claims bill hearings
videotape (1994); Bureau of Florida Folklife Programs, photo-
graphs and slides of folk arts, artisans, and performers (1910-
1995), video recordings of Florida Folklife events, programs, and
television broadcasts (1948-1995); Florida Entertainment Commis-
sion records (1991-1996); Bureau of Historic Preservation, historic
preservation certification files (1986-1991); Judicial Alternatives
Study Commission, director’s administrative files (1995-1996).
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Calls for Papers/Conferences
The sixth annual “Symposium on the 19th Century Press, the
Civil War, and Free Expression” will be held at the historic Read
House Hotel, Chattanooga, November 5-7, 1998. Sponsored by
George R. West Jr., Chair of Excellence in Communication and
Public Affairs at the University of Chattanooga Department of
Communication, the symposium will focus on the 19th-century
press’s role in the Civil War and contemporary concepts of free ex-
pression. All materials (including four paper copies and a 200-300
word abstract) must be postmarked by September 1, 1998, and
mailed to: Dr. Kittrell Rushing, Communication Department, 311
First Hall, The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, Chatta-
nooga, Tennessee, 37403-2598. For an up-to-date pixelized report
visit the symposium’s web site at: http://www.utc.edu/commdept/
conference/.
The Society of American Archivists will host its annual meeting
at the Walt Disney World Dolphin Resort Hotel, Orlando, August
31-September 6, 1998. The meeting will commence with two days
of SAA continuing education workshops (featuring training and as-
sistance in the areas of preservation, electronic description, and ba-
sic archival principles). The workshops will be followed by the
Society’s business meetings and over sixty program sessions. In
keeping with the resort setting of the meeting the Program Com-
mittee is encouraging session topics relating to the archival impli-
cations of travel, entertainment, and popular culture in America.
For further information contact Carl Van Ness, 208 Smathers Li-
brary, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611. E-mail: car-
vann@nervm.nerdc.ufl.edu.
CALL FOR PAPERS: 65th Annual Meeting of the Southern
Historical Association, Fort Worth, Texas, November 3-6, 1999. The
Program Committee invites proposals for single papers and entire
sessions. Please send five copies of proposals, including a brief sum-
mary of the proposed paper(s) and a curriculum vitae of each pre-
senter to the appropriate chair. Deadline for proposals is October
[134]
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1, 1998. European sessions: Katharine D. Kennedy, Department of
History, Agnes Scott College, 141 East College Avenue, Decatur,
GA, 30030; Latin American Sessions: Andrew Boeger, Department
of History, North Carolina A & T University, Gibbs Hall, Greens-
boro, NC 27411; All other proposals: Charles Joyner, Chair, SHA
Program Committee, Department of History, Coastal Carolina Uni-
versity, Conway, SC 29526.
Awards and Honors
ARRELL GIBSON AWARD: In recognition of Arrell M. Gib-
son’s significant role in Native American history, the Indian Terri-
tory Posse of Westerners International funds this $300 cash prize
for the best essay of the year on the history of Native Americans. No
time period or geographic restrictions apply, and essays will be
judged on their significance to the field, their contributions to
knowledge, and their literary quality. To be eligible, articles must
have appeared in 1997 in a journal or edited volume. Any Western
History Association member, as well as the publisher or author of
the essay, may nominate an essay. A copy of the journal, an offprint,
or a photocopy must be submitted to each member of the award
committee. Deadline for entries is July 31, 1998. Committee mem-
bers: Donald Fixico, Western Michigan University Department of
History, Kalanmazoo, MI 49008; Sherry Smith, P.O. Box 280,
Moose, WY, 83012; Bob L. Blackburn, Oklahoma Historical Society,
Wiley Post Historical Building, 2100 N. Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma
City, OK 73105.
BOLTON-KINNAIRD AWARD IN BORDERLANDS HISTORY
A cash prize of $300 is awarded annually by the Western History As-
sociation for the best article on any phase of the history of the Bor-
derlands, from the Floridas to the Californias, from the sixteenth
century to the present. Articles will be judged on scholarship and
literary style. To be eligible, articles must have been published in
1997 in any scholarly journal or edited volume. Any WHA member,
as well as the publisher or author of the essay, may nominate an es-
say. A copy of the journal, an offprint, or photocopy must be sub-
mitted to each member of the committee with a letter of
nomination. Deadline for entries is July 31, 1998. Committee mem-
bers: Sarah Deutsch, Department of History, Clark University, 950
Main St., Worcester, MA< 01610-1477; Robert Trevino, 3920 Barrel-
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wood Ct., Colorado Springs, CO 80920; and Daniel Tyler, Depart-
ment of History, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO,
80523.
Exhibitions and Fairs
“The Summer of 1898: War in Florida and Cuba” will be on dis-
play at the Historical Museum of Southern Florida, Miami, from
May 1 to August 30, 1998. The exhibit, which commemorates the
centennial anniversary of the Spanish-American War, features orig-
inal photographs and documents chronicling the preliminary wars
in Cuba as well as the emergence of “yellow journalism” in the
United States. Also included is a scale replica of the U.S.S. Maine,
the ship whose mysterious sinking is still debated by scholars. As an
item of local significance, the exhibit features pictures and ac-
counts of Camp Miami, where close to 1800 soldiers were housed
before boarding ships for Cuba. For more information on this and
other exhibits call (305) 375-1609 or visit the museum online at:
http://www.historical-museum.org.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Saturday, January 23, 1998
The Board of the Florida Historical Society met in Cocoa at the
library building for their semiannual meeting. In attendance were:
Patti Bartlett, Secretary Sandra Johnson
Tom Bowman Marinus Latour, Immediate
Bill Coker, President Past President
J. Allison DeFoor III Doug Milne
Kari Frederickson Niles Schuh
George Franchere Robert Snyder
Tom Graham Ada Coats Williams
Pam Hall Lindsey Williams
Nick Wynne, Executive Director
The meeting was called to order at 10:15 by president Bill
Coker. He welcomed the board members and turned the floor over
to Executive Director Nick Wynne.
New Business
Status of the Rossetter Endowment—  Dr. Wynne began the
agenda by discussing the Rossetter endowment. The agreement,
signed in November of 1991, conveys $2.75 million plus antiques
and property to the Florida Historical Society upon the death of
both sisters. The surviving sister, Miss Carrie, will be 100 years old
in March.
Financial Report for FY 1997—  The financial report for 1997
was reviewed. Income was $99,375.00 and expenses were
$93,408.56, leaving a surplus of $5,966.44. Two new sources of in-
come were memorials and the Jim Horgan bequest. Dr. Wynne ex-
plained that the expense side of the balance sheet reflected Dr.
Kari Frederickson’s exemplary work in holding down production
expenses for the Quarterly.
The projected budget for FY 1998 was reviewed. Anticipated
income is $132,750; the projected expenses are $67,200, leaving an
[137]
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anticipated surplus of $15,500. A new item on the expense side of
the ledger is $30,000, the historical library/management fee. Dr.
Wynne explained that this is the Florida Historical Society’s antici-
pated share of the expenses of the Cocoa library building. The li-
brary building will be sold by the City of Cocoa to the Florida
Historical Library, Inc., on April 1st. The management fee will be
the Society’s share of the costs involved in operating the library
building. Dr. Wynne asked the board to approve a Florida Histori-
cal Society Executive Board recommendation that the Society
agree to pay the Florida Library Foundation a yearly allotment of
$30,000 for the Society’s share of the lights, phone, and office
space.
Income sources for FY 1998 include the possibility of renting
out the grounds adjacent to the Rossetter garage and the garage it-
self for weddings and receptions. The sale of some deaccessioned
items was also discussed. The Society owns some bird prints given to
the Society by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. The birds depicted in the
prints are not native to Florida. The prints are badly in need of res-
toration; the cost of such a restoration six years ago was $5000.
Lindsey Williams commented that the Society has an obligation to
take care of the items it owns or to place the items where they will
be taken care of. Allison Defoor asked if we could try to place the
items with a public institution before placing them in private
hands. Dr. Wynne said that many times an individual buys a deac-
cessioned item and then donates it to an interested public institu-
tion, as happened with our Bard painting which now has been
donated to the Mystic Seaport Museum. Allison DeFoor moved that
(1) the prints be deaccessioned with the income going to capital ex-
penditures, and (2) that we prefer the sale be made, if possible, to
a public institution over a private individual. The motion was sec-
onded by Niles Schuh. An amendment was offered and accepted
that (3) an appraisal of the items be obtained before the items were
deaccessioned. A second amendment asked that the income from
the items be split between capital improvements and collection
management. To move the motion along it was agreed to vote first
on items 2 and 3, and then for item 1. Items 2 and 3 passed, with no
opposition. Item 1 carried with the income being used for capital
expenditures, with three votes for the income being split between
capital expenditures and collection management.
The proposed budget for FY 1998 was discussed. Placing the in-
come from the deaccessioned items was removed from the income
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side of the ledger, which changed the anticipated surplus of
$15,500 to a deficit of $4000. The board agreed that this would pro-
duce a realistic, although unbalanced budget.
The status of the Library of Florida History—  Since the library
opened, some 4500 visitors have come into the building. Software
has been purchased for cataloging, and the library now has 5 full-
time volunteers. On April 1, the building will be purchased from
the City for $199,000.
Later in March, Pioneer Days will bring re-enactors, craft
booths, and Florida history book authors to downtown Cocoa. At-
tendance is expected to reach twenty to forty thousand. The event
will benefit the library. Another fund-raiser is planned for Novem-
ber 1998, when Mrs. Alma Clyde Field will host an event in her his-
toric home.
The FHS Quarterly report was given by Dr. Kari Frederickson.
The winter issue should be received by subscribers this week. Arti-
cles for the spring issue have been chosen. In the near future, spe-
cial issues will be dedicated to Florida’s involvement in the Civil
War and Florida women. The prospect of going to a digital format
is being explored. Dr. Frederickson is currently seeking articles re-
lating to Florida before the Civil War.
Membership report—  Dr. Wynne said our membership is grow-
ing, with 2300 members at present. The increase is partially due to
Dr. Wynne’s heavy speaking schedule and the individuals who
come into the library building.
Annual meeting—  Ray Arsenault has arranged presentations
for three concurrent sessions, leaving the afternoons and evenings
free for tours; one tour is planned for Ybor City. The reception will
be at the Tampa Bay hotel. Table space will be available to book
vendors and authors.
Old Business
Standards Committee report—  Bob Taylor recapped for the
board the purpose behind the establishment of the Standards and
Review Committee. The committee was set up last year to explore
the site of the Quarterly, possible editorial directions, and to set
minimum requirements for an editor. One of our aims is to appeal
to a wider audience. The committee has recommended that the
Quarterly should be housed within an institution of higher learning
within the state of Florida; that institution should be willing and
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able to provide physical and financial support including a half-time
faculty member editor; an editorial assistant; secretarial and ad-
ministrative assistance; at least one member of the Florida Histori-
cal Society Board be able to serve on the selection committee for
that editor. Although we currently are housed quite amicably at
UCF, our contract expires in 2001 and we must have a plan in place
should the agreement not be renewed.
Items from the floor—  Pam Hall asked that the Quarterly be
placed on compact disk. The last ten years are not yet indexed, and
placing the back issues on a CD would make their contents key
word accessible. The index for each new volume of the Quarterly is
on the Society’s web site: www.florida-historical-soc.org.
Dr. Wynne said that our computer network person will develop
a homesite for the Florida Historical Society, which would include
a subscription service. Cost of that network will be paid by the in-
come from banner ads on online publications. Allison DeFoor sug-
gested selling notecards, replica maps, books and posters online
(that site will be www.florida-historical-soc.org).
There being no further business to come before the Board, the
meeting was adjourned at 2:20 p.m.
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The Florida Historical Society supplies the Quarterly to its members. Annual mem-
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